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TERRACE -- Restricting the 
opening hours of local pool 
halls won't solve the real pro- 
blem, says the city's licencing 
inspector. 
.Last year, in the wake of 
numerous acts of vandalism and 
break-ins in the downtown area 
--  particularly the 4600 block of 
Lakelse --  the city had con- 
sidered restricting the hours of 
operation at such facilities. 
A bylaw put forward in Oc- 
tober specified pool and billiard 
halls, arcades and teen dance 
halls could be Open only bet- 
ween 9 a.m. and 10 p.m. That 
move was supported by the.  
local RCMP. 
However, having since taJked 
to the teehagei-s ~h~"~f~i~h~fif - 
such establishments, Bob 
Lafleur now says, "It's not a 
pool problem, it's a problem 
with our youth and with the 
parents of those youths." 
Lafleur said some kids had 
told him they were there 
because they either had nowhere 
else to go or were afraid to go 
home. 
If teenage girls were hanging 
around the pool hall at 4 a.m., 
he suggested the question peo, 
ple should be asking is "Where 
the hell are their parents?" 
And in some cases, he added, 
parents were actively creating 
the problem. "There are kids in 
our town who are being sent out 
at midnight by their parents 
with drugs to sell and they get 
beaten if they don't come home 
with the money," he explained. 
Imposing an opening hours 
by-law would not solve those 
situations, Lafleur added. 
Other steps could be taken, 
however, to minimize problems / 
in the downtown core. Those 
could include requiring Danny's 
Pool Hall to make its back lane 
door a fire escape xit only, in- 
stalling another light out back 
of the building and blocking off 
the lane access from Lakelse. 
FI 'eecy; friend i 
i :'*uRE:SlGNI:o, SPring is th;!~ht":o'fi ii'~ie":lamb:s:bounc n8 around local fields. They re no~ d:ni;'; ! 
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Garbage fees pondered 
Kitimat-Stikine regional district 
of a single landfill, and 
• Setting up a recycling 
system for salvageable materials 
arriving at the dump. 
9!tn!Cla ! 
! 
' 2 
Bed Park will start out as a ~-  
13,000ha class 'A' provincial Harry  Nyce  .. 
park covering the entire 30km Murtha said corporate span- 
length.. ~[: th¢.~|a..vB,~9~W..,!Ls.t..,arts :.. : orship.wiil be sought, o,pay.£ot~.,,,.~ .... 
at a volcanic inder cone .lust someparts of the park de~;elop, 
east of Lava Lake,i flows north 
TERRACE -- Local residents 
could face limits on the number 
of bins and bags of garbage they 
house can 'put out for city col- 
lection and/or have to pay extra 
for exceeding.that limit. 
That is one of the suggestions 
council will be asked 'to look at 
when council assembles for its 
annual think tank session later 
this year. 
Colongard pointed out, the city • The introduction of tipping 
would have to persuade people " fees at the landfill site (at pre- 
to reduce the amount of gar- sent the city only charges for 
bage they throwout. For exam- dumping stumps and house 
pie, kitchen and garden waste demolition debris), 
could be placed in composters * Possible joint use with the 
instead of the trash can.. '.~ 
Noting the city policy at the i _~:  - . . .  ~ 
moment was to p ick. 'up I !i;mortn  ': " :~ '~ :~ ' ' -  'anything left at cui'bside, he 
said that was being reviewed as . 
to Aiyansh and spreads out-to 
the north and west into the Nass 
River valley. 
An additional 7,000ha in 
mounta ins  immediate ly  
southeast, of Aiyansh will 
become a recreational area at 
first. 
That designation allows for 
mineral exploration but parks 
ministry spokesman Mike Mur- 
tha says the mines ministry has 
agreed to a quick one-year 
mineral" survey in the hopes that 
area can be given full park 
status. 
"We're looking at this park 
as being something of interna- 
tional importance," says Mur- 
tha. 
He said the Nisga'a culture 
coupled with the unique geology 
of the lava flow will make the 
park a strong tourist draw. 
The park is to be jointly 
managed by the parks ministry 
and the Nisga'a Tribal Council. 
They'll spend the ' next year 
deciding what form develop- 
ment should take in the park. 
Because ~of the sensitive ter- 
rain - -  and because the lava 
isn't good to build on --  Mur- 
tha said it's expected that most 
of the development will be at 
New Aiyansh and Gitwinksilkw 
(Canyon City). 
That could .mean cam- 
ment. "We'll never realistical!y". 
get. $10 million OUt 10f the 
government for this,'? he said..i, 
..,But he.said s0me developS.' 
m6ntlsuch .as signs and p~cni¢ 
tables hould he in place at the 
lavabeds for this summer." ........... 
The  name .o f  the ~park 
honours the more than 2 ,000  
native people killed:wh'en the  
lava flow buriedl tw6"Nisga'h ' 
villages an estima!edt~0 lind 
• half centuries ago . -  ~: " 
Skeena CellUl0se gave up 1'3 
million cubic metres of timber 
from its tree farm:liCeneeto 
pgrounds, interpretive centres, 
RV parks, hotels, restaurants -- 
anything. 
"The sky's the limit right 
now," says Murtha. "We're 
thinking big. That means big 
dollars -- and that goes beyond 
what the government has to 
spend right now." 
• make way for the park i ,i : .: 
Nyce said the Nisga'a nd the 
parks ministry will also be 
unveiling a booklet about the 
lava beds during the tribal coun, 
cil convention. 
J 
City operations manager par [o f  an effort:to make I , , , , . . . . . . . .  I 
John Colongard told a council residential garbage collection a ~, ~:ii: :~:' . . . .  
committee his department more.  ' / 'bus iness - l i ke  HAZELTON: :  The mild menljust makes more mud. n 
would be suggesting several operation.'; : i wlnierandearlyspflng have The general public doesn,t 
areas where changes could be Figures for 1991 show it cost i ¢o)ispired to turn the roads understand that." • : S 
made in'the waythe city runs its the cityclose to $338,000 to run IO  mush here, . BURNS:LAKE:-- Residents h 
garbage collection service and its garbage •collection service I i~ The~ils so mtiehwater in are reeling after a double n 
dump. and a futther$85,000to operate I :ihei'r¢ ad~: that maintenance murder on the Cheslatta In. C: 
• Like all municipalities in the the landfill, a total of $423,000. ] :/~orkerssayrepairs cancause dlan'reserve claimed the lives 
province, Terrace faces an en- ~ However, revenues fell well . I :miire~harm:thanE°°d; ' nf two local brothers. 
vironment ministry deadline of short •! 6f:: that • figure at just 
1995 for coming Up with a plan $365,000, And the 1992 budget 
to cut in half bythe endof  the pi'ojects that shortfall will rise 
century the amount of  solid t6almost $90,000 th]Syear. 
waste it produces, i ; : ,  :~.: Other' measures :being con , :  
To achieve :i::that. object!re, : sidered ate: : ! : 
i 
L hwe:'st Roun du p . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
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CITY BEAT 
Add sound to lights 
A LOCAL RESIDENT wants the city to install 'audible 
traffic lights at the new Ottawa St.-Lakelse Ave. intersection. 
Audible lights are specifically designed to meet he needs of 
those with vision problems. As well as having the usual 
pedestrian light, they also emit a sound which indicates it is 
safe to cross. 
Visually impaired herself, Phyliss Cornfield says ~he system 
would not only benefit others in her situation and the blind, 
but also the elderly and disabled. 
She also suggested the lights should be timed to ensure 
elderly and wheelchair pedestrians had time to cross safely. 
Mills balks at land grab 
WHILE :SUPPORTING efforts to make the Keith 
Ave.-Tetrault St. intersection safer, the Terrace Regional 
Health Care society isn't prepared to give up one third of the 
Mills Memorial hospital grounds to do it. 
At the m0menh ambulances racing to Mills Memorial br 
fire trucks attending a southside blaze had to cross Sande 
Overpass, turn hard left on to Keith and then almost im- 
mediately take a hard right on to Tetrault. 
The argument - -  raised more than a year ago - -  was 
building a curving access from Keith into Tetranlt would im- 
prove safety for both vehicles and pedestrians. 
:TheHighways department have now produced a sketch , 
plan for such a road but the society board says losing that 
much land will hurt its long range plans for the property. 
Chief executive officer Michael Leisinger has therefore ask- 
ed council to "give no further consideration" tothe proposal 
and ask Highways to try again. Council sent the matter to its 
planning and public works committee. 
Tent freebie sought 
THE SKEENA VALLEY Rotary Club wants council to 
waive therental fee for the city's tent. 
The club plans to use the tent for the beer tent-food conces- 
s!on it plans to operate at this year's Skeena Valley Fall Fair. 
That would require payment of a $695 rental charge for the 
weekend but club secretary Ray Mordan says that cost would 
wipe out any •profit from what is One of its major money- 
raising ventures. 
Pointing out any m0ney made would go back into the com- 
munity, Mordan said the event would likely have to be 
cancelled unless the rent break came, through. The request 
was referred to the community-recreation c mmittee. 
Meanwhile, alderman have again this year agreed to let the 
local Multicultural Association use the Arena banquet room 
rent-free. The group will be holding its annual International 
Potluck Supper in the facility Saturday, May 9. 
Apartmept zoning eyed 
A COUNCIL COMMITTEE will today examine a request 
to rezone property • on Park Ave. for multi-residential 
development. 
"The  rezon~ would effect two parcels of land in the 4600 
block: one stretching between Park and Davis next to the 
' LS~¢" l iF .~d~.~i fd~h%nd ~'~ad J i~  property'fronting,- 
.~.~[~, ~ly, ~n~,  .R2,,m~,'um d..~s!ty;,r .~i,d~3ia!. the land is 
' dCSi~i~tte~f C~e~i~d'~h'~h~ bfflci~l Cb~imiiy'plan'. In his 
application, Richard Sandover-Sl~; •s~ys~he r flus no plans to 
develop the lots himself but has potential buyers i f  it's given 
an R3, multi-residential-zoning. 
Also seeking rezoning is Janice Mason of 4734 Park. Her 
property is now designated multi-residential but she wants 
that changed to commercial. That would allow her to expand 
her home-based business by hiring employees. 
Finally, Lloyd and Margaret Hodges want property off 
Mountain Vista Dr|re switched from rural to residential to 
allow them to proceed•with sub-division of the land. They are 
also asking for a relaxation of minimum lot frontage regula- 
tions for t hatsdb-~iVision: : 
You're Invited, To 
THE NORTHWEST REGION 
OF THE 
NORTHERN REGIONAL 
:  HAIRDRESSERS ASSOCIATION 
-:! Fashions 1992 at the 
" ::::<TERRACE HOTEL: 
SundaY, April 26th, 1992 
with guest  artist: Shaun 
"LOOK INTO THE PAST WITH THE FORCE OF THE 90's" 
European and Scandinavian trained hair designer, now living In Van. 
couver, B.C., with 14 years of hairdressing experience. Has been In- 
volved with hair competitions, hair shows, as platform artist, educator, 
trainer and a successful• salon owner, brings us a "Look Into The Past 
With The F~ce Of The 90's". 
COMEOUTAND EXPERIENCE HIS INNOVATIVE  AND 
INSPIRING NEW COLLECTION. 
See sch~ule of Events f~)r your favorite competitions: Enter0ne - 
Enter All. ' o '" 
e V l lU l l  Hair Cut  
~ • Evening C le ls lo  and , 
.': * Op!n .Men 's  Commercial  
- ~FantasyTota l  Look ' ' 
:~L  CALL: Apply .at y~r.looa!~:salon:'.Hil~avos, Head Shed, 
~tm,  ~r..Gallery,.Rh0nda ~r:Oes. ion, and Imagos. ' " _. 
Library plan G THE" D' SW'R "OU   
"Your One Stop Shop For All Your 
not dead yet Crutch Rental Now Available JOIN US MAY 2 FOR OUR GRAND OPENING! 
TERRACE --  Lack 0f money to repairing the current library's 4546 Lazelle Ave. JIM LAMBERT 
could force the library board to roof, replacing its heating sytem Terrace, B,C. Phone 635-6675 
scale down its planned $1.8 and improving electrical and 
million expansion, a spokesman plumbing. V8G IS2 Fax 635-4979 
says. 
The board had been counting 
on a $6(30,0(0) C,O B.C. lottery 
grant for one-third of its con- 
struction budget until the pro- 
vincial 'government cancelled Honest 
the program last month. ,, 
But the board won't make . . . . .  • 
y n .  tr . , ,  ' 
planned June referendum in -~ -:,-" .:i~i:~:!,:i-:-i:-ii.' 
which it' l l  ask city taxpayers for : . :, ,- . . . . . .  
$800,000 and regional district . . . . . .  • .:i !~-i : : : : .  " 
taxpayers for $400,000, said '• 
Willy Schneider . . . . . .  " " , i, 
"Once the referendum is : -  
passed, we'll know where we'll 
stand financially," he said. 
Schneider assured the au- ~ r 
dience at a recent chamber of ! 
commerce luncheon taxpayers :, i~,,~::~,. ::. .~::~!~? '~ 
won't be asked for more money 
than what will be on the referen- , ~ii 
dum ballot. ,:. °" 
The $0(0)'0(0)sh°rtfali "wi l l  ! of ~ ~  . . .  
not become the burden of the 
taxpayer," he said. 
Schneider add~ there is a 
possibility getting $100,000 
from the program which 
replaces GO B.C. plus a further Golf Jeffa 
amount from a new provincial s i99 .  $ 2 5 9 "  
, government capital program in- 
tended to assist libraries, e month a month 
If it proved necessary to scale . . . .  
down the expansion plan, he. :..:. . 
said cuts could be made by . . . . . .  c o u n " n - . n g  
building the extension on a con . . . . .  : 
basement. " " i: ~i: : i  ' .... / : "  ~ " -:! " , ~;~ - , " .  . 
' That and a "no fril ls" up- .....withnow only 40 dollars down; . Leasea sporty new 1992 Volkswagen Golf, 
proach might reduce the cost to . . . .  
the neighbourhood of $1.3 No gimmicks, •nostrlngs. Just honestly low gas or diesel, from $199 per month or lease 
million, monthly payments. Join the celebratio n of a 1992 Jetta, gas or diesel, now from just 
However, any amended plan Volkswagen Canada's 40th Anniversary and $259 per month. For honest cars #~'% 
w.ould still provide the same take advantage of the IlonesHo-goodness and honest prices visit your 
ground floor space as the lower lease terms for alimited 40 days. local Volkswagen dealer. 
original to meet both current " : , 
ahd future demand. ; • Based on 48month leas(J: Golf 2 door 5 speed total.paYments from $9,592 or Jetta4 door 5 speed total payments from $12,472. ' |=  
i. Any more sacdficeof floor FreghtandP.O ncuded Securttydeposll and flmt payment applicable on approved credlt. 
space would be an expensive Taxes are.extra. Dealer may lease for less. Offer ends.April 25, 1992. 
bhnd. aid which would not.take ? " .  " " 
' iColumbla Aut0haus us far into the 21st century," . : • 
said Schneider. . : : " :  ' "3779 River Drive, Terrace 
• ;He noted that approximately ~, : -  ~ 635-5717. : :  :.~." ~ 
$250,000 of the budget .will go., 
:, ::.: ~ " . . 
i:: 
• L , ,  
: ?  
......... j ~'i!) ' ?? '  I understand your frustration with the government's approach to ~ :~ 
negotiations and ! am sure you share my concern about their recent 
. . . . . .  arbitrary decision to cancel negotiations altogether pending the Royal ::: ~• 
/ "  ) 
, -  . .  " . 
I i I 
~Ooctors ,  together with other health care profesS|gnu1, workers 
and consumers, bear the brunt of the government's mismanagement of our 
health care system. New Democrats are com]tted to redressing this 
sttuat|on. Th|s can only be done through honest negot|ations w|th 
phys|ctans directed towards a settlement which both the physicians and 
the government, on behalf of the public, recognlze as fa t r .~!~%:~:~ 
~ I n  addition, I believe the public tnterest is best served•by , 
Involving physicians and other health care workers~|~~°~ 
I t  lS now clear that thls "3.5 percent budget Increase" does not ful ly 
cover the impact of population growth, demographic hange, or 
technological change tn medicine. In any case, ]t  does not subst|tute 
for meaningful negotiations with doctors and wtll ,  I believe, only serve 
to further ai|enate them. Hh|le ! welcome the Royal Commission. I
believe Its t]m|ng |s a cynical attempt to avotd the |nned]ate problems 
facing our health care system, not the least of wMch |sthe question of 
adequate and fair remuneration for phys |c |ans .~ i~ i~ i !~:~i~i~ i  
"%. 
, . .,12 
, I 
, .2"  , 
! 
! 
Elizabeth Cul~, SL~ ~ ~ t :  
Oak Bay - Gordon Head ~. ,  ~:~ ~:,:. 
if power  doesn ' t  cor rupt ,  it can  af fec t  one 's  
Two years ago, in this letter to a physician in Victoria, an 
NDP MLA named Elizabeth Cull expressed genuine concern 
about doctors' rights to negotiate. 
It's a different sto W today. Now that she's Health Minister, 
she has refused to negotiate a new fee. agreement wi~ B.C, 
doctors and Wants to legislate away all fiJt(lre negotJations. 
The Of KC. 
- .  : : ' .  
We agree with Ms.Cull's 1990 position on 'honest • 
, I negotiations and adequate and fair remuneration for 
physici~ns~ 
We once again ask Ms.Cull to hohour the position • 
that she so eloquently and emphatically imn~ ¢ouulu 
took when she was an opposition MI.A, MmlCU. Ammc~.ymN D 
~% ~ f f~d l  ~11~ ~ ~t ,  ~ . ld ,~ ~ 
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NEWS I The hu ry hordes ng return 
R IEF  .... r y , ,  " The 're 
,=  . . . . .  :k for 
~:~"~"~:~"~Save the Tat call issued ::i'~ii~i! ~  ~/ ~'~'"~ ~ 
TWO AMERICAN politicans say the Tatshenshini River 
system should be turned into a world heritage site. 
Congressman Wayne Owens of Utah and Senator AI Gore 
of Tennessee are sponsoring a joint resolution calling for 
preservation of the area in the extreme northwest corner of 
the province. 
The resolution, if successful, would pose another challenge 
to Toronto-based Geddes Resources Ltd., which wants to 
build a huge copper mine atop Windy Craggy Mountain on 
the Tatshenshini R ver. 
Environmentalists oppose the project -- which would 
create 600 jobs to mine $5 billion worth of copper - -  because 
of fears of acid mine drainage contaminating the river. 
The resolution, now before the Congress, would require 
Washington begin joint negotiations with Ottawa aimed at 
preserving the entire Alsek and Tatshenshini River water- 
sheds. 
The company has already spent $36 million on the project 
and say s:it can mine the copper without harming the river 
system~/ : " . 
B~k-sharmg planned 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY College and the University of 
~Northe~n B.C. (UNBC) got a little closer together last week 
with the announcement of a shared northern library system. 
NWCC and the other two northern B.C. colleges -- Nor- 
'thern Lights College and the College of New Caledonia -- 
join UNBC in what's being called the Northern Post- 
Secondary Library Consortium. 
University officials ay the agreement means better and 
more equal access to post-secondary library resources and ser- 
vices throughout the north. The agreement calls for enhanced 
cooperation, and is to eliminate unnecessary duplication of 
collections and services. 
And to mark the start of construction on the University's 
main campus in Prince George, premier Mike Harcourt was 
On hand for a sod-turning ceremony there last week. 
MUNCH, MUNCH. Yes, the famished fiends of the caterpillar world are back and, as usual, they're 
ready.to devour anything green. Favourite menu items, says the regiorral, entomolog is~are : f ru i t j t rees ,  ' 
-~cO-~[~)od and~illbW.:7~l~ei~;:i~dfSl~ately, is not a great dieta~ ~el.!ght. ,. . , ........ 
,, Pesticide use probed 
WEED CONTROL and pesticide use is the focus of a newly 
formed committee of government agency representatives and 
northwest residents. 
The Northwest Weed Committee is to develop short- and 
long-term Programs for identification, prevention and con- 
trol of noxious weeds uch as Canada thistle, knapweed and 
leafy spurge. 
The establishment Of the committee comes in response to 
public concern in the past about he use of herbicides to con- 
trol weeds. 
..... The group's common goal is to reduce the reliance on 
chemical:based herbicide programs. 
On the committee are representatives of the environment 
ministry, highways ministry, regional districts, cattle farmers 
and environmentalists opposed to pesticide use. 
THURSDAY FRIDAY 
APRIL 23 I APRIL 24 
C O K Eo.  ASSIC 
i 
I 
:':i, l l P :  
seconds 
TERRACE - -  They're backl 
With western tent caterpillars 
having been spotted on trees 
and shrubs, horrified local 
gardeners are bracing 
themselves for another summer 
of leafy carnage. 
But, says regional en- 
tomologist Tim Ebata, while the 
caterpillars may be a nuisance, 
"they're not really that 
detrimental to the tree." 
Even if it suffers severe 
defoliation, he explained tree 
deaths from caterpillar attack 
were rare because the tree would 
usually produc~, a;second/~rop 
of leaves in late summe['. ~: . . .  
Therefore, unless people ~/ei'e 
"really worried about having an 
ugly looking tree for a while," 
Ebata said there was no need to 
take action against the crawling 
critters. 
If, however, they are deter- 
mined to fightitback , he urged 
caution when "Came to using 
pesticides. "We've heard of 
people asking for the strangest 
things, ') he added. 
In fact) the caterpillar can be 
combatted without the use:0f. 
chemicals because it is a bif of  a 
home-body, never straying far 
from its tent during the day and 
always returning there ,in .the 
cool of the evbning. 
Ebata said an early morning 
or late evening raid should, find 
the  caterpil lars huddled 
together in thetent. It wasth.en 
a simple matter of clipping'Off 
the piece of branch to which the 
tent was attached and burning 
it. 
Not only was that method 
very effective, it was also pro- 
bably a lo t  simpler than 
chemical spraying, he sug- 
gested. 
As for how long the area will 
have to put up with its 
unwelcome guests, Ebata :said 
,, ,infestations.had~.l~q:~nown ~t  
last as long as:nifio'~ars~ 
i ....ASATURDAY 
PRIL 25 
I 
Value Price 
85g. 
Reg. Price 4/4 
9 V¥1 lilt:# OU~J~31II~O I -¢;tot  No Rainchecks 
BARREL OF 
COOKIES 
5 Dozen 
14g Cookies 
6/Pack Reg. Price 4 .99 + Deposit Reg. Price $6.1 9 | 
i ~.,..~" =, , , , v  ,= ,-, ,., ,~ =, I f  'II BOTTOM ROUND I [ .goa l  Grown i 
~ ' gU l , . r~  rUV I~O S 
% , ~ ~  . S TI : REDP TT  
- " are ouse B 
_FFC~ a P~k ' L, 6 k 10 Lb. e.g 1 i Reg" $5"53 00'0 ! " "  l ! 
STORE 
HOURS:  
Monday 9 am. 9 pm 
Tuesday 9 am • 9 pm 
Wednesday 9 am. 9 pm 
Thursday 9 am • 9 p m 
Friday 9 am. 9 pm 
Saturday 9 am. 6 pm 
Sunday . . . .  10 am, 6 pm 
CHIMO HOME 
DELIVERY 
Servlco 7 days a week 
SENIORS FREE 
W, me'n h d~ b b~t 
m~Hu-~M~ 
i 
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Edouard Credgeur 
Price of justice 
years experience earns $43,000 ayear. In 
Ontario, that prosecutor makes $70,000. 
The average defence lawyer collects 
considerably more, as does the judge 
presiding over each case. According to 
the newly• formed Crown Counsel 
Association of B.C., their members 
make an average 50 .per cent less than 
legal aid lawyers. 
If the government hopes to keep'quali- 
ty prosecutors, that kind o f  discrepancy 
must be eliminated. 
Ironically, it may be possible for the 
government to find some replacement 
workers for striking prosecutors in the 
Lower Mainland. But that scenario is 
very unlikely here in the northwest. 
Private bar lawyers, who already have 
plenty of work, wouldn't work for the 
wages prosecutors are paid. Victoria 
would have to pay the going rate to at- 
tract replacement workers - -  andi f  that 
When the lawyers go on strike, you've 
got to be worried. But that's exactly 
what could happen this spring. 
In a move that threatens to snarl the 
province's justice system, B.C. pro- 
secutors have voted 96 per cent in favour 
of striking June 15. Not quite the man- 
date the NHL hockey players gave their 
union leaders, but it's close. 
Crown prosecutors, of course, are the 
lawyers for the province. Along with the 
POlice, they're the grunts on the front 
lines of the justice system, putting 
evidence before judges that ultimately 
puts crooks behind bars. 
Drop into one of the court rooms at 
the Kalum St. courthouse sometime and 
watch the case loads. Stacks of files, 
masses of information and endless pro- 
cedures as defence and prosecution parry 
before the bench: 
Now lawyers generally • get little sym- 
pathy when they complain about not 
making enough money. But have a look 
at the facts: AB.C.  prosecutor of five 
. •  • ) 
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It's free trade 
# merican-style 
happened local prosecutors would hap  VICTORIA - -  Ever get the 
pily scab for themselves, feeling we got snookered byWe re all rich Yankees when we entered into " From. the the Fr e Trade Agreement with 
them? And have a sneaking 
hunch things will get worse if Capital 
Mexico get dealt into the card 
When this year's tax notices arrive in In other words, the system favoured game? I do. 
the mail next month, more than three- the rich and therefore had to go. Don't get me wrong, I'm - i 
what Garde Gardom, our 
quarters of the city's homeowners are According to figures released by city agent general inLondon, calls 
going to find they are officially classified - . .,~, .................... ,,, .......... • , . .  ,., ~,~.'t~',,.,, , ~,,~[~,h,(,w f,,~,.,~., , :, ~,,~ ~ . council, 78 per cent of all homeowners in t free trader I rlrml" believe 
~, ,  ~.4.~,,,, . ~.,,.,,., ..... , ~. ~ _ ,,;: . . . . .  Terrace w!ll see.their taxes nS.e#..S a yesu[,,t . . . .  :hat th,.futurejs m.. e~tmg 
~, . And;  as ~ a result, - they. la,..,nno,: ,6f,ffiea~6,61i{idh,.6.ftlie.grant . . . .  ....~radebarriers, not shoring,., t- ~ i l~ l i ; ( l  ; l lO ,.7 I,. i,'%,) i: , t ' , .  ) ,. , ' . ,, :'I . 
themselves a l i tt le poorer .  >- - ' • :- - - them up or erecting new ones. 
It's all because the"New Democrat That's because the change effects It's 
anyone with a house with an assessed 
value~of $50,000 or more. 
It's a figur e that's ludicrously low if 
the wealthy are indeed the target. After 
all, these days it costs in the area of 
$95,000 to build a standard, three- 
bedroom, far-from-palatial home. 
The NDP may pay lip service to mak- 
ing the rich pay. But ultimately, it's or- 
dinary people who are footing their bills. 
provincial government has decided to 
end the supplementary homeowners 
grant introduced" by the Socreds. 
That grant was intended to ease the 
burden of school taxes on householderL 
But, soFinance minister Glen' Clark's ra- 
tionale went, it favoured the well-off 
because the greater the value of your 
home, the bigger the supplementary 
grant and tax break you received. 
The tube trance 
If the functionary's eyes 
brighten and a satisfied look 
flits across his features, I con- 
clude his favoured team scored, 
and I don ' t  mean the 
politician's party. If Mulroney 
scored a telling point, chances 
are 1 missed it in my keen 
analysis of the fuctionary's 
behaviour. 
My curiosity in perepheral 
people probably comes from my 
years as a mother. E~cery Mom 
becomes killed at focusing on 
the main action while monitor- 
ing fringe folk for signs of 
menace, misbehaviour or 
mayhem, 
Fringe TV hones my skill and 
fascinates me. 
.~,~:~-.,:.~,~ 7"oHDRA A T.,, lll 
U.S.-Canada Free Trade pact 
that bother me, or rather the 
interpretation f the rules by 
the Americans. 
It seems that, according to 
the Americans, everything that 
• works in their favour is con- 
sidered to be governed by the 
agreement; everything that 
works in Canada's favour is 
being challenged. 
Canadian lumber exports to 
the U.S. are perceived to be a 
threat o their own forest in- 
dustry, and a countervailing 
duty is slapped on our soft- 
Wood lumber entering the 
States. 
When, on the other hand, 
British Columbia places a limit 
on the amount of raw,logs 
leaving the province, the 
Americans cry foul, pointing 
to the free trade agreement as 
an excuse for wanting 
unimpeded access to our raw 
logs. 
Not that I can blame them 
for wanting to get their hands 
on as many raw logs as possi- 
ble. As a result of a number of 
court-imposed environmental 
constraints on logging, Oregon 
and Washington mills will be 
facing a severe log shortage, 
and access to  our raw logs 
would lie just the ticket for 
them, 
In the latest development on 
that front, some U.S. politi- 
cians have hinted that they 
would drop the countervailing 
duty on our softwood lumber 
if we lift the ban on our export 
of raw logs. Fortunately, , 
Forest Minister Dan Miller 
nipped that little scheme in the 
butt. No deal, he said. 
Meanwhile, the Americans 
~o ~IEL~R t. No FvELt.'~lTr~ 
No OAM~.! josr Roc~. ~"'qll 
HA~D sdo~ Atop A ..J~ ~' 
by Hubert Beyer 
Media handlers dotheir best 
to help people look good during 
television interviews, but their 
efforts can be erased by a few 
casual movements from a fringe 
person who doesn't realize he's 
in the camera's view. 
Last week, David Milgaard 
was interviewed'on (The Jour- 
nat) following, the Supreme 
Court's decision to grant him a 
new trial, While he spoke direct- 
ly to the viewer and camera, 
behind him stood a man, visible 
only as a torso with left hand 
resting on the back of David's 
chair. 
While David answered ques- 
tions concerning his future, th e 
man's hand spasmodically clen- 
ched, every few words, giving 
unc{~,  al ,  t i l t :  (:OII I . ; IUSIUII  U I  tl 
First Ministers' conference, 
while Prime Minister Mulroney 
was earnestly summing up the 
conference's attainments and 
predicting the sorry state of 
Canada's prospects, my atten- 
tion was glued on a woman 
seated behind him. 
Knees crossed, she bounced 
her highheeled foot up and 
down. Her bobbing foot 
an impression•of anger or ner- mesmerized me until my head 
vousness .  
I wanted tO LknOw who the 
hand belonged to. 
Milgaard's lawyer, itching for 
a re-trial?/An uncle thinking,. 
"Quit, David, While you're 
ahead." Ora  Stoney Mountain 
penitentiary guard on duty  
without visible means "of 
authority? 
nodded up and down with her 
foot like a kitten getting set to 
pounce. 
What if her shoe clatteredto 
the floor? Was the floor 
carpeted? Suppose she was sw- 
inging her foot in Morse code? 
If so, what message was she sen- 
ding? 
No matter if a polhician ' ira- 
Handlers help p0!!ticians t ° : peccably dressed in a banker 
look persuasiv'e, entertainment blue ~uitL. dehvers a - stirrin~ 
notables to Io0k Stunning: Tiiey:~:..:~ Speech:::. Caiculaied ; tO  :- the :.last 
dress them in non-reflective imiance,:my mind will focus on 
clothlng, nogliiiering jewdry or -:the functionary behind him 
zebra stripes to detract f rom,  wearing earphones. 
their TV image. But :the star's Is:the functionary listening to 
media moment can be ruined by a :>French translation of the 
one background" individual p01idcmn's talk on conference 
fidgeting. •Tapping a pencil, room equipment? Or to CBC 
shuffling papers, even- chit--, 'FM Stereo or a via b via of , , :.:- . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~_ .Y~ Y'_ Y 
chatting to a neighbour, draws ;!i::~!iiaii6h~il baseball r .game on 
the viewer ,S eyes away,fr Ore}, S,i!:;-batter~,po.wered portable.: radio 
star's mess~ e g ~ ' " ......... ::~tucked in hm¢oat pocket? 
Special thanks to all 
our conldbutors and 
correspondents for 
their time and 
talents. 
r,.~ 
i 
; . . ' . "  
i .'i 
~:.'~. :,,~ 
~.~:~;:'..~ 
~:.::~.~,~ 
: :  ..::: : ;  
P. 
D,  
s 
regulations which required 
salmon and herring cought by 
our fishing fleet to be landed 
and processed in Canadian 
plants. 
In 1989, the Mulroney 
government, like a good little 
free-trade partner, gave in to 
thosedemands, allowing the 
Americans virtually free access 
to our unprocessed salmon and 
herring. 
The new regulations require 
only that fish be landed at a 
designated landing station for 
counting prior to export. The 
U.S., however, wasn't even 
satisfied with that, threatening 
retaliation under its trade laws, 
unless Canada guaranteed that 
our fish could be purchased 
and exported by U.S~ buyers 
without ever touching Cana- 
dian soil. 
Somewhat unsettled by the 
prospect of losing a potential 
4,000 to 5,000 jobs, if it acced- 
ed to that demand, Ottawa of- 
fered to send the issue to ar- 
bitration under the disputes 
mechanism of the Canada-U.S. 
Free Trade Agreement. 
And that's where it stands at 
the moment. If the arbitrators 
determine that our regulations 
aren't consistent with U.S. 
laws, we will have to do exact- 
ly as the U.S. trade authorities 
tell us. Not a happy prospect. 
Last week,a delegation of 
the United Fishermen and 
Allied Workers Union and the 
Prince Rupert Amalgamated 
Shoreworkers and Clarks 
Union came to Victoria to 
plead their case. 
While sympathetic to their 
cause, there isn't a lot provin- 
cial government officials can 
do to heipthem. Free trade is 
7~M£5 t0c~ Tt4lS... 
t~'S HA~,p'ro _ ~illlll 
/ 
are also taking a run at our 
fishing industry. That con- . a federal matter. , i .. !il 
.......... • :, . . . . . . . . .  ,~r .,,~ . . . .  ~ " ' : :  ~Sfili," ihe two'iinion~'"h*~e ah ~i~ troversystarted bacV in 1986, ... . , . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  •;.. . ;. 
when the Americans first ".' :" ........ extensiveLhst of'suggestmns fo~r :: 
demanded that we' drop our all levels Of governmen't~ The~ '~ 
are asking coastal - -~ 
. municipalities to undertake * 
economic development in- 
itiatives that encourage 
domestic processing industries~ .- 
and discourage the location 
within their boundaries of lan,  
ding stations or unloading 
facilities for  direct export. 
The unions are also urging 
municipalities to put pressure, 
on the federal and provincial 
governments o implement 
policies for domestic process- 
ing of Canadian fisheries 
resources. 
They want provincial 
governments o develop legisla- 
tion similar to U.S. laws that.: 
would ensuire full Utilization 
of doniestic processing capaci- 
ty before raw fish leaves the , 
province. ' 
They als0 urge provinces to 
delay anyamendments to pro- 
vincial legislation required by 
the Free Trade Agreement un- 
til Canadian authority over the 
processing of:flsh resources i
guaranteed.' 
And finally, the unions are 
demanding that Ottawa in- 
troduce further egulations re- 
quiring fish landed in Canada 
to be eviscerated, counted and 
graded prior to export, place-, 
export axes on unprocessed 
herring, and serve notice of 
Canada's intention to 
withdraw from bilateral 
fisheries agreements until our 
right to fully enjoy the benefits 
of our own resources i
assured. 
Given the double standard 
the U.S. applies to the inter- • 
pretation of the Free Trade 
Agreement, I'd say the unions' 
demands are worthy of publi6 
support. 
.F A6 ILE. iil [llJ" 11 
' . .  i ¸  ( . , ,  / . . 
Pulp mills, oil spills and fish 
kills., 
Those' were the three topics 
for three groups of Grade 10 
students in a class at Thornhill 
: ~ Jr. Secondary school. 
But these weren't garden- 
variety group essays. Teacher 
Linda Lee "says the 20 students 
spent six io eight weeks resear- 
ching the projects, interviewing 
peop le - -even  travelling to 
...... Kitimat o observe the heavy in- 
dustry there. 
! After presenting their fin- 
dings, each group's report was 
sent on to provincial coor- 
dinators of a project called Vi- 
sion2020 The joint venture 
between B,C. educators and 
corporate sponsors resulted, in 
the publication of a book incor- 
porating the Work of the Thor- 
nhill students, some counter- 
parts at Caledonia, and 5,000 
other students from around the 
province..: ~ 
"The students find it really 
exciting, and that has all kinds 
of great Side effects," Lee says. 
!'They ase more questions It 
teaches: the m how to figure out 
udents think globally 
what's important." 
~' TomarkEar th  Day ,  Apr i l22 ,  THORNHILL Junior Secondary School students Scott Johnston and 
i he :  S tandard  repr in ts  the  Greg Rinaldi were on teams of students from a class there that 
s tudents  wr i t ings  on th i spage ,  wrote articles on halting the degradation of the environment. The 
articles were published in a book that compiled the work of 5,000 
B.C. students. 
Save our fish today 
!i~i i t i i~! i i i is l  i i ;~  ~ ' s  p e c t e "g~; ~ ~ ~ : i !  th~ d' 
dangered and another 84 are threatened, aboriginal rights to fish, as confirmed in recent 
In the United States, Canada, and Mexico, the 
number of species warl'anting special attention 
increased 45 percent during the 1980s. 
Habitats can be changed and that can 
devastate an entire species of fish, in obvious or 
subtle ways. From a massive hydro-electric dam, 
to a poorly installed culvert, fish habitats have 
been damaged in Canada. In the Great Lakes, 
municipal and industrial waste has polluted 
waters. 
In B.C., our steelhead salmon are becoming 
Supreme Courts of Canada decisions. 
Each of these groups believe it should have ac- 
cess to more and more fish. But the resource does 
not keep pace with the steadily increasing com- 
mercial ~ capaciiy, rapidly growing recreational 
activity and court-affirmed emands of the 
native communities. 
The interests of each group are in conflict, 
threatening social relations and, through over- 
harvesting, the resource itself. The problem per- 
sists with conflicting~jlJriSdictions. Commercial 
less and less every year and something has to be fishing boats are controlled by federal fisheries, 
done Each year there' are fewer steelhead, so but river systems come under provincial authori- 
~:ti~/d'.~e- t:ewer i~awn~!~"rl'he ~6~[eh~'st~s  ,:,ty.~, ~',.~!.. ,,.: : ~ . .~ . ; . . . . . .  • t..~,~'i~.:~'o~,;;.."K%~XX;~//,~'-'.h;¢e .... , ,.. . . . . ; ;  ' i,; u, ur goat isto.create a newset otguidennes on, 
v~'~Jues~"~e;endi'=ngon'w~ocatc~es't~h'em ............. all ~bmrnercial; sports, and native fisheries for 
To commercial fishermen, steelhead are by- 
products caught in nets while persuing other fish. 
To anglers, steelhead are worth their weight in 
gold. For both local anglers and visitors to B.C., 
steelhead salmon provide recreation. However, 
this genuine recreational activity defies evalua- 
tion in dollars. 
Unfortunately for salmon stocks, as govern- 
ment regulators eem preoccupied with commer- 
cial fishers, this industry carries on with little 
the protection of the remaining wild steelhead 
within B.C. 
This would help sustain existing wild steelhead 
stocks and allow tourism through sports fisheries 
to expand. Native Fisheries could sustain the 
amount of wild fish caught. Commercial 
fisheries could increase fish production and 
reduce the amount of unwanted steelhead caught 
in gillnets. 
-- By Erik Hansen, Lorissa Mattheis, Jaqis 
Waiters, Ann Compton and Jason Horsburgh. 
Put pressure on polluters 
Over the last fifty years pollu- 
tion has become one of the most 
serious problems facing our 
society. 
Pollution kills. I t  Chokes 
rivers and oceans, killing their 
inhabitants. It poisons the air 
and spoils the land. 
Though we may not realize it, 
every time.the pollution from 
our money-making industries 
kills a fish, we lose - -  not just 
another fish - -  but we are 
another step closer to a total en- 
vironmental catastrophe. Pollu- 
tion is the l~rice the world pays 
for rapid industrial develop- 
ment without consideration of 
its efforts on our environment. 
Pollution is often due to ig- 
norance, carelessness, or just at- 
tempts to save money at the cost 
of our fragile environment. The 
results of today's industrial 
pollution will most likely not be 
felt by the polluters. It will more 
likely be felt by their children 
and their childrens' children 
when they go fishing and they 
either catch nothing or what 
they do catch is so polluted it 
can't be eaten. 
Our~ndustries are dumping 
harmful- chemicals into our 
waters whenever they can, and 
the reason is it costs to take care 
of them properly or omit their 
production in the first place. 
We need these pulp 
mills for our economy. 
We need a sensible solu- 
tion that can be used to- 
day before it is to late. 
i 
In the end, after  the 
pollutants kill or damage fish, 
we won't have anyone to blame 
except ourselves. 
The long term plans that 
governments are making are a 
step in the right direction, but 
by the time these plans arc in 
place we will have lost many of 
the species of fish we are trying 
to save today• We have to act 
now! 
Everyday pulp mills in our 
local area are dumping poisons 
in our water supplies, killing • 
our fish. But we need these pulp 
mills for our economy. We need 
a sensible solution that can be 
used today before it is to late. 
Our goal is to get people to 
realize what pulp mills are dum- 
ping in our water. If people 
know and don't like it there will 
be demands on the government 
to change laws regarding pulp 
mill pollution. 
If enough people get involv- 
ed, the government will stiffen 
pollution law~ on pulp mills, 
mines, etc., which are dumping 
.their pollutants into our water 
and our fishes' environment. If
we are harder on offenders and 
increase work on getting pollu- 
tion laws together that will 
come into effect soon, we may 
get results before all hope for 
our environment is lost. 
-- By Dallas Wiebe, Scott 
Johnston, Rachel Charbon- 
neau, Fay Campbell, Clint 
Hartman and Nola Haselmeyer. 
ShilSs cross our ocean everyday. Some of these ships are 
oil tankers which carry millions of gallons of oil in each 
vessel. When an accident happens and an oil tanker is 
i damaged, oil is lost from the ships, causing a spill! 
Oil spills are harder to clean up than to make. Major oil 
spills can never be cleaned up, controlled or contained. This 
valuable substance otherwise known as black gold, that 
takes millions of years to make, becomes lost in our oceans. 
Oil that is on the surface of the oceans is washed ashore. 
On the shoreline the oil pollutes not only the creatures of the 
land, but of the water too. Wheri the oil is in the water, it 
not only floats but sinks to the bottom of the ocean in 
g lobes.  These globes ~smother the,plant life as well as many, 
d ffferentspectes~offishAn our oceans. ~ .... . .... , ~, 
~•/This killing of life in the oceans destroys the marine 
ecosystem. Eventually, nature will biodegrade the oil. This 
will not happen for many years. 
As of 1977, 9000 tankers load at the Valdez Alaska ter- 
minal. Because of this, there is higher tanker.traffic on the 
west coast. Therefore, there's a higher risk of spilling oil in 
our oceans. It is a fact that the more oil shipped, the more 
spilled. 
The wildlife and natural habitat of our coast line are being 
destroye d . The shores are being contaminated and water is 
being polluted. Money is being constantly lost in the clean- 
up of the oil spills. 
We depend upon all of nature for survival. Our 
economic wellbeing would be inconceivable 
without the resources the environment provides. 
Yet we don't know how to value our environment -- 
we take it for granted. 
The Exxon Valdez oil spill was one of the world's worst. 
This spill, one of many that happened all over the world, 
was caused by a navigation error by the third captain of the 
ship, in dangerous waters. Eleven million gallons of oil was 
spilled along the western coast of Alaska. 
This event could have been avoided if international stan- 
dards were introduced to all oil companies. Most oil spills 
can be avoided, but they still will happen. If standards are 
enforced, most spills can be eliminated. 
We depend upon all of nature for survival. Our economic 
wellbeing would be inconceivable without the resources the 
environment provides. Yet, we don't know how to value our 
environment - - we take it for granted. 
Our  goal is to enforce the standards which the govern- 
ment has already passed but not really cared a great deal 
about. 
Enforcing standards for British Columbia would 
minimize oil spills on the west coast. This would decrease 
the environmental harm. An example of this would be less 
harm to all water and land animals, such as our many 
species of fish. As well less damage will occur to the shore 
and coastlines of our great oceans. Therefore, with less oil 
spilled, more money will be saved from doing less clean up, 
and can be spent on more important subject matters. 
-- By Adam Hill, Heather Albright, Woniya Wrubel, 
Autumn Richard, Greg Rinaidi, Land Derrick, Jenice Kin- 
ney and Arjunna Delport. 
Hph 
I Terrace Montessori 
I ID ' l l l lm l l "  ] Chi dren's House Pre- 
i | School. They Were hopping 
I ~ to raise money for other 
| J • ch Idren who are sick. The 
/ ~ stck Children have a disease 
I . ca edmuscu ar dystrophy. .:; ; /  Start ~.for"peOple - :  " 
? I learning howto,read. 
The great 
water hunt 
City workers are try- 
ing to find water. 
The city is running 
out of water. The dam 
that stored water is 
broken. 
Now they must find a 
place to drill a well. 
So far the drilling 
hasn't worked. 
i 
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ILETTERS] 
TO THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Resort plan 
questioned 
An open letter to Art Bates, 
Seven Sisters Ventures Inc. 
Dear Sir: 
We keep reading about 
your plans to build a multi- 
million dollar wilderness hik- 
ing resort. Some of us were 
born and raised here and this 
area has been home to most 
of us - -  especially in the 
village of Cedarvale. Some 
people live here specifically 
for the quiet and solitude 
here. 
We do know the volume of 
the tourists coming into this 
area by highway and we are 
in favour of tourism. 
We welcome the govern- 
ment's decision to put the 
Seven Sisters Ventures pro- 
posals out for public review. 
Please include the village of 
Cedarvale in the meetings'as 
we are the ones who will be 
most affected. 
Fiddler Creek, Insect 
Mountain and our beautiful 
Seven Sisters Mountains are 
directly within the Cedarvale 
area. What impact are your 
proposals going to have on 
us? What will the noise 
volume of the helicopters 
and traffic do to this village? 
Logging is the local peo- 
ple's livelihood and we have 
to take care of our own first. 
We have never been denied 
the privilege of hiking into 
these mountains whenever 
we want. Is your society go- 
ing to change our way of life 
for the few who are going to 
come from the States and 
Europe? 
Mary G. Dalen, 
Cedarvale, B.C. 
Spiritualists 
targeted 
Dear Sir: 
In the past when we have 
had out of town workshops 
we have made ,posfet~" and 
put them up 'on!  'pubhc 
bulletin boards to publiciz~¢ 
the events. People have come 
behind us and taken them 
down - -  we assume - -  
because they do not agree 
with the workshop. 
It has happened again and 
even in our own college. We 
had permission from the of- 
fice to put up our poster for 
the upcoming Spiritual 
Awareness Weekend and 
within the hour someone 
took it down, This was 'only 
the first one and when we 
again checked with the office 
we were informed they had 
not taken it down. 
Our students pend a lot of 
creative energy and time on 
these posters and we are not 
attempting to offend anyone. 
We are simply advertising an 
event others may or may not 
be interested in - -  just like 
other organizations and 
societies. We do not go 
around taking other notices 
down or making judgment 
on their events. 
If you do not agree with 
what we are doing or what 
you think we are doing, that 
is your right. But where are 
our r ights?  This is 
discrimination. I hope you 
can honestly look in the mir- 
ror ,every morning and say 
you sent all beings on this 
Earth love and light. I can 
and do - -  even to the ones 
that continue to violate our 
rights as members of this 
universe. 
Laurel Gregg, 
Msc.D 
Nirvana 
Metaphysic 
Healing Centre 
Terrace, B.C. 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topies. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad. 
dress and local telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers won't be printed, 
but are needed to verify the 
letter's authenticity. The 
writer's name will be publish- 
ed. All letters are run on a 
space.available basis, with 
shorter letters likely to be 
published soonest. 
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POLICE BEAT 
• Robbery charge laid 
A 33-YEAR-OLD Terrace man faces charges of robbing the 
East End Chevron. 
Stephen Lorne Radford appeared in court last week on  
'charges of robbery and wearing a disguise in the commission 
of an indictable offence. ' 
: RCMP said a masked man entered the service station at 
3:40 a.m. Apr. 11, denianded money and got away with a few 
hundred ollars. 
"It was Over in probably no more than a minute;" said 
Cpl. Rob McKay. "But he was captured fairly quickly after 
the robbery was pulled." 
Radford was released on his own recognizance. 
• Drunk driving charge laid • 
POL ICE  HERE are giving a Terrace man all the credit for 
helping nab a drunk driver last week, 
RCMP Cpl. Garry Moritz said the man was heading home 
at about 1:30 a.m. on Apr. 12 when he found the vehicle stop- 
":pad across both lanes of Hwyl6 near the Copper River 
bridge . . . . .  
Police arrived to find the driver still in the car - -  passed out 
behind the wheel with the lights on, the engine running, 
and the transmission i gear. 
~' Moritz said the only thing that kept the car from moving 
was the fact that the driver had passed out with his foot on the 
brake. ' 
' 'A 26-year-old Kitwanga man faces charges of impaired 
:driving and refusing to provide a breath sample. 
i ! 
ing truck loses load 
A 39-YEAR-OLD logging truck driver was taken to Mills 
Memorial HOspital after a load of logs from another loaded 
truck broke loose and fell on his rig. 
The accident happened on Kalum Laird Drive seven 
kilometres outh of Clear Creek at about noon on Apr. 13. 
Police said the loaded Kenworth track, southbound on the 
Nisga'a Highway, lost its load, which hit the empty rig. 
The Thornhill Fire Department rescue unit used the Jaws of 
Life to extract he driver of the empty truck. 
The highway had to be close.d for a couple of hours while 
the ,logs were removed. 
Damage to the two vehicles is estimated at more than 
$200,000. 
The road was clear and dry at the time of the accident, 
RCMP said, and charges are pending. 
Gas • theftsuspects charged 
TWO 18-YEAR'OLD youths face charges of theft in connec- 
tion with gas-stealing incidents in Thornhill. 
RCMP said the paj'r was apprehended following a call from 
a Crescent St. resident who reported two suspects trying to 
steal gas from vehicles. Police officers on the scene located 
the youths in a wooded area near the scene of the crime and 
made the arrest just after 5 a.m. April 9. 
. . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  . ,  : . ,  , . • 
PUBLIC MEETING 
Speaker BRUCE VINCENT, 
ENVIRONMENTAL LOGGER 
This logger.turned-lecturer has inspired audiences all 
across North America with his common sense and humour, 
• speaking about the environment, logging and our economy. 
i i ; : ? '00  P.M. , .... ~ 
.EETHEATRE,. , .  , . : : ,  
Isslon Charge) ., 
rl : i'i!i ~iilSponsored by the Terrace Branch of i ,~ ,, 
: ~ Canadian Women In Timber : 
JOIN IN ]"HE FUN AT 
TERRACE BOWLING LANES 
SPRING LEAGUES 
WERE RIGHT UP YOUR ALLEY 
, LIST OF LEAGUES , 
Monday Match Play: 8:00 p.m., $10.00 per week 
Tuesday Coffee: 9:30 a.m., $7.00 per week 
Thursday Doubles: 8:00 p.m., $12.00 per week 
Friday Family Team: 7:00 p.m., $6.00 per week 
I • ~1.00 DAYS: Friday Nights 9 pm 11 pro, $1.00 per game Shoe Rental Not Included MAY 1"5 to AUGUST 28 
I 
" How to REGISTER 
The person on control desk will take your name and phone number and the 
name of the league you wish to bowl in and how many people will be with 
you. We will then call you about a week before the league starts, Give us a 
Calll , . . . .  
Fall Leagues Start In September... 
it Is not too early to register for these leagues, 
. o ,  635-5911 Lazelle Ave. 
? ~. . . .  . ~. 
STUDENT NEWSPAPER editor Devon Kuiper holds up the article 
that got his newspaper banned at Caledonia. 
School paper banned 
TERRACE - -  A controversial 
student newspaper has been 
banned from Caledonia' Senior 
Secondary School because it 
delved into a dispute between 
teachers there. 
Our Point of View (OPOV) 
editor Devon Kuiper refused an 
order to remove the article in 
question, and principal Tom 
Hamakawa responded by shut- 
ting down Kuiper's newspaper. 
" I t ' s  been terminated,"  
Hamakawa explained. "He was 
basically defying what he was 
told to do." 
The article - -  which describ- 
ed a heated argument between 
teachers over a staff motion 
that would require that all staff, 
including administrators and 
counsellors, teach at least one 
course - -  had already been par- 
tially censored by a teacher 
before the paper was printed. 
After seeing an early copy on 
Apr. 10, Hamakawa ordered 
the whole story removed. 
Kuiper printed the rest of the 
paper off school grounds 
without changes and distributed 
it from across the street., 
"The newspaper itself is ban- 
ned," Kuiper saidd~t week. 
Student council represen- 
tative Megan Reid said students 
may circulate a petition to 
reinstate the paper. 
"Everybody seems to be pret- 
ty upset," she said. "It looks 
like they've just been looking 
for an excuse to shut him 
down." 
Reid said the school's ad- 
ministration is too sensitive 
about issues being made public. 
Kuiper says he'll try to 
publish one more •issue outside 
the school. "I still have adver- 
tisers who have paid for another 
issue," he explained. 
"It's unfortunate," he add- 
ed. " I  really think they've taken 
something important away 
from the school. There's no 
freedom of the press at 
Caledonia." 
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:SEE OUR EXCITING NEW 
LINE OF WINDOW FASHIONS 
BY 
LEVOLOR° 
Leveler Riviera Mark I Blinds 
BUY 1 GET 1 FREE 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
See Our Instore Display 
SALE ENDS MAY 2/92 
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 unter gets 
jail term 
TERRACE - -  A Terrace man: 
was sentenced to 14 days in jail 
for carrying a firearm while 
banned from doing so. 
Thomas Michael Barnes, of 
Terrace, was uhder a five-year 
prohibition from carrying a 
firearm after being convicted of 
night hunting last June 3. He 
was caught again with the rifle 
last August, conservation of- 
ricer Peter Kalina said. 
Deloiltea 
Touche 
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES? 
Call us to arrange for a free 
consultation and a copy of our 
Information booklet , 
(604) 564-1111 
Toll Free: 1.800-663.5103 
DEL01TTE & TOUCHE INC. 
#800 - 299 Victoria Street 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 5B8 
SUZUKI  GSX-R  MAGIC  '92 
Fast & Furious 
The '92 GSX R750 is redesigned with 
only one thing in mind, excitement? 
New liquid cooling and outrageou's 
graphics give the GSX-R750 the looks 
and performance tobe #1 on the street. 
Experience the Magic of the GSX-R750 
at your nearest Suzuki Dealer today! 
suzux ,  
MOTORCYCLES 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
Recreational Sales & Service 
4925 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Fax 635-5050 Phone 635-3478 
i,,~.~ ~: ,~,~:~: . / ,  , ' . i~  ~ 
~:~B.G'~:Hy~li'O ~ reports that upto  75% of eiec- 
:trical accidents involving the public are 
caused by amateur or "Sunday" loggers. 
Anyone attempting to clear or trim trees 
without advice from experts, present a ma- 
jor concern to Hydro's safety advisors. 
"For their own safety, we as k people not to 
cut down trees around power lines", says 
Hydro's manager of Corporate Safety, Ross 
Fitzgerald. "The danger cannot be stressed 
enough." 
Electrocution can occur if a branch hanging 
on a power line is touched. Trees have a 
high moisture content and therefore are 
good conductors. This is often the case 
even when the wood appears dry. 
When contact is made between a tree and a 
• power line, electricity travels down and into 
the ground. While the charge in the ground 
is reduced by distance from the foot of the 
tree, there is still a real risk of serious injury 
to people close nearby. " 
Anyone planning to fell a tree near a power 
line should be aware of Hydro's policy. 
* If a tree appears in danger of falling or 
being blown onto a power line, Hydro will 
take it down at no charge. 
• If an owner wishes to remove a healthy 
tree near a line, Hydro will provide a 
lineman to stand by if reasonable notice is 
given. This service is free during regular 
working hours. 
• If a tree is felled through a power line 
with no lineman present, the full cost of 
repairing the line will be charged. 
• Disposal of felled trees is the respon- 
sibiiity of the owner. 
. ,  
BOhydro w I111 
Mine gu!lty 
of pol lut ,ng 
; tERRACE _ Westmin  
Resources Ltd. has been found 
guilty on. 12 pollution charges in 
connection with the reopening 
of the Premier gold mine near 
,Stewart wo years ago. 
Provinc ia l  court  Judge 
:Robert Graham convicted 
Westmin on charges of in- 
traducing ~/aste into ' the en- 
vnronment contrary to the terms 
o f  its permit. 
Crown prosecutor Elizabeth 
Bayliff said the charges were 
laid because the company was 
late in setting up a water treat- 
ment " plant to treat con- 
!aminated mine water. 
: The reopening of the mine in 
1990 allowed old mine water 
with high levels of zinc and 
.other metals to escape into near- 
by  creeks. Westmin's wate'r 
treatment plant wasn't opera- 
tional until September, 1990 
several months after the mine 
reopened. 
Bayliff said there have been 
no problems with drainage Of 
contaminated water since the 
treatment plant went into 
operation. 
Company v ice-pres ident  
Bruce McKnight said the com- 
pany will decide whether or not 
to appeal the conviction after it 
finds out how large the fine will 
be. Sentencing is set for this 
week in Prince Rupert. 
"We're totally shocked that 
we lost the case," McKnight 
said last week. "We thought we 
were innocent. Right now we 
feel like we're a good Samaritan 
who's been sucker.-punched." 
McKnight noted the old 
Premier Silbak mine has 
histor ical ly released con- 
taminated water since it was 
shut down more than. 40 years 
ago. 
Reformers gather 
TERRACE-  Reform Party 
members are holding a public 
meeting here Friday night where 
one of the party's B.C. can- 
didates will speak. 
Werner Schmidt, the Reform 
candidate in Okanagan-South, 
will be at the Terrace lnnat 7:30 
p.m. 
Local Reform organizer.Greg . . . . .  ii ii':i;i:':. : 
Cowman said the *meeting will _/  
be a test of local support for the i 
party, which they believe has 
been building. " ~: 
There are now more than 400 . . . . . . .  - - t .~  
members in the Skeena riding, . 
he added.: The largely Terrace- 
based riding association is also ' ,. : / i  
expanding by setting up two 
district committees - -one  in 
Prince Rupert and one in 
Smithers. 
"We're on our candidate ~:~~.;,~,~,~,~/S~! 
search right now," Cowman 
said, adding they hope to have a i l n l  tentative slate of nominees 
sometime in June. Barring a 
surprise election, he predicted 
the nomination meeting will be 
in the fall. 
"The way we're reading it we 
could have a federal election as 
early as the fall.," he.added. , 
It's"exi~e~ted . . . . . . . .  : ..... ; ~ *~'~ '-*'; " '~" ' -  prime mmlster . . . . . . .  ~ ..... 
Mulroney Will base his,election 
campaign around constitutional 
renewal. Reformers ay the only 
real issue to call an election on is 
the dismal state of the economy. 
"We are burdened with a 
bureaucracy  run amok,"  
Cowman said. 
Hesaid there are some possi- 
ble high-profile local can- 
didates, but emphasized that the 
successful candidate "has really 
got to be reform-minded." 
"We want someone who's 
committed - -  not  just a 
mouthpiece." 
p._ °T ' 
Presents 
- .  ~ ' . i  . 
* A showing of original oil 
paintings by Don Weir 
For two days only, April 24 & 25 
Opening reception April 24 at 7:30 
The artist will be in attendance both days 
4820 Hall iwel l  Ave., Terrace 638-1403 
~.- ¢# 
NOTICE 
All playing fields in the Ter- 
race and Thornhill area 
schools will be fertilized 
monthly, this program will 
run from, May through 0c- 
tober 1992. 
~ SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 86 (Te~ace) 3211KENNEY STREET TERRACE, B.C. V8G 3E9 
(604) 635.4931 
FAX (604) 635-4287 
.- , ' "  
DI IVE: HOME, 
A BARGAIN 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 22, 1992 - Page A7 
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i L " 
HCLUDING FREIGHT 
AND SPECIALLY BUILT FOR BRIT 
DODGE CARAVANS/PLYMOUTH VOYAGERS 
" i Specially equipped with: [~:  7 passenger seating [~ Tilt steering 
Cr : ...... uise control ~~ Driver's side air bag ~ V6 , • 
i 
Air conditioning ~ Automatic t ransmiss ion '  Much more :, 
'i ! , ADVANTAGE:CHRYsLER j 
.... YOUR LOCAL B.C. CHRYSLER DEALER 
i ¸  . 
C) factory rebate assigned to daaler in lieu of finance off0t. Price includes freight ($630) and excludes license and taxes. Dealer order maybe hece 
Dealer may sell for less. Limited time offer• See Dealer for details• .= , ~ ,  ' 
X 
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M,nerals 
North 
kicks off 
tomorrow 
TERRACE - -  Mines minister 
Anne Edwards will lead off and 
a town hall meeting on resource 
use will bring things to a close as 
Minerals North 92 takes place 
here this week. 
• Headquartered at the arena, 
the April 23-25 conference is be- 
ing twinned with a trade show 
to highlight goods and services 
available in the area. 
Regional district economic 
developmeiit officer Andrew 
Webber, one of the conference 
organizers, said trade show 
places have been sold out. 
.... The tradeshow is open to the 
general: public for a nominal en- 
trafice fee of $1 per person. 
Nearty one-third of the 69 ex- 
liibitO/s at the trade show are 
from~0utside .Terrace. 
'.!l;als6.think this is the first 
trade show outside of the lower 
mainland at which the Mining 
Association'. of B.C. will be 
represented,,' said Webber. The 
association represents mines in 
the:province. 
Also renting booths at the 
trade show ~re five mining com- 
panies - -  Westmin which has 
the Premier gold mine at 
Stewart, El Condor Resources 
whi~:h has a property in the 
Toodoggone north of Smithers, 
Cominco which-has the Snip 
PATRIOTICALLY DRAPED. That's how the chamber or com- 
merce wants to see the city this July I --  flags flying from as 
many homes and businesses as possible. For how to get your 
own flag, see story at right. 
Pa in t  
it red  
TERRACE - -  The 
Chamber of Commerce 
wants to see the Terrace and 
surrounds awash in a sea of 
Canadian flags this July 1st. 
And to help local. 
residents ensure that hap- 
pens, it's putting on a 'Buy 
the Flag' campaign. 
"We want businesses, 
residences and anyone lse 
to fly the flag to celebrate 
Canada's 125th birthday on 
July 1," said John Evans, 
organizer of the chamber ef- 
fort. 
Evans said for $20-$50 
buyers can choose between 
the traditional maPle leaf 
ensign and the '125' flag 
specially created for the 
milestone vent. 
All proceeds go tO the 
Canada Day committee 
which is hard at work 
organizing a variety of 
entertaining events to mark 
the nation's 125th anniver- 
sary. 
mine in the lskut Valley, North 
American Metals Corp. which ~ -  "--- --  _2-  ~--i 
has the Golden Bear mine near - ~ ~ ~ - - -  - - ~ ; . . ~  
Dease Lake and Equity silver - ~ - ~- -~- -'_ , ~  
mine at  Houston. I / 1 . ~ -  -:-- :- ~ -- 
The conference will feature ~ ~ . ~  ~f;.~ • 
presentations and on the state ~ ~  .~/~ 
of the northwest mineral in- l l l l l l  ~ ~ ' . ~ ~ i , ~ ~  
dustry and on various•issues the l i I ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~  
industry faces. , " - ~ ~ :  ~ ' ~  
It begins the evening of April ~ ~ ~ ; " , ~ I l I l ~ ~  
23 at ih~a,.r~,a..,:with openJ~g,,~,..1-..,~ 
remark~j~hf=s:~.m~nls ter  A ~ / 6 , , ~ : ! : i ' l ~ i ' ~ -  . -  - - - _ : - _ -  :_ _-= 
#aceal l  of Friday;/ '~~ . :" '  " | 
" I ,.ike water off a back: .. 
race Inn beginning at 9:30 a.m, 
on April 25. 
Trade show doors open 1 
p;m. April: 24 and close at 9 
p.m.  The show is open from 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m. April 25. 
This is one tough deck. Watch it take , Wide choice of colours, designs and . 
rain, snow, ice, sun, pets, kids and thicknesses. 
more, without flinching...Duradek • Safe, non-skid embossed surface. 
sheer'vinyl waterproof flooring, you • Durable and maintenance fr e. -- - " : 
won't find a tougher deck. • Mildew resistant. U.V. stable. : 
0 ~  = Written warranty c o v e r i n g !  
other watertight Here are a few materials and labour, 
reasons why you should ch • Fast drying l u x u r i o u s ~  
.Duradek for your sundeck, waterproof carpet, 
patio, pool or spa deck, 
laundry room, sauna, steps 
or wherever wet walking 
surfaces might b'e a problem: DURADEK...ONE TOUGH DECKI 
DLN CONTRACTING LTD. 
Ph. 635-5859 Fax 635-5855 Mob. No. 638-3739 
[li • gEE 
'~' '~ l ' " ' "b l " ' " ' i s l " '  
Ili R EO,STRAT,ON 
m 
JOIN FOR $11.00 
Get in control fast at a great low price. Wejght Watchers 
makesit easy with our new Quick Control TM plan. It's the 
hassle,free way to lose weight with your choice of delicious, 
pre.planned menus that are a snap to prepare• Best of all, you 
can join Weight Watchers now and register free through 
May 16th. And you pay only $11 each week. So call today. 
__.- 
=_- 
. 
. 
i 
7 YOU'VE  GOT IT  IN YOU 
• TO GET IT  OFF YOU. ~M 
To bring Weight Watchers to you~ 
"~' workplace call 1-800-663-3354. 
• (z , . -  
L[ 9Z; fi~ ~;~,lff~,,,~,lff,,~, I,~ ~, , I , I  ~,l,l,l,~,~,l~,~,~,t,l,~,~- 
'A, People vm% re'doe, nd v du= we ght o. ,  Save $18,00 registration fee.' Fee for subsequent weeks $11.00 (It id~d&l 
O.S.T.)~.Offet good from AI~,} 19 through May 16, 199L Offer =~,lllable in participating area, only, Vlsa...and Ma,t~.F~#I 
t~cepted at teletted ocat on* for prepayment, Cannot be combined with other discount= ot special nits: utter nat avauame I 
k~' AT 'WORK or COMMUNITY  mee nits, Weight Watchers is a regi,tetcd trademark of WEIGHTWATCHERS 
INTERNATIONAL,  INC. WEIOHT WATCHERS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA =. Al l  right, reserved. 
Join by May 16 st these ©onvenlent times and locations: 
MISS TERRACE 
PAGEANT 
'.....-> 1%~ 
• • ...,.t. 
'~:,, .~., '• . 
:' %:. : ". 
~.~ ~..~,:  
SPEAK-OFF 
DATE: 
PLACE: 
. TIME~ 
Sunday, April 26/92 
Dolly Varden Room 
Terrace Inn " 
2 p.m: : ; 
T ICKETS:  Door $8 .00  -.., 
' .  Advance $7.50 
,JEANS NORTH'  ROSES SHOP 
• ERWlN JEWELLERS " SKEENA MALL 
THE HEAD SHED 
WELCOMES 
. . . .  ~ : :~:  %.' ~;~. . 
~ ~% ,~. ' .  
,. ~ ~; .~ ~ "~-., v 
,i ~ : i ~ : : . ,  " :'~: 
CINDY KOOPMANS 
to our team 
CINDY'S 
HOURS 
9 - 5 Thursday 
12 - 8 Friday 
9 5 Saturday 
Due To Popular Demand Cindy Will Also Be In 
Wednesdays  2 to 8 
the 
4615 A LAKELSE AVE. 638-8880 
/ 
/ 
Creating a 
1  etter labo  cl ate 
for B,C. 
i 
NORTHWEST BRITISH COLUMBIA, 
Let's work together. 
T~ is is your invitation to public meeting to 
help the Government of
British Columbia create fair 
and balanced labour laws. 
It's time for all of us to start 
working together on 
strategies to build a stronger 
economy and maintain our 
Let us know what you think 
is good or bad about he 
current labour law. Tell us 
how the Industrial Relations 
Act can be changed to 
promote harmony and stability 
in B.C.'s labour / management 
climate. 
The public meeting sessions 
quality of life. 
. . . .  ~ "A f~and " 
open process 
Three special advisers 
appointed by the Minister of 
Labour ~ John Baigent, 
Vince Ready and Tom Roper 
- -  will hold a public meeting 
at the Inn of the West 
in Terrace on April 27 
to hear ,/our ideas. 
will be held during the day and 
, " ,  i' the'~vening. To bbok a : . 
' '~"' :~s~/~hking'flme;c'al1638;3272. 
• Please mail wrimin briefs as 
soon as pbssible to: 
Committee ofSpecial Advisers 
Ministry of Labour and 
Consumer Services 
Sixth Root, 1019 Wharf Street 
Victoria, B.C,, vgv IX4 
Inn of the West 
April 27, 4620 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
\ 
Government of British Columbia 
Ministry of Labour and Consumer Services 
Hen. Moe Slhota, Minister Y 
• , : j  
TNJ PRICE 
ONLY 
*3,499 
46" ULTRA VISION 
Dolby Surround 
Sound, Two Remotes 
- "Learning" & "Sim- 
ple" Remotes; 900 
Line Res., 30  Watt 
Audio Output, Full 
OSD Menu. Picture in 
Picture. 
"The Best There It" 
Ter race  Downtown Terrace 638"1  200  
I 
Your Pick  
Menu, Auto Head Clean OR 
• o,,, , \o ~~ CX-W520 Blaster - Double ....~r',";',",".,,'::',,';/,,: ~g==~ ~ 
Tape Decks, CO Player, t~999u Q t)a¢ 
....... ~ '~ 1 [ ~  }AMIFM Wth Alarm and 
Remote Controlled. 
o . . . . . . .  ~:.;.-.-~-.:~r~ ,/ "6relt Summer Fun"" 
! . 
TNJ SOUND SYSTEMS 
4721 Lake lse  Ave. 
1" HI , CH! 
New fishing 
ruiles in use 
KITIMAT DIRECTOR Graham Anderson failed in his bid to. 
push through a $14,750 aid grant to the Kitimat Marine 
Rescue Society for training and fuel costs. 
Other Kitimat-Stikine Regional District directors at ihe 
board's Mar. 28 meeting argued that if the regional district 
was to subsidize the society, then the money should come 
from a tax on gasoline sales at MK Bay Marina, rather than 
off the backs of all taxpayers --  many of whom are not 
boaters. 
"Boaters are generally well-off people who go down the 
channel to play," said Kitimat director Tom Goyert. "Per- 
sonally, as  a taxpayer, this offends me. I don't think we 
should have to spefid thousands of dollars to haul them out of 
trouble." 
"A lot of taxpayers' dollars have gone into the MK Bay 
Marin a already," noted Terrace mayor Jack Talstra. 
But Anderson argued immediate money is needed if the 
society's rescue vessel --  the Coast Guard Auxilliary's 
Snowflake Responder - -  is to be properly maintained for the 
coming season, and to cover fuel costs. 
It was decided to investigate other options to subsidize the 
group - -  either grants from other government agencies or 
some kind of a break on gas costs. 
The board voted - -  with Anderson recorded in opposition 
to table the proposed grant o next month's board meeting. 
Consult, consult 
A PLAN to build a tourism developmefft on the Old Glenora 
townsite near Telegraph Creek has run into some opposition 
f rom local residents. 
Regional district directors were told the Telegraph Creek 
band isn't opposed to the proposed evelopment, but has 
concerns about possible vandalism. 
According to director Dave Brocklebank, the issue has the 
potential to split the community. Directors decided to ask 
local residents for their opinions before deciding whether to 
approve the plan. 
Gossan Creek- requestdeferred 
A GoSSAN CREEK homeowner who wants to move a house 
trailer onto his property for relatives to live in has been told to 
seek the support of his neighbours. 
Lorne Wallington's request was tabled to next month's 
: m e¢[ing. Directors • noted that apparently straightforward e- 
" quests ca~ divide the residents in Gossan Creek. 
"Anything that's happened in that subdivision in the past 
has produced large and angry delegations," added Hazelton 
director Pete Weeber. 
The last such outcry came when angling guide Martin 
Schmiderer ignored local zoning regulations and built his 
fishing lodge there. The regional district eventually took 
Schmiderer to court, but lost. 
• Thornhill boundary changed 
THORNHILL  GOT a bit bigger on Mar. 28 when regional 
district directors voted for a slight expansion of the boun- 
daries for the area. 
The move was made to take in some homer':at the end of 
,Copper ,Mountain "s~bdivision that ~e..hooked~,up to tile 
Thornhdl water system, but which couldtl't' be taXed because 
they weren't' pii-f of'Thornhill. ' . . . .  : 
The change is only in that area and covers only a few lots. 
Those lots were previously part of electoral area 'C', which 
encompasses Lakelse Lake and some other outlying unincor- 
porated areas. 
CORRECTION 
On Page 1 of our April 19 flyer we have 
stated that Monday, April 20 is Senior 
Citizen's Day. In fact Monday, April 27 is 
Senior's Day (the last Monday of the 
month). 
We apologize for any inconvenience this 
may have caused. 
Kmart Canada Limited 
By paying more for your b.asic month lyserv ice ,  , 
Greenville customers w0uldflae able to call Aiyansh 
customers without paying long distance charges, 
Information explaining this proposal will be sent- 
'i;to you In the next few days. ApproximatelyoheWeek 
later, you will receive a ballot on which yoUcan indi- 
cate your preference. • 
. ,  We urgeyoUrpar t i c ipat ion .  Your opinion is • 
• important, it will help to determine if your community I 
, ,n, vouro,* ,n w e ooorooo a, 
Important Notice 
to Greenville 
Residents. 
!,,. i i  | " ' During May, 1992, B.C. Tel will be conducting 
~ , | =a. referendum in your community concerninglong 
distance calling from Greenville to Aiyansh:. " 
Your communltywi l l  be given the opportunity' 
to  vote on having one-way Extended Area Serv!ce 
. to Aiyansh, or on keeping the current ratestructure. 
TERRACE - - I t  could be 
another year of catch-and- 
release fishing for northwest 
steelheaders. 
They'll be limited to one 
steelhead this year out of the 
Skeena and Nass River water- 
sheds, says district conservation 
officer Peter Kalina, instead of 
the normal limit of 10. And 
depending on this summer's 
steelhead return, that limit 
could be reduced to zero. 
Other changes in fishing 
regulations - -  effective April 1 
include a reduction in the 
daily limit for trout and char 
from three down to two. 
Kalina said anglers catching 
coho salmon up until Sept. 1 
must ensure they're hatchery 
fish ~ wild coh0 must be put 
back. 
Other local changes: 
• Any steelhead caught 
upstream of the Kalum River 
canyon must be released. The 
old release point for the Kalum 
River steelhead was further 
upstream, at Glacier Creek. 
• More of the Copper River 
is open to fishermen. The Cop- 
per (Zymoetz) isnow closed un- 
til June 15 upstream of 
Limonite Creek. The  previous 
closure point had been further 
Peter Kalina 
downstream, at the canyon. 
Steelhead, however, must be 
released on the entire Copper 
River system until June 15. 
Kalina reminds all anglers 
their fishing licences expired 
Apr. 1 and it's time to renew. 
The new angling regulations 
synopsis is available from local 
sporting oods stores, or at the 
environment ministry office at 
Eby St. and Lazelle Ave. 
Fishermen are reminded to en- 
sure they have all necessary 
tags. 
" Baby's Name: Phllllp Chester Hubert • I '  
Date & Time of Birth: j,; 
March 29, 1992 at 3:20 am i 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 12 oz. Sex: Male ' 
Parents: Downs McMillan & Eva " ~, , 
Aksidan .~ 
I 
,Baby's Name: Amy RenDs I 
, Date & Time of Birlh: I .. 
March 30, 1992 at t3:52 I 
. . . . .  - : Weight: 7 Ibs. 3: oz. Sex: Female | . 
: ~- . Parents: Gall & Gordon Edmonds I 
i i ':~, :~ .- Baby's Name:Jordan Scoff Tarrant I i  
i :  : ' ' Date &Time°fBidh: Z I  
...... ~" '~" ~1 ~'~: ...... ,~'~ "":~ "~"~'('~'~'%~'~'~ !~3' 
,~ ;:..,~,~,,,~l'arenll.,MelaneTarranl& Gerald - - ~. ,~ ..'~ ,~ -~,, - 
' , Baby's Name: Allysha Sue.anne Rachel | 
i ', Date & Time of Birth: ' - | 
Apri 2 1992 at 3:31 am I 
Weight: 8 Ibs. Sex: Female • - 
,., - Parents: Rob &. Audra Dick 
Skeena Mall 635-5236 
your nome 
waterpass 
this test? 
Take a few moments 
now to inspect your home 
for problems caused by 
water. It will save you 
time and money. 
Yes No 
, lavatories, etc . . . . . .  [ ]  [ ]  
s, lavatories, etc . . . .  [ ]  [ ]  
s, showers F'] [ ]  
......... /. ....... [ ] [ ]  
...... ,. ......... [ ] [ ]  
............... ,u . . . . . . . . . .  being eaten away . . .  [ ]  [ ]  
Rusty stains on clothing, linens, e tc . . . ,  . . . . . .  [ ]  [ ]  
Excessive spotting of dishes and silverware. ,. [ ]  [ ]  
Black stains on silverware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :i [ ]  [ ]  
Tastes and/or odors in drinking water . .  . . . .  , .  [ ]  [ ]  
If you answered yes to one or more of the above questions your 
Bruner, professional water dealer can help you tow belier 
life through quality water -  call now. 
bbb  
:::bruner 
NORTHWEST 
V V CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY LTD. 
. 5239 Keith Avenue, Terrace. BC., VeG iL2 
Phone 635-715.8 ~ Fax 605,6156 
= 
t 
i i i , ~ii~i~ i,' i!! , ~ii~iii/7 : i ~ ~, 
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INTRODUCING CLEAN AIR STYLING PRODUCTS 
OZONE FRIENDLY, LOW VOC'S 
Introducing four new styling formulations that deliver ultra- 
clean, super-natural styling power and versatility to any style. 
Redken's unique combination of shine-enhancing ingredients 
promotes halr's natural lustre, leaving it soft, touchable and in 
excellent condition. 
More good news...Redken'e Clean Air Formulas help keep the planet 
in excellent condition, too. Each one Is low in VOC's. 
HAIR GALLERY 
4711 D Keith 635-3729 
i 
Stzzu]ci 
Quadrtmners 
can't be bea  
Suzuki .Class F ront  Lock  Independent  
Reliability Differential Suspension 
Four-stroke, air- All four wheels have Uneven surfaces 
cooled single the power to move are easier on you 
cylinder provides you over or out of with the best ride 
hard working any terrain you might in the industry. 
torque & proven encounter. ,, 15 Speed Transmission 
reliability. The versatility of the 
" .. . Q~ikdrunners 15 speeds flattens 
out, .steep slopes & Hagically 
SUZUKi, 
HElD ENTERPRISES LTD. 
Recreahonal Sales & ServiCe 
4925 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Fax 635-5050 Phone 635-3478 
i 
TRAVEL 
NEW ZEALAND 
The "Mainland" - that's what proud South ]slanders call their 
stunning home. It's a place crammed with sparkling waterways, 
enthralling glaciers, wild coastlines, mountains, fresh foods and 
wonderfully friendly people. It's reached easily by fern/from 
Wellington and by air. ! 
At the top of the island there's.the Marlborough Sounds. an 
Idyllic. unspoilt marine playgound Indented by dozen.~ of seclud. 
ed coves, pdsUne beaches and blue Inlets. These sheltered 
waterways meander for more than 960 km and many of the 
perfect spots they contain are only aocesslbla by boat. 
Located at the head of Queen Charlotte Sound. the busy Ilttle~ 
port town of PIoton Is the southern terminus of the Inter.island ,I., 
ferry and the perfect base for exploring the area with plenty of.~ 
charter b~lts available for cruising, sailing, diving and fishing. . ,  
Sparkling Environment 
Over the Marble Mountain, riddled with limestone caves, lies I 
Golden Bay and the Abel Tasman National Park, a unique coastal 
park of golden beaches, native bush, limpid rock pools, dunes : 
and panoramic ocean. Walking tracks follow the beach and" 
climb amongst white flowering manuka, nikau palms and forest ' 
in air sweet with the spicy perfume of•wild oregano. Join a ,guid. 
ed group to walk the beautiful Abel Tasman track or "freedom 
walk" it. Charter a yacht and cruise along the coast or explore 
the lonely lovely bays by sea kayak. 
In Golden Bay, a crystal clear Walkoropupu Springs are the ! 
largest of thalr kind In the world. The Heapby Track starts Inland 
from the little township of Collingwood, and stretching away into ,/ 
the ocean Is the 15 mile long, 880 yd wide Farewell Spit - a 
windswept sand.spit and bhd sanctuary you can visit by 4WO.. 
Nelson Lakes National Park, tucked In the mountains behind 
Nelson, Is another area of lovely walks, where brown and rain.. 
bow trout Jump in profusion. In beech.fringed Lakes Roteitl and 
Rotoroa and deer browse In the deep green forest. Perfect for ! peaceful boating In summer;, In winter you can ski on Mount ! 
Robert and the Rainbow ski field In the nearby Marlborough 
region. 
• : :•  ' : ! . i  . ! • •  i ••  . , 
FIRST CHOICE TRAVEL 
~ "FOR PEOPLE 
~ ~  GOING PLACES" 
OIC-E 
4736 LAKELSE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 196 
635-2277 
::!% 
II I I  • ' "1 il , , , : , ,  % 
+ s ~ , , ' , ' ' + ~ + , , , , + , s , , 
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WHAT'S 
UP 
The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up as a 
publ ic service to its 
readers and community 
organizations. 
This column is intended 
for non-profit organiza- 
tions and those events for 
which there is no admis- 
sion charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any 
item for What's Up be 
submitted by noon on the 
FRIDAY preceding the 
issue in which it is to ap- 
pear. 
For contributed articles, 
the deadline is 5 p.m. on 
the preceding THURS- 
DAY.  
We also ask that all sub- 
missions be typed or 
printed neatly. 
APRIL 23, 1992 -- Skeena 
Valley Car Club will be holding 
its regular monthly meeting at 
Terrace Kin Htll on corner of 
North Sparks and Halliwell 
Thurs. at 7:30 p.m. For more in- 
". fo call Doug at 635-4809. 
,k 4r 41 ,k ~ 
APRIL 24, 1992 -- Combined 
support group meeting for.peo- 
ple with chronic fatigue syn- 
drome or fibromyalgia, lnfo 
~: avail, to anyone interested. Hap- 
py Gang Centre at 7 p.m. For 
more info. call Darlene Yeske 
638-8688 or 635-4059. 
APRIL 30, 1992 -- Beta Sigma 
Phi are inviting all members-at- 
.: I~trge in good standing to attend 
the annual Founders' Day Ban- 
. " quet on Thurs. in Kitimat. If in- 
terested please phone JoAnn 
Hildebrandt at 632-7839 for 
details. 
.: ,lit 'lit tr "A" tr 
: APRIL 30, 1992-- E.T. Kenney 
Primary School Library. A 
-district wide,free workshop is 
held with Jenny Leary. Topic: 
'* I ~...:,'.Parents. a ~.-Parmers .. A I: ~, 
- - parents welcome, for regtstratton 
and.., more information please 
phone the school at 635-5828 Or 
evenings at 635-7148. 
,k ~ .k ,A- dr 
APRIL 30, 1992 -- Terrace Pro- 
Life Education. Association 
sponsors Doug Scott0 President 
of Life Decisions International 
from New York. He is author of 
Inside Planned Parenthood and 
has been a guest on "CBS This 
Morning" a'nd ' 'The 
McLean/Lehrer Nei~s Hour". 
Purchase tickets by calling 
638-1404 or 635-4751 before 
April 26. 
MAY 3. 1992 -- Terrace 
Beautification Society's 7th An- 
nual Garbathon. Prizes & 
scavenger hunt. Meet ~ at 
McDonalds at 2 p.m. Call 
George Clark ['or more info at 
638-0423 
MAY 5, 1992 -- "The world is 
run by those who show up." En- 
vironmental logger Bruce Vin- 
cenl will speak at a public 
meeting at 7:00 p.m. at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Anybody 
concerned about logging, the 
economy and our environment.~ 
must hear his inspiring message. 
There is no admission charge. 
Vi,~cenl is being sponsored by the 
Terrace branch of Canadian 
Women in Timber. 
I I I I I  
MAY 9, 1992-  8th Annual 
Muhicultural Potluck at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. Entertain- 
ment, children's corner, pinatas 
and an incredible array of food 
from around the world, For 
more info call Jame at 638-1594 
or Sandy at 638-1081 
MAY 22-24, 1992 -- 75 Year 
" Reunion for all former students 
and staff Boston Bar/North 
Bend school in Boston Bar, B.C. 
Conrad the school at 
1604)867-9222 for further infor- 
mation. 
NOVEMBERI4, 1992 -- The 
Dr, REM Lee Hospital Founda- 
tion will be holding a Christmas 
Arts & Crafts Fair. Door prizes 
and a raffle held. 40 craft tables 
avilable. Craft tables are now on 
sale and going fast. To book a 
table contact Pebble at 635-4601 
evenings. 
EVERY MONDAY --Want ime 
out from your children, come to 
Mother's Time Out. We go bowl- 
ing or swimming. We have guest 
.speakers in to speak on various 
topics. Free babysitting 
available. So grab a friend and 
come out and enjoy yourself. 
You deserve itl 
EVERY WEDNESDAY -- 
A.C.O,A, self-help open 
meeting. 7:30 0.m. at the Knox 
United Church, 4907 La~elle. 
For information phone Paul at 
635-3045, 
COOKE DEALER 
% 
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LOCAL BROWNIES, Jike eight-year-old Theresa Savard, as well as Sparks, Girl Guides and 
Pathfinders, will hit the streets next Wednesday evening for their annual Girl Guide Cookie sale 
di'K,e:'Yum! ... . .  - . . . . .  
Big exchange 
tour planned 
TERRACE - -  As Canada's 
leaders search for the glue that 
will hold this country together, 
the federal government is pro- 
rooting a youth exchange. 
Called Voyageurs .'92, the 
program will see about 37,000 
young people between the ages 
of  16 and 21 travel across the 
country this year between June 
and October. 
Up to 125 people.from each 
of  the country's ridings - -  in- 
eluding Skeena - -  will be 
selected to participate. It's in 
celebration of  the country's 
125th birthday on Canada Day, 
July 1. 
It's expected to cost taxpayers 
approximately $3.5 million. Air 
Canada will sponsor the pro- 
gram with free seats, service 
groups will volunteer their time, 
and participants will billet their 
guests. 
Each Member o f  Parliament 
will " twin" his or her riding 
with that of  another member. 
Here in Skeena, NDP MP 
Jim Fulton has twinned with the 
Quebec riding of  Berthier-  
Montcalm. 
That riding is represented by 
Secretary of  State Robert De 
Cotret, the Conservative MP 
who dreamed up Voyageurs 92 
as a way for young people to 
learn about their country, ex- 
plained his press secretary, 
Mark Hudson. 
Exactly how the 125 par- 
ticipants will be selected from 
ridings is yet to be determined, 
but one of Fulton's assistants 
indicated the school districts in 
the riding could play a role. 
Participants will be selected 
and their names will be an- 
nounced in mid-May. 
App l i ca t ion  fo rms are 
available at Fulton's office oh 
Park Ave. (The phone number 
is 638-1818.) 
Ten member groups (nine 
participants and a volunteer 
supervisor) will visit Berthier- 
Montcalm for one week and in 
return each participant will 
agree to billet their Quebec 
hosts when they visit Skeena. 
Berthier-Montcalm is a large- 
ly rural riding north of  Mon- 
treal. It contains about 54 towns 
and villages, the largest of 
which I are Berthier Ville a.nd 
Saint-Gabriel. 
Ninety-four per cent of the 
94,000 people living in the 
riding are francophone. Main 
industries include farming and 
manufacturing. 
The. gift of the gab 
A local auctioneer is abotit to 
talk his way past a milestone of 
sorts. 
Leo De Jong should pass his 
quarter.million mark in auction 
sales at the local Ducks 
The auction raised $20,000 
for Ducks Unlimited last year 
and organizers are hoping for 
another good showing t.his year. 
The seventh annual dinner 
Unlimited, art, .auctlo 9 ttiis and,au~:tio~ :~vit|~.he~i Sat6~ay 
weei<~Ild. . . . . . . . .  evenmg,.Dmne~ is served at~.7=;30 . 
He'll be pulling in bids- 6n p.m. find theaiJction will begin 
dec0ys, engraved shotguns, at 9 p.m.'The' cost iS $35 ($50 
framed prints and other, art- for couples) and there will be 
work by B.C. artists such as many raffles and prizes handed 
Ken Ferris. " . " out throughout the evening. 
MUSIC FESTI '  L F'INALE 
Hundreds of  performers, ad- poetry lyricl age 13 and up (Ter- Caledonia Stage Band 
judicators and hard-working 
volunteers came together to 
create the magic of  the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival. 
Now some of them get to 
show off the talents of  the nor- 
thwest to the rest of the pro- 
vince. 
Fifteen individuals and four 
choirs were selected at the music 
festival awards night to go on to 
the provincial B.C. Festival of  
the Arts in. Vernon from May 
27-31. 
On piano, Julie Lee (senior), 
Julia Nelson (intermediate) and 
Joshua Sager (junior) are to at- 
tend. Andrea Arnold (senior), 
and Jennifer Zucchiatti (in- 
termediate) will be our represen- 
tatives in vocal performing. 
In speech arts, Glenys George 
(senior), Mark Tessaro (in- 
termediate) and Tin Me- 
Cullough (junior) are to go. 
Bernice Liu will perform there 
in junior stage dance. Per- 
formers on woodwind will be 
Heather Dreger (senior), Erin 
Parr (intermediate) and Warren 
Connacher (junior). 
Kent Dykstra will be on str- 
ings, and Jeff Smithanik (in- 
termediate) and Laura Carlson 
are on brass. 
Choirs recommended to go to 
the provincial festival are the 
Caledonia Choir, the Northwest 
S ingers ,  the Kermode i  
Choristers and the Caledonia 
Vocal Ensemble. 
They'll be among the 1,300 
delegates welcomed to Vernon 
this year for the B.C. Festival of  
the Arts - -  now in its 10th year. 
Award winners from this 
year's Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival are as follows: 
Vocal Awards 
Teresa Fleming - -  vocal solo, 
12 and under ($50) ' 
Andrea Arnold - -  vocal solo, 
age 16-25 ($100) 
Jennifer Zucchiatti - -  folk 
song, sacred, 20th century or 
Canadian composers ($50); 
vocal solo, 13-15 years ($75); 
vocaP conservatory  .,c!as 
($100); music th~t~e($100) 
~~' • . . . .  :, ,~i~,~,,z ~ 
i. , -~ , -  -.,,,~%. race Little Theatre Trophy); 
' :i-.: : " ; ; , i - , c :~ ,~~~ highest mark Shakespeare and 
-- : ~'}>.i'::'!,. , , i '~ ' :7 :k : : -7~:~: : ' l~  ~ dramatic scenes (Shaw award); 
.i(:!!i.li~ii?.~:; : :~ ; : ! : : i ,~ : :~ i ;~!~i : )~ i .~~ highest mark public speaking 
. . . . .  :..~,~:~ ,:. ...... .~...: ...... , ~ Lara Tessaro - -  over 85 in 
:~',> "~r~;:~ , '-:'=: ';:t, .:~::> . ' mime ($75); highest mark in 
:: ~ i ~ ~ "  • ~7~ . .i ",~...:. ':!-; : Trophy)pr°SeSolveig(Sh°ppers'Adair. Drug_ highe tMart 
mark original poetry composi- 
. t i ons  (A lber t  S.  Wong 
Memorial Trophy) 
Instrumental Awards 
Candace Ross - -  highest 
mark brass solo, beginner and 
junior ($50). 
Jeff Smithanik - -  brass solo 
_ ($100) 
FLAUTIST Heather Dreger is recommended to go to the B.C. Rosa Mikaloff - -  highest 
Festival of the Arts after placing at the top in senior woodwind, mark woodwind and percussion 
solo, beginner and junior 
Andrea and Krista Collis - -  E-Motion Dancers - -  jazz and (Carter's Jewellers Trophy) 
vocal duets, trios or quartettes stage dance ($50) Warren Connacher --  wood- 
(Kitimat Concert Association Wang Ballet Academy - -  wind and percussion, solo,in- 
Trophy) classical duet and group dance ' termediate ($50) 
Choral Awards (Rotary Club of  Terrace Heather Dreger - -woodwind 
Kermodei  Chor isters  - -  Trophy) and percussion solo, senior and 
junior choir (not including open ($100); sonata and concer- 
school choirs) (Ruth Hunt Speech Arts Awards to ($75) 
Memorial Trophy) Copper Mountain School - -  Ayesha Coosemans and Col- 
Northwest Singers - -  senior choral  speak ing ,  age 5-8 leenCraig-- instrumentalduets 
choir, not including school (Michael Strynecki Memorial ($100) 
choirs ($100) Trophy) Skeena Woodwind Quartet 
Kiti K'Shan Primary. School Annunc iat ion  School - -  - -  instrumental ensemble ($50) 
- -  primary school choir, ,K-3 choral speaking, age 9-13 Jim Taron - -  highest mark 
(Terrace Rotary Club Trophy) (Royal Bank Trophy) guitar solo (Northland Corn- 
Annunciation Glee Club - -  Kara Birdsell and Michael municationsTrophy) 
highest mark elementary.school O'Marrow - -  spoken poetry Timothy Phillips and Scott 
choir,Gr. 4-7 (Brian Mitchell (dramatic), age 5-8 (Terrace Gingles- -gui tar  duets, trios or 
Memorial Trophy) Rotary Club Trophy) ensembles ($75) 
Smithers Secondary School Christopher Anaka - -  spoken Kent Dykstra - -  string solo 
Living Choir - -  secondary poetry dramatic, age 9-12 (Xi ($200) 
school choir (Bank of Montreal Beta Mu Trophy) 
Trophy) Mark Tessaro - - ,  spoken 2fest22 
Dance Awards poetry dramatic, 13 and up Band Awards 
Lindsay Ponders,  Jessica ($100); highest mark Canadian Skeena Jr. Grade g-Concert 
Southgate and Meredith Hart- poetry (T i lden.  Rent -a-car  Band .-- level.1 and2 (Alcan 
nen- -  classical ballet, age 7-8 Trophy); bible reading (Terrace Trophy) 
(Raffles Inn Trophy) Ministerial Association Bible Skeena Jr. Grade 9/10 Con- 
Angela Beaupre - -  classical Award,;highest mark story tell- cert Band - -  Level 3 and 4 
ballet, age 9-10 (TDTU Trophy) ing ($50) (TDTA trophy) 
Rache l  Williams - -  classical • Allen. Wooton - -  spoken Terrace Community Band 
ballet,, age 11-12 (Prince Rupert poetrylyHc, age 5-8 (Robin Me- Level 5 and 6 ~Northern Sen- 
Communi ty ,  Ar ts .  Counc i l  Coil Memorial Trophy) tinel trophy) 
Trophy) . " " " Sorraya Manji . - ,  spoken: skeena Jr. Secondary Senior 
Anna Liu .2 classical ballet, p0etr3/ lyr ic;/age 9-12 (CA i  Stage Band - -  junior stage 
trophy) ~::- ;', ' : : '  , ;  :!" "band, level I (The McDaniel 
~:,;Gl~iiys ' Ge0rgeT~ '.:spoken .- trophy) " :'. 
senior stage band, level~ 1 & 2 
($100, Dr. R.E.M. Lee Award) 
Kitimat All City. Grade 7 
Band -- most promising junior 
band. 
Piano Awards 
Simon Phillips - -  highest 
mark, junior pianoforte, under 
12 (Marilyn Davies Trophy) 
Michelle Kucera - -  senior 
pianoforte, 12 and up ($50 
TDTA award); highest-mark 
German romantic (Sight and 
Sound Trophy) 
Cindy Penafiel - -  highest 
mark junior Bach, grades I-6 
($50) 
Julie Lee-  "highest mark, 
senior Bach, grades 7.open 
($50) 
Simon Hilcove -- highest 
mark junior Baroque com- 
posers ($50) 
Jimmy Nelson -- senior 
Baroque composers ($75) 
Knell VanHerk and.Ben Ker- 
by - -  highest mark junior 
Mozart and Haydn, Gr.l-6 
(Dairyland Trophy) 
Joshua Sager -:-- highest mark 
senior Mozart.and Haydn, Gr, 
7-open ($50) 
Giles Baxter --  highest mark 
Beethoven ($75) 
Julia Nelson - -  highest mark 
Chopin ($100) 
Conrd Page B3 
Andrea Arnold 
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Baptism a special event  
r 
"Here 'n 
There" 
by Yvonne Moen 
application), Naomi Shaffer 
(modelling), Jo Patterson 
(stress management), Lisa Stella 
(draping), Mamie Kerby and 
Proud parents Kelly and 
' Suzette Pelletler are'pleased to 
announce the arrival of baby 
Ni¢ole Desiree, who arrived on 
March 8, 1992 at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
And on Sunday April 5, baby 
Nicole Desiree was baptized at 
Sacred Heart Parish by father 
AI Noonan along ..with chosen 
godparents of Tina Beaudoin 
and Grant Schille, both of  Ed- 
monton ,  :Alberta. Later 
everyone gathered at Kelly and 
Suzette's home for a special 
family dinner. And travelling 
from Edmonton for the special 
baptism was proud grand- 
mother Priscilla Beaudoin. 
Nicole is the first grandchild for 
the Beaudoin family. And other 
grandparents are Reno and Lin- 
da Pelletier, who live in Ter- 
race. 
• k ~r ,k. ~t ,k. ,k, 
A big thank you goes out to 
each of the volunteers who gave 
their time in workshops for the 
Miss Terrace Pageant 1992. 
They are: Ann Marie Merkel 
(effective Speaking), Dr. Barrie 
Phillips (smoking information), 
Doug Smith (Superhost pro- 
gram), " Gerry . Kasten 
(nutrition), Cst. Rick Shaw and 
Cst .  Tim Alexander (lady 
beware), Eve Kusnick (drug and 
alcohol Prevention), Karlene 
Clark, Lisa Smith and Denise 
Kluss (hair care), Marc Page 
(table etiquette), Karlene Clark 
(nail care, skin care, makeup 
/ 
Sheila Sandover-Sly (history of 
Terrace), Christine Skinner and 
Sandra Hartford (sexual 
health), and Vesta Douglas. 
,% 
In news from the Willows 
Apartments, Cecile has jus t 
returned from a short vacation. 
And people who are having 
birthdays include: Molly 
Gauvrau  (April 28) and Jullette 
Trembley (April 30).  
• k ,k .k ~- ,k ,k 
A correction to last week's 
column: Herb  and Ethel Yehl 
live in Terrace not Burnaby. 
Their best man lives in Burnaby 
and was in attendance at their 
25th anniversary. 
HAPPY PARENTS Suzette and Kelly Pelletier flank Father AI Noonan and their newborn daughter, 
Nicole Desiree. 
t,,. m.~ 4t ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ ~  Prc.,c't,I 
_ MUSlCWEST 
~,  Canada's International Sound Recording Conference, 
Music Festival and Music Exhibition. 
Vancouver Trade and Convention Centre 
May I - May 4, 1992 
CONGRATULATIONS 
To CHRIS BAYLISS 
and ABBEY GENEVA 
From Abbey Normal Band• 
of Burns Lake 
Winners In This Area 
Their Winning Song 
"Is It Really You" 
Will Be  Crit iqued. , 
Special Mention Of 
Terrace's 
CHRISTINE INKSTER 
As One Of The Contests 
Runners Up 
• ., . ~ , ,  ~ , : .  ' .  .: 
' " e r ra  TheknowPeOplebest T ce . . . .  Co-op 
Fami ly  Fash ion  
. f  %. ,., 
,..' . ,,.,,.,,,.., ...::.~..~ :.1 .'~. 
o.  
INTRODUCES :ii  
~r.  
k~ 
... : ' i0 ~ '~. .~V:  .'~ ~ .~ ,  ,. 
~!.~;:~ ~. , , - . -  
~.:,., ._ 
V't.- 
. ';'~;::~k~."":.'' :".:'~::~ "~{ ~.~.":~,~", '~ .  :" ~" #5'~:L:t"~X'/:/',::;, ' ; ........ _ , , . , , : ~ ~  ..... tg..~.,..(~,, t ;~,~ .....~ ,"~. . . . . . .  ,,..... -:~.~: 
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- ,  q, Lp~ ~:.,',. ~, . . . . .  : : ,. ,,, .: '.. ~.!~,.~m', ' : ..... .~'.:' ' ' 
~. ' . ' .~ . l f : .  . ;:. ':'.~. : ';. ) .  
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% 
• The judges maY have snubbed 
her, but in the end democracy 
ruled. 
Terrace: artist Denise Linley 
got the most votes from the 
public in the people's choice 
award section of the 1992 Nor- 
thwest Regional. Juried Art 
Show. ' 
Linley took home first place 
and $100 for her oil painting 
Wolf LO"e r. 
t~ ti~e d,:~,~tv,..~M~,~,!.~r,t~,i 
next, ~fmonth: incmoe: wmer- 
colour artist Diane Myhr, wood 
Carver .Gordon StokkelancI, and 
artist Jane Turner. 
IIII I 
"*p, 
FREE Gortex Backpack 
Or Totebag 
Retail $45.00 
With Every Purchase Of A Spring '92 
Farwest Gortex Jacket 
HURRY IN WHILE QUANTITIES LAST 
April 22.-80 ONLY ,~r 
Terrace Co-op Dept. Store 
461 7 STORE HOURS: 
Greig Ave. M0n.. Wed.. .9 am- 6 pnl 
Thurs, & Fri . . . .  9 am- 9 pm 
~ Je'~ =.~ ~A'~ Saturday . . . . .  9am.6pm 
Ut J~ U I J ' l t /  Sunday . . . . .  1i am. 5 pm 
Co-op Home Centre 
2912 
Molitor St. 
635-9595 
STORE HOURS: 
MONDAY THRU 
SATURDAY " 
8 am.  6 pm 
OPEN SUNDAY i l .4  - 
Co.op Farm & Garden Centre 
461 7 / [' STORE HOURS: 
Greig Ave. M0n..rhurs .... 9a~-0 p~ 
635 6347 /'"'" " ' "  ,, Saturday... . . . .  9 am - 6 pm. OPEN SUNDAY 11-6 
INFORMATION CALL 
TERRACE STAN DARr') 
638-7283 
Sam Collier 
AS a Terrace Standard Advertising 
Consultant my job Is to enhance 
your sales end profit position and 
link your business to consumers by 
creating exciting, eye.catching ads 
with constant service end personal 
dedication, 
Advertising Is an Investment and 
good, effective advertising doesn't 
have to be expenelve~ I will show 
• you fresh and Innovative advedislng 
ideas, - 
"If you're not convinced even small 
advertising works, consider this: 
YOU read this one didn't you?" 
ADVERTISING IS AN 
INVESTMENT AND 
600D EFFECTIVE 
ADVERTISING DOESN'T 
HAVE TO BE EXPENSIVE. 
FOR ADVERTISING 
POTENTIAL" 
"RECOGNIZE 
YOUR PROFIT 
~,,  • ,.J~ - 
t 
sst Spring Collection 
1992 
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CARING KIDS Samantha Staveley, Catherine Audet, Michael 
Staveley, Jesse McCIoskey and Erin Staveley sold their old 
toys to raise $50 for the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation's 
CT Scanner fund. ~ 
Straight from the heart 
It Was a small gift but it 
came from the biggest of 
hearts. 
Five children who live near 
Parkside school cleaned out 
their toy boxes and sold what 
they didn't need to raise 
money for the CT scanner 
fund. 
"We gave one Ninja Tur- 
tle away,' ,  six-year-old 
Michael Staveley whispers 
shyly. ',But we kept some 
other ones." 
When all was said and Hospital Foundation. lie, cheat, steal or leave the 
done, the five children --  "I think this is more im- club. 
ten-year-o ld Cather ine portant than a big corpora- They had formed similar 
Audet, 10-year-old Jesse Me- tion that gives us five or ten groups before, but they 
Closkey, ll-year-old Erin thousand dollars," Webber always dissolved quickly. 
Staveley,'10-year-old Saman- told the children, "because "This t ime it worked," 
tha Stavely,'~ and young you put a lot of work into Samantha says. "We manag- 
Michael--had raised $50by it." : ed to actually raise some 
selling the old toys from Samantha says the group money and we're really pro- 
tables setup outside their formed theirown club in ear- ud of that." 
home. The money was turn- ly March to raise money for "We're going to do this 
ed over last Wednesday to good causes. They drew up again and maybe raise money 
Marlaine Webber, a director agendas, kept minutes and for the old folks home," she 
of the Dr. R.E.M. Lee solemnly pledged never to adds. 
From BI 
More festival winners • 
~ Ciin.t Sheppard -- higfi'est ":;:i. dian Legion Tf .~@6~ "~"~ ..... , ........ ,  ,,,,. ' . . . . . . .  ,- . ~.,.a.~,,,,~,,.~,: ..... .. ~ . . . . .  ~ , ,  ,..~e~ '.t~ . . . .  ~ " '~t~,w'~." " . ....... ~ ...... ~,,.~n~:' ~" . . . . . . . :  : 
mark sonatinas', Gr 1-4 ($50) ~:~ r : "i 'Jtilie 3Lde" ~ stSj~'t~arl ,,~, , M*~klle.~trcer~..~,~,p.t;~ ;~l~n&aumoE~.b~.~.:~u~e;nl ,.. )  
:!~ Daniel Hzggmson an d Cindy semor conserva!0Y ~raoe: ~. mtsmgjumorpmnostudent, age anduntler ($11~)'i~'-: ~ '
Penafiel - -  higi~est mark  7- 'open  (Lehmann bweller: ' 12 dfid m~ter ($100)' " Stacey'sfiield.~ ~-  most pro- 
Jimmy Nelson - -  most pro- 
mising piano student,age 13-15 
($150) 
Julie Lee --  most promising 
senior piano student, 16-25 
years ($200) 
Natalie Dickson -- most pro- 
mising junior instrumentalist, 
• 12 and under ($100) 
Laura Carlson -- most pro- 
mising intermediate instrumen- 
talist, 13-15 years ($150) 
Heather Dreger -- most pro- 
mising senior instrumentalist, 
16-25 years ($200) 
Northwest Academy Strings 
--  most promising roup of in- 
Strumentalists ($300) 
mising senior ballet student, 11 
and over ($100) 
Caledonia Stage Band and 
Skeena School Grades 8, 9 and 
I0 Concert Bands - ,  most pro- 
mising band ($500) 
Pare Kerr -- Joan Spencer 
Memorial Scholarship ($300) 
Joshua Sager - -  Terrace 
Water  Polo Assoc iat ion 
Scholarship, 12 and under 
($250) 
Glenys George - -  Knights of 
Columbus :Scholarship, 13.15 
years ($500) 
Andrea Arnold " Northern 
Drugs Scholarship, 16-25 years 
($1,000) 
sonatinas, gr. 5-open ($50) 
Joshua Sager --  highest mark 
French impressionists ($75) 
Terry Reinert-- highes t mark 
20th century composers, grades 
1-3 ($50) 
Daniel Higginson --  highest 
mark 20th century composers, 
grades 4-6 ($50) 
Jeff Smithanik -- highest 
mark 20th century composers 
grades 7-open ($50) 
Babal Sanghera, Genevieve 
Monro and Jenna Lewis --  
highest mark Canadian com- 
posers, grades 1'3 (All Seasons 
Sporting'Goods Trophy) " 
Jennifer McMynn -- highest 
mark Canadian composers, 
grades 4-8 ($50) 
Kyla Baer - -h ighest  mark 
junior conservatory; grades 1-3 
(Janet Felbes Trophy) 
Jocelyn Coxford --  highest 
mark intermediate conser- 
vatory, grades 4-6 (Royal Cana- 
Trophy) 
Elizabeth Taron - -h ighest  
mark older beginners (R. 
Lowrie Trophy) 
Nell Dystra - -  highest mark 
sonata, concerto and concert 
group ($150) 
Jennifer McMynn and Deb 
Casey --  highest mark piano 
duets ($100) 
Awards of Excellence 
Elizabeth Taron --  the most 
promising junior speech stu- 
dent, age 12 and under ($100) 
Lara Tessaro and 'Mark 
Tessaro ---most promising in- 
termediate speech student, age 
13-15 
Michelle Nuyten - -  most pro- 
mising senior speech student, 
16-25 years ($200) 
Teresa Fleming -- most pro, 
mising junior vocal student, 12 
and under ($100) 
Jennifer Zucchiatti ~ most 
promising intermediate vocal 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
R.T. (Tom) Boughner 
Mr. Reg Llghtfoot, senior vice-president, Operations, 
Skeena Cellulose Inc.. is pleased to announce the appoint- 
ment of Mr. Tom Boughner to the position.of general 
manager, Pulp Operations at Skeena's kraft mill operations 
meat, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Mr. Boughner brings to Skeena extensive production and 
technical experience in the pulp and paper industry. He has 
had senior positions with several pulp mill operations In the 
country~ Including irving Pulp end Paper, Boise.Cascade, 
American Can and Reed Paper. 
Mr, Boughner's appointment Is effective immediately. His 
wife and three teenage Children will join him in Prince Rupert 
when the school term is finished in saini John ,  New 
Brunswick , : ,  ;: 
Wherever You're Going, We're 
. Going Your Way! 
i ,  
Dependab le  Door -  To -Door  Tax i  Serv ice  
24  Houm/7  Days  A Week  
For Complete Details Call 
KALUM KABS 
4449 Lakelse 635-7177 
de la 
SUNDAY, APRIL 26, 1992 
8:00 P.M. 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Tickets: $10 Adult $8 Students & Seniors 
Available At Sight & Sound 
Presented by the Theatre Alive Society 
~ .::.~i@:://~i~ :! i~ !'iii ~: ~: ~i ~ ~! i~ ~ ~ i~/~ i' ~!/i: • : ~'.i : 
SPRING:  F IX -UP  T IME!  or new construction 
O O I O O e O O O O O O O O O e O O 0 •  
• SPECIAL PRICES IN • 
• EFFECT NOW! • 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO0 
~~~-~~ ~ ''av'"gs'°"''---1 
3.5 Pieces per sq/tt I 
EHo C010ur Red, grey & tan i
LL 4" High Grey or Col0ur 
Uni.Stone Pavers 
' "°c0,c.,,,,,. 
" .  AG~eyor ' / .~Gr.y , 
~'  Red/Tan; / .~o/ 24 x30 'x2" 
• A~,~ 16"X16"X2.5" ~"  ' ~"/ Patio 
f f  p~!~o : ~~¢/  
~- ~,~,  :~ ,.~,,.,~.. 
~'R, I~ .~ '  ~ No. 54 ~;~'<~',~'~ ~"  " 
i . ~ ~ ~ : ~ I ~ .  P~l~te~ Masonary Bicycle Stand Bicycle Stand 
i . (for one B,M,X. Tire) (for one.10 spd;T!re ) 
NOW OPEN TO,SERVE YOU" 
, With,,.Brlcks, Blocks, Masonry Chimneys, Reinforcing Steel, Cement, Lime, Grout, Sono Tubes 
Blasting Sand and Many Other Construction Supplies. Also Available Sand and Gravel 
AND SOON READY MIX CONCRETE! 
JI ECHO CONCRETE ,&BRICK I[ 
i f . .  ' 4430 Kelth Ave., Terrace, B.C. (FormorlyGaeer¢oncrete) 635-9191 I 
/ . _  ...... i , " ,, . . . .  • , , i  " ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ ' ; ' 
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BUSINES S OF THE WEEK 
SKEENA Belting & Rubber Services . ,  
~ ~ ~  Inflatable Boat 
~ ~  Repairs 
~ "  ~ Skeena Valley ' ' We apeClra:l;~iJsn ' ::?::ny:;:;Itnl;S~:llla:~/:;g~:l;clng a d . . . . . . . . .  i t ~k  ]~I~'~'~WH ~1 
Durable • High Quality • Vulcanizing Repairs 
,-HOU, VIDEO CLINIC 
m • 5 
< 
. Special&ing in repairs to." 
• VCRs  * Cameorders  * CD Players 
:, I make it work for you/ 
202-  4716 Lazelle Avenue 635-7762 
• i 
i 
"~!7 '~ BRIDALBOUTIQUE 
/ *  Wedding Dresses * invitations 
• Tuxedo Rentals • Lingerie 
• Grad & Party Dresses • Wedding Cakes 
complete wedding service to make 
that day 'Uniquely Yours' 
B L~ke,se Ave 638"1773 
RICHARDS ON EMERSON 
The Drycleaner &Shirt Laundry 
NEWLY RENOVATED LAUNDROMAT~ 
WITH FULL TIME ATTENDANT 
Monday- Sat. - .  8 a ~ ~  
3223EMERSON 635-5119 BACHELOR SERVICE 
OPEN DAILY 7 A .M. -  8 P.M, 
/ Bonded "A' ;  Class Gas Fitter / 
| FOR ALL HEATING INSTALLATION AND SERVICE | 
/ INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL ~ 
/ CALL STAN HOLLAND / 
/635-7979 (Fax) 635-2208 J
BLAKEBURN FAMILY 
WOODWORKS 
: • Per~r,o~i~==,=== S~,loe 
• :~For All Your Cabinet and Flnishi~iNeeds~ ~, i i~1 
~!~:: ........ " ~''  ~ Resldenti~i andcoramei'cl'~a~i'~,~;~:~'~.,,;~':!. I 
: :  . . . .  ' Cabinet Refacing ' :':~"!:~!;' • I 
Phone 635-4250 ' C..O~O,,LAK,,U,. '1 
I 
.:i:::/ ;: :F!NANCIAL :GAINS: : ii: ::~ 
Th J KITIMAT - TER8ACE LIMOUSINE SERVICE ornhill Electric 632-4499 
Residential & Commercial Wiring ' I • 6.3~0-5585 
• 24 hr. Answering Service J ! ~ -FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCASION 
~.L.:;~;~i~:~ ' .:• ,,~ L ,•., ....... ~. ; :,':'~i~:; i.li i~ ~!  . ! ' i  ';i-:~~!de[•in."iiielelgant luXury; ,~, " 
,.;: .:z" - .; ,' ...;.Ce~}bf~lte-~n ~xtravagance; • ............ ,'~,~ 
353201d Lakelse Lake Rd. Rick McCarron | Create an unforgettable memory. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5A7 Registration No. 16984 Proprietor I Featuring: bar, TV/VCR, stereo system 
RESERVE EARLY N0n-Smoking Vehicle 
I 
SPRING CLEANING SPECIAL 
Carpets In Any 
Three Rooms... 
GREAT RATES ON 
FURNITURE UPHOLSTERY 
49.95 
FOR ALL YOUR CLEANING NEEDS 
Terrace & Kitimat Building Maintenance 
Insured 635-6772 Bonded 
ADVERTISING is an investment not an expense. 
ADVERTISING can help increase the store's 
TURNOVER and net profit. 
CALL US ... WE CAN HELP! 
MARLEE * JANET * SAM 
638-7283 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE -- 1-800-661-2676 
,~ IDLAND 
• 
.~~ CANADA LTD. 
( Mobiles Starting As Low As $699: 
,, Portables Starting As Low As $519 
. " Rugged & Reliable 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
" NO. 4-5002 Pohle 638-0261 ' 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
s,*"=" pt.q.ee 24 HOUR [A 
& monuments Answering and Pager Service rr~-t 
& Prince Rupert A~soclatlon 
ADVERTISING is an investment not an expense. 
ADVERTISING can help increase the store's 
• TURNOVER and net profit. 
CALL US ... WE CAN HELP! 
MARLEE • JANET • SAM 
638-7283 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
Specializing in Custom Concrete Form & Finishing 
• Renovations • Mill Work 
638-8478 
t-/a/m'av  
SALON BARBER SHOP 
4646 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635-5727 or 635-4555 
~ Skeena Valley 
VIDEO CLINIC 
Specializing in repairs to" 
• VCRs * Camcorders =CD Players • 
I make it work for you/ 
202 - 4716 Lazelle Avenue 635-7762 
When you gotta' have it, We'll (~ ,  j,r"itl 
k 
"Our expediting service will save your company mon~" 
CHIMO DELIVERY _ 638-8530 
I WE FEATURE AN EXCITING NEW SPECIAL I I EVERY WEE. %%US FO~ETA,LS! 
i =49.oo,.,.,,.7 
I 6-4717Lakelse Avs.,'l'errace B.C. . . . .  635 3637 
Windshield Repair/Replacements 
~r ' f "  " Auto Glass 
. ~. * ICBC Replacements 
I~.~')~Y • Mirrors 
(d l~~J  • w,o~ow~ 
~ ~ ~  ""  Sealed Units • • 
~AL-C jS  GLASS: LTD 
2 River Drive Terrace 
i i • • 
~k~/ \  638 8001, in Kitimat 632-4800 
r • h 
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SPORT'S NEW S 
MALCOLM BAXTER 638-7283 
[ 
Birders wra p u p season 
Badminton players from 
across the north were on 
hand April I l=12 to take part 
in the this year's Terrace 
Open tournmant, he largest 
in the region and finale event 
of the local club's season. 
Showing the power and 
agility that has made him the 
top male player in Terrace, 
Surinder Dhaliwal dropped 
Pr ince George's  Mark 
Flaherty to take A event in 
~aen's ingles. 
Par tnered  by Tony 
Broman, Dhaliwal also made 
the A final in men's doubles 
but the duo fell to clubmates 
Norm Parry and Dan Tuomi. 
In A flight ladies action, 
Lisa Stafford gave Prince 
George its first title by 
defeating Terrace's Nancy 
Condon in the singles. Con- 
don, however, evened the 
score when she and Fran 
Mann teamed up to take the 
doubles from Stafford and 
Judy Flaherty. 
Stafford and Flaherty 
found themselves on 'op- 
posite sides of the net in an 
all-Prince George the mixed 
doubles final which saw Judy 
and Mark Flaherty triumph 
over Stafford and Stuart 
Kamstra. 
On the B side, Darcy 
St ickleman of  Kit imat 
knocked off Terrace's Paul 
Gipps for top spot in the 
men's while Fran Mann beat 
out Mui Luc in the ladies. 
The men's doubles went to 
Mark Fiaherty and Kamstra 
WATCH THE BIRDIE. Mui Luc, above, powers a return during mixed doubles action at the Ter- 
race Open Badminton tournament as she and partner Dan TuOmi went on to victory in the B 
event. 
over the hometown duo of 
Henri Michaud-Rob Guen- 
ther. Tuomi and Luc com- 
bined to take the B mixed, 
defeating Fran and Swarn 
Mann. 
There were only two C 
event battles with Gipps and 
Prince Rupert's Carl Etzerza 
Sr. beating out Sick Yeoh 
and Leonard Nunes of 
Kitimat for top spot. In mix- 
ed doubles, Carl and Patsy 
Etzerza beat out Michaud 
and Rhonda Richard. 
Hockey 
awards, 
' I --  Page B6 
TERRACE STANDARD I 
Terrace bowlers,, 
masters of lanes 
Local bowlers will make up 
almost half the B.C. team at 
this summer's Teaching Masters 
national championship. 
In a performance that con- 
firmed Terrace as one of the 
major bowling centres in the 
province, all six local alley aces 
attending the provincia l  
playoffs made the B.C. team. 
Of the four men who went 
down for the Vancouver event, 
Kelly Francis, Roy Clifford and 
Dave Wiebe all earned aspot on 
the team while Glen Brink was 
named as alternate. 
Eva Wilkinson and Lesley 
Alway completed the sweep 
when they rolled to berths on 
the ladies five-member provin- 
cial team. 
It will be Alway's third trip to 
the nationals and Wiebe's se- 
cond. 
Adding to the northwest 
zone's plunder were Ervine 
Hannah (men's), Barb Abbott 
(ladies') and Laura Adrian 
(coach), all from 100 Mile 
House and successful in their 
bids to make the team. 
Open to Level 1 instructors, 
the Masters saw competitors 
bowl a total of 16 games with 
the platings being decided on a 
points-above-average basis. The 
nationals take place June 
29-July 4 in Victoria. 
Newcomers formidable 
The Terrace Northmen's an- 
nual Gnat-swatting exhibition 
rugby match against Prince 
George has been brought for- 
ward one week. 
Club spokesman David Hull 
said the confrontation ill now 
take place Saturday, April 25 at 
2 p.m. on the Northwest Com- 
munity College pitch. 
And .when the Gnats take to 
the field, they're going to find 
some very unwelcome additions 
have been made to the Terrace 
team. 
Unwelcome, that is, from the 
visitors point of view only, Hull 
added. Noting there are some 10 
new faces in the Northmen 
lineup this season, he said they 
• included ex-Caledonia Kermode 
basketball player David Owens. 
At 6'7" and with a build as 
impressive as his height, the 
sight of Owens promises to be 
bring tears to the eyes of op- 
ponents this year. 
Hull added the Northmen will 
also benefit from the addition 
of several fast, young talents 
such as Arnie Pelletier - -  "he 
runs like the wind". 
Prepara.tions for the upcom- 
ing season continue ach Tues- 
day and Thursday evening with 
practices at the college ground. 
Hull said turnout has been ex- 
cellent with 25-35 players how- 
ing up for sessions under the 
guidance of coach Mike Mc- 
Cuish. 
However, that doesn't mean 
the Northmen Won't welcome 
still more individuals 19 years 
and up who want to experience 
the "thrills, spills and chills" of 
recreational rugby, he pointed 
out. 
The Nor thmen's  home 
opener is Saturday, May 9, a 
return match against Prince 
Rupert. 
Boxer:h:as ne date: 
with fighti lr,sh 
The plane carrying Terrace's 
national boxing champion Joey 
Losier landed here last Monday 
morning, but Losier may only 
just be touching down himself. 
"It feels good, it feels great," 
the 15-year-o ld gr inned 
moments after arriving home, 
the gold medal hanging about 
his neck. 
Losier, local club teammate 
Darren Bell and coach Jeff 
Dilley had good reason to 
celebrate their visit to Sarnia, 
Ont. as part of the B.C, boxing 
team - -  Losier's gold, Bell's 
bronze and a tournament best 
three-gold, two-bronze perfor- 
mance by the five-man provin- 
cial team. 
Recalling the juniors 1321bs. 
title bout, Losier said the vic- 
tory came from taking control. 
"I had him fighting my fight so 
I had the advantage." 
Well ahead going into the 
final round, he just concen- 
trated on throwing the jabs and 
racking up the points - -  he 
scored a 15-0 shutout on the 
computer scoring system. 
After the final bell, Losier ad- 
ded, "I went up to him and ask- 
ed if we could fight again 
sometime because we both gain- 
ed good experience from it." 
Apart from next weekend's 
B.C. Golden Gloves, he is now 
looking forward to being part 
of an international card in June. 
He has been invited to join the 
Canadian ational team to face 
Ireland in the Emerald Cup to 
be held in Gaspe, N.S. 
For Bell, the Sarnia trip was 
"a learning experience". While 
skill in the ring was important, 
"You've got to be in shape to 
beat the guys down there, which 
I wasn't." As a result, he wasn't 
able to recover from a standing 
eight count he had to take and 
after that "couldn't put the 
punches together." 
Although they are the ones 
wearing the medals, the duo 
agreed the achievement wasn't 
their's alone. Losier said both 
wanted to acknowledge the con- 
tribution sparring partners and 
Dilley had made ~to their suc- 
cess. "Without them, we 
wouldn't be here now," he add 
ed. 
POSTSCRIPT-  Faced with a 
long break between weigh-in 
and the Terrace fighter's first 
bout, coach Dilley decided to 
fill thetime with a quick trip to 
Detroit, Michigan. 
There, the destination was the 
gym where champion.s uch as 
Thomas Hearns and Michael 
Moore started their careers. 
The local fighters train in the 
HOME FROM THE WARS and with the medals to prove were Darren Bell (left) and Joey Losier (right) 
seen above with Terrace and B.C. team coach Jeff Dilley. The trio had just returned from the Canadian 
Junior Boxing championships held in Sarnia, Ont. 
basement of the old Anglical 
Church on Lakelse Ave. It's 
small and sombre, in startling 
contrast to the g!eaming medals 
the club's members regularly br- 
ing back. 
This was a chance for them to 
see a real gym, a breeding 
ground for champions. 
But, while it was a thrill for 
the young pugilists -- "we got 
to dance around the ring," Bell 
recalled - -  they found the place 
looked a lot like home. 
It had a nice paint job and a 
more professional look to it, 
Diiley conceded, but in size, it 
was no different from their  
own. 
"Thomas  Hearns and 
Michael Moore trained and got 
to fame the same way these boys 
are doing it, in a little gym down 
in the basement. We were really 
surprised by that," he admitted. 
Rob readies for first Spring junket 
Spring is the best time for an 
extended fishing trip. It's the 
best time because the air is 
fragrant and clean and so clear 
you can see mountain goats 
and black bears browsing high 
on the avalanche chutes on the 
first greenery of the year. 
There are bugs in the spring, 
but the irritating varieties that 
can be so vexing in summer are 
not around to suck your blood 
or get into your face. 
The percussive beat of the 
ruffed grouse provides a 
.rhythm for the hooters; both 
are set against the insistent 
for the first bright fish of the 
year is a powerful, ex- 
hilarating experience. 
That is not to say that Spr- 
ing on the rivers near home is 
not still an adventure, but 
there are more people there 
now. Solitude accents a fishing 
trip and you have to travel to 
find it. Webb is getting the 
boat ready now so we can go 
chase some. 
Breakfast on these trips is 
nearly always oatmeal - -  the 
kind that comes in convenient 
packages, can be ready in five 
minutes, stays with you until 
The Skeena 
Angler 
by Rob Brown 
/ 
barbecue pit. But be careful stew, cabbage rolls, Salisbury 
with the hatchet - -  a deep cut steak or lasagna. Simply plop 
or severed finger can bring an them foil and all into some 
abrupt halt to a promising boiling waterfor five minutes, 
cut the top with a scissors and 
chemical concoctions un- 
naturally aged and quickly 
brewed by megabreweries. 1 
like the stuff made by 
Bavarian purists and their 
disciples, but unfortunately it 
comes in heavy bottles. 
This became an issue the last 
time Webb and 1 went on one 
of these trips. We flew by 
helicopter and rafted the river 
to our rendezvous at sea. 
Weight, the pilot told us, was 
critical, so we pared down our 
customary three cases (the 
usual number for short trips) 
to six bottles. 
As soon as the chopper left counterpoint ~of the swamp noon and tastes wonderful trip. 
robins and choirs of songbirds with a cup of coffee brewed squeeze it out over~a plate of after depositing 
just recently returned to the with creek water in an open So fire starter, matches and  ~i: rice. Though I wouldn't wilderness, 1 rushed to the 
north coast. It's good to hear pot over a fine'cooking fire. a hatchet go along on tile trip i~ recommend this as the kind of river and stuck the six bottles 
them again after the silences of Even in the most persistent along with: a coUple-of~pans, ! fare to serve company in your in the cool mountain waters, 
winter. It s good to see the and protracted downpour you some bread,' 7]ani,~ /oatmeal, ~ ::~ dining room, afteravigourous anticipating the powerful 
eagles and ducks pairing up. can find a dry cottonwood or evaporated milk, some utenr ~ i::day's fishing it tastes like thirst we would work up mak- 
Winter is close and greyand hemlock snag whose crusty sils, some fruiq trail mix, rice -haute Cuisine,,: ing camp, When we returned 
sparse. Spring is expansive and bark canbepul ledoffbyhand "" and;-forsupper,a number of -' Beer is Vital on a spring covered in sweat only three 
green and thick. After months or chipped off with a hatchet packages of pre-cooked foil- fishing junket. For space and bottles - -  half our supply - -  
of prowing the slippery.banks and with the use of a little fire Wrapped dinners packaged by •weight considerati6ns cans are remained, the other three ap- 
of wintering rivers, fishing starter be made into as nice a an outfit•called Magic Pantry. ' :p re ferab le ,  Webb;  whose parentlycarried off by the cur- 
over jaded fish, probing the set of cooking coals as you'll They really are magic~ the.~e ,~ Scotch ances!ry.overrides hi  " rent or consumedby trolls. 1 
rising riffles of April and May find at the bottom of any aluminum rod pOUches of beef ! taste :buds hkes to  buythe  searched until dark m vain, ~ 
"Too bad about your beer 
washing away," consoled 
Webb, 
Of course you will need 
gear, The temptation is to 
pack every, rodyou own, 
buckets of bait, lures and flies 
then spend most of your time 
wrapped in the agony of 
deciding which outfit to 
choose. Webb and I are civiliz- 
ed fishermen so we take only 
one fly rod, a few killer flies 
and a spool of monofilamcnt, 
Waders are essential. You will 
spend most of your time in 
them; on one particular sod- 
den trip I remember going to 
us in the sleep in a pair of latex Seal= 
Dris. 
Clothes7 Well, take two of 
everything and three pairs of 
socks. And don't forget a sky 
piece, one that sheds rain. 
You'll also want a camera for 
all those out-of-focus pictures 
of trophy fish you catch ahd 
release, 
i 've got tO pack. Webl~'s 
waiting, i'II tell you how we do 
• when I get back, 
?;i 
i 
Terrace Minor Hockey's eason 
finale took place last Tuesday 
with the awards banquet. Below 
are the winners of those awards. 
Abbreviations have been used 
and they are : MVP (most 
valuable player); MIP (most im- 
proved player);: and MSP (most 
sportsmanlike player). 
Major achievements for Minors 
MSP - -  Christopher Boch 
Wilkinson Business Machines 
MVP - -  Bradley Mills 
MIP - -  Cory Mills 
MSP - -  Adam Hull 
Most inspirational eoach(Pre- 
Novice or Novice Division)Dave 
Sarsiat 
NOVICE DIVISION 
Playoffs 
1 - -  Long's Logging (Jim 
Cutler, coach) 
2 - -  Wilkinson Business 
Machines (Gerry Friel) 
3 - -  Doyle Blazers (John 
Nester) 
4 - -  Elks (Rick Smoley) 
Esso awards 
Longs Logging 
MVP. - -  Brick Karrer 
MIP - -  Keagan Longridge 
MSP - -  Guy Burton 
Doyle Blazers 
MVP-  Brian Rigler 
M IP"  Brad LaRue " 
MSP-  Mark Gagnon. 
Legion 
MVP - -  Wayne Webber 
MIP - -  Rick Dupas 
MSP - -  Mike Watts 
Elks 
MVP - -  Brian Smoley 
MIP - -  Mathew Bruneau 
MSP- -  Shaun Smyth 
Woolworth's . . . .  
MVP - -  Ken Eyjolfson 
MIP - -  Steven Dunfield 
MSP - -  Shaun Casper 
Golden Flame 
MVP - :  Shaun Fagan 
MIP - -  Jeremy Floer 
(most inspirational player) - -  MSP - -  Ryan Gilgan 
Heath Morgan MIP Bantam Division - -  Par- 
minder Kondola 
ATOMS DIVISION 
League 
1 - -  All West Trading (Rick 
King) 
2 - -  Kinsmen (Joe Smoley) 
3 - -  Centennial Lions [Lee 
Armstrong) 
Playoffs 
1 - -  All West Trading 
2 - -  Centennial Lions 
Esso awards 
All West Trading 
MVP-  lan Mills 
MIP - -  Zac Armitage 
MSP - -  Paul King 
Centennial Lions 
MVP - -  Mitch Armstrong 
MIP  - -  Chuck Sunberg 
MSP - -  Richard Watts 
Kinsmen 
MVP - -  Blake Wiebe 
MIP  - -  Paul Caveliero 
MSP - -  Scott Rigler 
All Seasons 
MVP - -  Warren Gavronski 
MIP  - -  Craig Hansen 
MSP - -  Andrew Clark 
Tilden 
MVP - -  Derrick Hadley 
MIP  - -  Darren Beaulieu 
MSP - -  Lindsay Smith 
MIP  Atom Division 
Everett Dupas 
Gordon Armstrong Memorial 
MSP - -  Chris Wilkinson 
PEEWEE DIVISION 
League Play 
1 - -  Farwest Fuels 
2 -  Rotary 
3 - -  Herman Trucking 
Playoffs 
1 - -  Farwest Fuels 
2 - -  Bradford and Sons 
Esso Awards 
Rotary 
MVP - -  Brant Tugweli 
MIP ----" Harry Chemko 
MSP - -  Pat Knezacek 
Heaman Trucking 
MVP - -  T. J .  Danieis 
MIP - -  Jesse Morgan 
MSP - -  Craig Johnson 
Bradford and Sons 
MVP - -  Clint Ferretti 
MIP - -  Joe Trottier 
MSP - -  Frank English 
Farwest Fuels 
MVP - -  Frank Gration 
MIP - -  Shaun Nichols 
MSP - -  Kelly Prinz 
MIP  Pee-Wee Division - -  
Robert Gervais 
BANTAM DiYlSION 
League Play winners - -  Remax 
Playoff winners - - ' Lake lse  
Logging 
Esso Medals 
Remax 
MVP - -  Eddie Dollemore 
MIP - -  Wade Kennedy 
MSP - -  Tommy Munson 
Lakelse Logging 
MVP - -  Devon Van Hulle 
MIP - -  Rick Denton 
PEE- -WEE REPS 
Player of the month awards 
Oct - -  Gabe Douglas 
Nov - -  Jason Nosek 
Dec - -  Kelsey Hidber 
Jan - -  Victor Basanti 
Feb - -  Jeff Clark 
Mar - -  Ryan Stevenson 
Esso Awards 
MVP-  David Kozier 
MIP b Joe Hadley 
MSP - -  David Bretherick 
(Pee-Wee raps finished first in 
the TRi-City League) 
Wayne Lestrange Memorial 
Trophy (most inspirational Rep 
player) 
Kevin Clark 
MIP Rep player ¢ Ryan Steven- 
son 
BANTAM REPS 
PLayer of the month awards 
Oct - -  Courtenay Phillips 
Nov - -  Mike Vandermuellen 
Dec - -  Brian Barwise 
Jan - -  Scott Blanes 
Feb - -  Kevin Clark 
Mar - -  Jason Nabess 
Esso Medals 
MVP - -  Scott Blanes 
MIP - -  Kevin Clark 
MSP - -  Gordon Armstrong 
MIDGET REPS 
Player of the 'month awards 
Oct -  Sheldon McGuinness 
Nov - -  Bob Basanti 
Dec -  Link Baker 
Jan - -  Shane Bouguoin 
Feb-  Dawson Keln 
Mar - -  Brian Cox 
Esso Medals 
MVP - -  Dawson Keln. 
MIP - -  Rob Larmour 
Most promising referee - -  
Trevor Johnson 
Most supportive parent 
Walter Marceau 
Larry  Swanson Memor ia l  
(graduate player from Terrace 
for most valuable contribution 
to Terrace Minor Hockey) - -  
John Amos 
Coaches' award for most con- 
sistent player - -  Jeff Matthews 
and Johnathan LaFontaine 
Len Trudeau Memorial (dedica- 
tion, desire and discipline) - -  
Curtis Bretherick 
Coach of the Year -  Steve 
Cullis 
Lou Larmour Memorial - -  
Northern Winter Games player 
showing honesty, integrity, skill 
and fellowship with his team- 
mates - -  Jason Warner 
President's award 
Nester 
- -  Mona SINCE 1910 
There's a quick and 
easy way to get your 
resul ts  on the 
Scoreboard  - -  just fax 
them to 638-8432 
anytime, day or night. 
EXCLUSIVE 
OFFER 
1/2 Carat 
Diamond Rim 
DIAMOND 
SOLITAIRE 
RING 
1/2 ct. Brilliant Cut 
Diamond, Limited Quantities 
=1,499 
, ) ERWIN s 
LTD. •l • 
4637 Lakelse Ave., Terrace - 635.7440 
Skeena Mall, Tenace• 635.51!1 
245 City Csnlre. Kitlmsl. 632.3313 
WEST COAST 
AMUSEMENT 
• . I[ 
:  °COUPON 
6 Rides For 
L ' - - - -m 
S799 I I 
+, GST iii, 
I I 
COUPON 
6 Rides For 
.$799 
+ GST 
Ride All The Rides And 
PAY ONE PRICE 
Thursday, 3 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Purchase A Wristband For Only $16.83 + GST 
:/ TERRACE CURL ING RINK 
APRIL 23-  26 
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Radial Rover RV 
• All terrain performance light truck radial 
• Balanced on-street handling and oft-road tractlor 
• Quiet ride without tractlbn sacrifice 
• Even wear, tong mileage 
• Out,ned raised white tatters 
Radial Mud Rover 
• Durable two ply carcass 
• Two s t i l l  belts with nylon wraps 
• Heaw lug traction design 
• Outlined raised white letters 
.Radial Rover HLT 
• Durable two ply carcass 
• Two steel halts with nylon wraps 
• Long, dependable tire life 
Radial Rover RV 
SIZE 
14 27x8.50R-14 6 Ply 
15 
LT235/75 R-15 6 Ply 
30x9.50 R-15 6 Ply 
31x10.50 R-15 6 Ply 
32xl 1.50 R-15 6 Ply 
33X12.50 R-15 6 Ply 
35xl 2.50 R-15 6 Ply 
16 
LT225/75 R-16 6 Ply 
LT245/75 R-16 6 Ply 
LT265/75 R-16 6 Ply 
LT235/85 R-16 10 Ply 
• LT255/85 R-16 8 Ply 
16.5 33x12,50 R-16,5 8 Ply 
M.S.R. SALE 
180.80 108.48 
193.90 116.34 
220.50 132.30 
230.90 138.54 
256,90 151.74 
271.90 163.14 
305.40 180.24 
237.10 
276 .70  
317.40 
249.80 
242.40 
310.60 
142.26 
166.02 
190.44 
149.88 
145.44 
186.36 
Radial Mud Rover 
sizE M.S.R. SALE 
15 
LT235/75 R-15 6 Ply 
30x9.50 R-15 6 Ply 
31x10.50 R-15 6 Ply 
33x12.50 R-15 6 Ply 
16 LT255/85 R-15 8 Ply 
16.5 33x12.50 R-16.5 8 Ply 
199,80 
218,60 
237.80 
280,00 
249.30 
285.60 
110.88 
131.16 
142.68 
156.oo 
149.58 
171.35 
Radial Rover HLT 
SIZE M.S.R. SALE 
16 
750 R-16 8 PlY 
LT225/75 R-15 8 Ply 
LT215/85 R-16 8 Ply 
LT235/85 R-16 10 Ply 
16.5 875 R-16.5 8 Ply 
950 R-16.5 8 Ply 
207,40 
211,60 
208.90 
227.10 
220.60 
242,50 
124.40 
126.96 
125.34 
136.28 
132.36 
1,46.50 
Radial Rover NT  
• Commercial all terrain light truck radial 
• Responsive handling end ride comfort 
• Excellent handling and Iractlon and all season 
pedormence 
. Long, even traldwere 
Radial Rover A rT 
SIZE 
15 LT235/75 R-15 8 Ply 
750 R-16 8 Ply 
LT215/85 R-16 8 Ply 
16  LT235/85 R-16 10 Ply 
• LT255/75 R-16 8 Ply 
LT245/75 R-16 10 Ply 
M.S.R. 
200.80 
SALE 
120.46 
193,90 
190,30 
216.30 
203,90 
248,70 
210,90 
235,80 
118.34 
114.18 
129.78 
122.34 
149.22 
16.5 875 R-16.5 8 Ply 126.54 
950 R'16.5 8 Ply 141.48 
"Radial Rover AlP 
I 
Take advantage of this great  I 
40  0~ savings and pay no installation ch'arge! I 50% OFF BALANCING 
SALE ENDS APRIL 25/92 
LTD. 
5130-A Highway 16 • TERRACE • 635-4344 
i '  
SPORT SCOPE 
Youth bowlers triumph 
Taking a page from. the book of their successful elders, 
local youth bowlers made their own mark in the regional Hi- 
Lo finals held here April 5. 
Joey Prevost and Daryl Muir took top spot in the bantam 
(8-11) division, Jamie Striker and Chris Hernes rolled over 
their opposition to win the juniors (I 1-14) and Ron and Robin 
Boehm took the runner-up osition in the senior (14-19) slot. 
That striking performance came on the heels of a Terrace 
victory in the Kids and Coaches regional finals, also held 
here;' Phz'llip Durand, Greig Hull, Roy Hernes and coach 
Lesley Alway put together the win. 
. . . .  Zone kickoff set 
Soccer players looking for a berth in this year's B.C. Sum- 
mer Games have until noon on Friday, May 8 to register for 
the zone playdowns. 
Theplaydowns are open to both men's and women's teams 
and will be held at the Northwest Community College,field 
May 28-30. To register or obtain more information, contact 
zone director Flip Cervo at 635-7445 after 6 p.m. 
School rugby returns 
Rugby is back at local high schools. 
Teams have been formed at both Thornhill and Skeena Jr. 
i Secondary schools under coaches Graham Bayles and Adrian 
Enright, respectively. 
There are also plans in the works to form a third team, 
from Caledonia, in the near future. 
Terrace Northmen spokesman David Hull pointed out a 
number of players with the senior squad were members of the 
high school team that was formed for the B.C. Summer 
Games some 10 years ago. 
Slam dunk camp planned 
Basketball B.C. will be holding special camps for under 15 
boys and girls here early next month. 
Open to all, the camp, will involve 10 or more hours of in- 
struction over a two day period. Participants will also have an 
opportunity to he selected for the zone teams going to the 
• Summer Games. 
Locally, Thornhill Jr. Secondary will be the location for 
the under-15 boys sessions. They take place May 2 and 3 from 
9 a.m. to 4p.m. The girls camp will be held arCaledonia Sr. 
Secondary on May 2 from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
The cost of the camp is $40 which also includes a one year 
membership with Basketball B.C. and a camp T-shirt. For 
more information, contact Tracey Robertson at 737-3032. 
Mystery tour 
Join the Terrace Hiking Club on their Sunday, May 5 ex- 
cursion and you're in for a surprise. 
That's because the destination for that day's hike is being 
kept just that, a surprise. Some clues are being given out, 
however. It will be a four mile walk in a woods area with easy 
gradients. 
Meet at the library at 10 a.m., weather permitting, and br- 
ing lunch. Hike leader will be Vicki (635-2935). 
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Sport head slams charity cash gra 
By BRUCE CARLSON 
Chairman Sport B.C. 
The sport community is con- 
Cerned over the government's 
recent decision ~o end the in- 
volvement of amateur sport and 
charities in the sale of Break 
Open lottery tickets, 
This decision is another 
manifestation of the govern- 
ment building a business 
through the non-profit sector 
and then, when it reaches 
critical mass, taking it back. 
Non-profits including •Sport 
B.C. had built up profitable lot- 
tery wholesale businesses in. the 
1970s only to be forced out by 
the government in 1983. 
In the case of the Break Open 
tickets, community groups and 
the pubs they use as outlets have 
been partners in building a 
market for gambling in licensed 
premises. 
Sport groups and charities 
have depended on the extra in- 
come of the public, the $2, $5 or 
$10 in the donor's pocket when 
the ask is made. Government is
ef fect ively cornering this 
market and becoming the ar- 
biter of where the profit will be 
allocated. 
The new government will 
simply take these sums into 
general revenue sending the 
tion and social services. 
The charitable sector will get 
a small share of these funds and 
the pool of discretionary dollars 
in each of our pockets will have 
dried up considerably. The non- 
profit sector will have less tools 
to tap a shrinking market. 
This is a most disturbing 
trend. While government agen- 
cies like the B.C. Lottery Cor- 
poration may be excellent col- 
lectors of the public's funds, it 
is costly when government 
assumes the role of determining 
the worth of the applicant 
groups and the amount of funds 
governmenl  overhead 
allocate $3 to the public. 
community groups to the back to be allocated. 
of the line behind the billion Indeed, in sport it seems that 
dollar budgetsofhealth, educa- it costs about a dollar of 
I 
I I i  I~ lit I IF, A : f,, FROM'rilE fOOl, 
AT TNJ SOUND .¢;YSTEMS 
TNJ PRICE GOOD GRIEF! Save $1O0 DRIVE WITH 
• Theft Prevention Chassis KRC-630 ,  429 THE BEST' 
• Dolby Noise Reduction 
• CD Changer Controls ~ ~ g  
Extended AM/FM Band KEN\V( [) 
i High Power A U D  RCA Pre-out 
to 
The Hon. Lois Boone, the 
minister esponsible for lotteries 
has suggested communi ty  
groups return to car washes and 
bottle drives to raise their 
budgets. This demonstrates a 
laughable misunderstanding of
the role of thenon-profit sector. 
It may also be a challenge to 
the charities to build up a suc- 
cessful'car wash business. . . .  
But there is no guarantee the 
government won't  one day 
create the B.C. •Car Wash Cor- 
poration to manage the market 
created by the non-profit sector. 
Many Amps On Sale Now! NEW MODELS ARRIVING DAILY 
I I I I ~,E N I~ ( '~  I -~  . . . . . . . .  ,, XACT~E~I~I~[ERI~.MAkE'S HIS MANUFACTURER[S 
II ; . "6~1i~ ~i ^ ==r~;,  DABI -E  Vr ' t -  l ,  .V  I =.-- = . i f ?  i~i';!i~::i~ `
, . ,~tNG SQ-Q~ WORLD S SMALLEST FASTEST ACCESS 
- ' - -  " ' s °°"~10-  DISC CHANGER EVER! NO BULL,,. 
/- ~ : : :~; , ,~~ ~j~ ~,~ BLOWS THE DOORS OFF ANY 
/ / ~ ! ~ ~ m i ~ W ~  OBSOLETE 6 DISC MODELS! 30% 
L . .  ;4 = ~Lv~oIo] ~ ,~ 0 ~ ~ i i = ' : ~ j  FASTER & 67% MORE MUSIC. 4 - -  
it: MASH 1 BIT CONVERTERS MAKE THIS 
CHANGER THE WORLD'S BEST. WAIT 
. . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  FOR IT . . .  IT S INCREDIBLY GOOD 
TNJ SOUND SYSTEMS 4721Lakelse,.Tem= 
/ / 
~ ®  ~ , ~  n ~"  
Terrace Co-op 
Association : 
,, EDDIN 
le • 
'/ 
k~ 
BLOWOUT! 
UP TO 
60 OFF, 
ALL MATTRESSES 
Mary Kenney Scratch & Saved ....... 40% OFF 
Rita Prest Scratch & Saved ............ 30 % OFF 
Jason Prevost Scratch & Saved ...... 30 % OFF 
Marlyn Marshall Scratch & Saved.. .25 % OFF 
- Yvonne Reid Scratch & Saved ........ 25 % OFF 
Ron Perl Scratch & Saved .............. 25 % OFF 
Hundreds Of ................ 10% + 15% Winners 
Watch For Our Next 
Scratch & Save Promotion 
COMING SOON 
Terrace Co-op Association 
Terrace Co-op Dept. Store ] Co.op Home Centre Co-op Farm & Garden Centre 
4617 STOREROO.S I 2912 STORE HOURS: 4617 STORE HOURS: 
.,. w~ ,,,~,~. Molitor St. ,,o~o,Yt~. Grelg Ave. ~,~,,yT~, ,,=.l.. Greig Ave. r,u,, &in , ,m. tpm SAfUflDAY SIm. iMn ,635-6347 " " " " - ' "  635-9595 ' " " "  635-6347 ~ ' "  " ° " ' "  ,%~day It  am.Spin SUNDAY 11.4 I~NDAY 1t4 
I =39] Boxspring o. y 
Double 
Boxspring 
& 
Mattress 
0nly 
'299 
Queen size 
Posturepedic 
Mattress & 
Boxspring 
Reg. 1649 
Now Only 
s899 
'- Genuine Spr ing 
Boxsprings 
; 
,0  
I I  
i 
I 
! 
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Classic 
family 
:home 
Classic family home will 
provide you with years of 
comfortable iving, One of 
the main attractions is 
location .2. good establish- 
ed neighbourhood on no- 
thru street on Bench, 
within walking distance of 
• school. 73' x 132' fenced 
yard with garden area and 
storage shed. 
Cathedral  entrance 
"home has been well looked 
:after. Spacious living 
room has brick fireplace 
and vertical blinds and is 
i.joined by formal dining 
room with glass doors to 
covered sundeck. 
Downstairs  family 
room, also with fireplace, 
• has been newly carpeted. 
:A total of four bedrooms 
(and 2 bathrooms, natural 
i~igas heat and outside en- 
~ Lnce from carport round 
! • :,i ~,:t~ , ,~. lt ,~a.~ea:•, .- 
!!~ me. ,Eo~ more informa=; ,: ,, 
~'" n"chll Sylvia:Griffin a t  
i~TerraCe~ Realty Limited, 
i!638-037i: for more infor- 
..'::marion: 
CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
Bright and cheerful kitchen 
ESTA 
Spacious living room with a fireplace 
,: Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio in 
Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
I MULT IPLE  GAME FORMAT"  T ICKETS ONL~Y '1  =go I 
i 2 games for 4 games for $1,000 
$1,000 each week every other week 
:: Tickets Available At: 
, House of Simolghets, Benson Optical, Northern Drugs, Sl~effleld & Son, Northern Health 
i Care, West End Chewon, East End Chevron, Agar Red & White, B & G Grocery, Wayside 
~,Grocery, Terrace Shell & C/W, Hilltop Grocery, Arthur Wilson, Copperslde III, Rhode 
Seymour, Kitselas; Gloria Morven, NNB; Riverside Grocow, Thomhlll; Gltlakdamlx Youth 
Group New Alyansh; Roberta Clayton New Alyansh; Bun Sampare, Greenville; Wayne 
'Talt, Greenville and Merci Moore, Canyon City, 
!i: • Call 638-8137 for more info. 
? , ,  , . ,  
...and More ! "1 : ' i  !1~. ~ "'"~""~"':':::..,'.:~".'.~ai:i:i~:i:~:!:i ' ~:::~ ,t, EE~ii! !i!i~ !iii!~iiiiii!ili~iiiilll!::iiiii!iiii!ii!illii~illi~illi~i~iii: ~!ili!ii~:~:::.~ii ;::::: ============================================================= "::~:::]{:::,:::: 
,, .,,~.,.*~ ~. .~ ~ .::::~i~i~i~i~i~i~ '::: : ! ::::!!i!i!~i!iiii!ii!iiiillii!iiiiiii!i~::ii! ~!i~!~  
~. ~~: , : , : ,~  ~ ~:~i;@~:.~i~, ~illiii~ 
...... ~i~ ~::~::i!!i;!s!!~::~i!ii!!;:::!iii~i~ii:::::~:'- .Y" ' .:: ;::ii/~!{: 1~ 
:~. :i~!~i,- i{{}i i{{i{{{{{{}ii~!i}i{{{{!i{{!{{i{!!!ii{{ii{i}i{{{{{} { } !! i! 
. . . . .  :::: : : "+ . . . . .  '~ ",s" N~'~"  • ." .".~ ~.:"::::':.:':'": 
::::: i!iii! ~ ~ ~iii~ ~-  '.~,'~ ,~-~.  ~'9:~ii~. 
'!.i:!!.i! ::::<:~ii~i~ii:: iiiilii!:ii!i!iiiiii'~"~l~ll'lTll"'l~ll I iiii!iiiiil 
~,'~iiiiiii iii i~;~'~iiii iiiiiiiii 
iii?:-~iiii?; !}i~: ii, , itii 
i::i~i::i::i~i ili i?!iiiiiii!, , !ii:~iiiiil 
:~:~:~:~:~: l.~!ii!tlii!ii~ 
:i:!:!:i:~: 
The Quality of  Custom.,. 
, a t  Depar tment  S tore  P r i ces ,  o r  LessZ 
SPR NG CREST. 
Window Decor L . .~__  
1012 Columbia Street, Smtthers 'o Phone 847-3977 
qi,,IR   
The Responsibility isYours: 
I I  1 i I ,  I '  
1-800-663-1441 
UREA] STABIEH IN 
THE HORSESHOE 
Newly re.carpeted 3 bedroom 
home in the Horseshoe. 50 x 122 
loot lot with paved driveway & 
10x14 shed in the back. Listed 
MLS. $64,900 
USER FRIENDLY HOME! 
"Expando" mobile home on pad 
- 12 x 68 unit with a 10 x 50 ad. 
dillon on'one ol the largest pads in 
the parkl And tor your added com. 
fort, this home is eqdpped with a 
central air conditioner; Loads ol 
living space. 3 + 1 bedroom, 
mud room & TV room. New gas 
range, elec, lridge included. ,90 
Plus" NG furnace - no chimney. 
Home completely renovated in. 
side. Could not be replaced at the 
price ol $32,500 MLS. 
HOW TO BE A LOCAL HERO 
~ .  BE A BUSY BODY 
~ _ ~  [ocal He,'ocs know that when the n(~cd is thc,'c, 
~:~' - '~x~,  even the busiest people have nine to hdp. , 
- - . , . a , ~ . . "  Z , , , • . - , "---.--~____------~' ~ Thev know that volunteering tsone of hie s 
~. . . . . .~~, '~ . , , , "  . . .  , .~ . .~  most rewarding cxpc, lences. ~ - ~  
": ~ , ~ f:,  ~'-. 
" .~-~,~,  Be a Local H.c,'(.. )~Wf , '~  
L ' . - -~  ~.--~'-~ .,. A New S~ r o ~, vmg 
~ "  ' " ' " • I k l l I I l i I 1EN~i .  
A iI,,lltlll.i j plO~fJlll B, ~lkourJg~! gD'lllg.tlld zolUl~lt'vrmg ~J l ] J~ '  
LO NS 
MORTGAGES $ 
,k "Open" Loans over easy payments 
,k Same day service 
,k 1st and 2nd Mortgages 
~k Debt Consolidations 
, You choose your monthly payment amount 
Avco  F inancia l  Services 
4557-A L.~ze,e • 635"2826 
Avenue, Terrace 
R _ _  
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
APRIL 1992 PALACE APRIL 1992 
INDI 
5 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Assoclation 
12 
1 2 Terrace 3 Big 
747 Brothers 
I Terrace Air Cadet 
i i 81ueback Terrace N.T.C, 
Anti Poverty Terrace Local 
J . . . . . . . . . . .  7 ........ -~-ordero i -  10  Canadian 
• l . . . .  . /  Royal Paraplegic 
Miner 
Softball 
Kinettes 
Flgu!e 
Skating 
1 Little 
Theatre 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Association 
19 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Association 
26 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Association 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
3 
Terrac~,,,.~ 
Minor' I 
1
Hockey 
20 ~ 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
27 
Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
t4 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
21 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
28 
Kermode 
Friendship 
i Society 
Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
15 
Terrace 
Blueback 
;~ swim Club 
22 
Terrace ¢ 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
29 
Seniors 
Information 
Access 
Purple 
J_ Terrace 
i Poverty 
A. " . . . . i .  
I " "  747~ 
Air~.Cadet 
TerraCe 
I Anti Po~erty! 
Purple 
Association Kinsmen 
T 'N'T'(~o I I Search&:' 
errace ca I Rescue :: 
1~ Canadian I.':l ~-i~i,gette i
.~ * Paraplegic I J- erra~U'--='~ "" -- _ , , , T . . . . . .  • 
:;-~ N.T,C. 
:; Terrace Local 
24 .  Canadian 
Paraplegic 
Association 
Terrace N.T.C. 
Anti.Poverty Terrace Local 
30 Montessori 
Terrace 
Anti-Poverty 
Figure 
Skating ~ 
2• .  Little. ; ,-I Theatre [ 
Parents For 
French 
Shames 
Ski Club 
Sat. Afternoon Games  Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evenin'g Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
[lUll [U bUIVIL~U IIIIt~;~. I-UI IlldlJ;~ (~ 
more information, call today. 
$5,000 each. MLS 
1.743 CREEK 
Neat & clean newly renovated 
house on lull basement. Property 
backs onto Thornhill Creek. Quiet 
dead end road. Very private .69 
acre. $58,500 Exclusive 
." AFFORDABLE 
2 bedroom starter needs some 
TLC but located on good street in 
the Horseshoe, Some upgrading 
done: electrical,' n. gas furnace 
and hot water' and Ilooring. 
$48,000. Excl. 
• CONDO POTENTIAL 
Situated in the heart ot downtown 
Terrace, this very desirable pro. 
perry is ideally suited lor erecting 
condominiums. 33'x100; (x4) 
zoning. Asking $49,900 
,/m 111 
.• .. i •, • : :  , 
• i~! 4 1 i
Ralph Godlinskl Rusty Ljungh Christel Godlinski 
63S-4950 RRB.G7E4 635.~f :17 
LOOK TO T'HE FUTURE 
Located dose to the Municipal 
OUllUIIly tlll,~ I ¢IUIU IJdlt;Ul~ IIUII[3 
on Lazelle and Park Avenue, is 
presently zoned R3, but adjoins 
P1 zoning to the East, House 
is rented, ideal holding property 
lor luture development. MLS 
SUPER FAMILY HOME 
1,600 sq. it. el living space on 
two floors, 5 bedrooms, 3 bathS, 
nat. gas heat and hot water, larm 
style kitchen and dining area, rec 
room with lireplace & sink, and 
more undeveloped area and 
storage in the basement. Asking 
$89,500 Exclusive. 
/IN ill/ 
Sylvia Griffin Cam Simon 
(R.t.B.C.) 635-9549 
uuoluwuoHuu, uu . i  lul ,,~uL ~,.~,u., 
cy and low maintenance, the best 
ol windows, heating systems, 
liletime warranty on the rool, 
vinyl siding and much more. Cor- 
ner lot. Double garage, fenced, 
paved driveway, sundock, and 
children's play equipment. Asking 
$184,9000 MLS 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 
Stretching from Park to Davis in 
the 4600 Block, 1.22 acres 
presently zoned R2, services 
available on both streels. Poten- 
ttal development property. Asking 
$159,500. Exclusive, 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
Commercial building on 4600 
Block Lakelse. Lower level cur. 
rently leased, 2,600 sq. ft. main 
level and 1,800 sq. It. on the up- 
per level. Natural Gas fired hot 
water heat. Excellent holding pro- 
petty! MLS. $149,500 
i i ii 
I 
Run Redden 
638-1915 
5 MIN. FROM TOWN 
Located at the dead end of Park 
Avenue you'll find this charming 3 
neoroom lull oasemen! ouflgalow, 
located on a 80 x 122 It. land. 
seeped lot. Hardwood floois in the 
living & dining areas, fireplace, 
vestibule to weloome guests, 
basement with 3 pce, bath, laun. 
dry area, rec room, 4th bedroom, 
oil furnace and wood stove. Rear 
patio with privacy fence, garaen 
pool, established Iruit trees and 
shrubs, carport and paved drive. 
Price $96,500 MLS.c 
TOP OF THE WORLD VIEW 
Exciting property to build a view 
house, served by paved rear ac- 
cess, frontage on Birch Ave., all 
services available and the lot has 
a good start on landscaping with 
fruit trees and established shrubs. 
Priced at $69,900 MLS 
Joe Barbosa 
635-6604 
I I  
EAL S A 
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HOME PLAN 
~O-Ox~O-O T-" ~6-8-~-'a-~ I Pat~ 
==== ,-- 
21 
Plans include fu l l  
md ' i~s  heal base- 
ment  , . ,not shown. 
~" Width'- 36'-0" 
Depth_" 54'-0" 
Main Floor: 1006 sq. ft.  
Second Floor: 772 so.. ft. 
~Wesplan ~1 ' ,k  
• L ~ ~ l q 10-"2x11.;2 I ~ ~ I ~o3 
! BR 2 I 1 ~  
I 116x .~-9_ 
I 3F~X4267 ~ ~'~ 
• 0 
Second Floor 
MaR • ' ,Bath_ 
12-0x14.0 
3657x4267 
House Plans Available Through 
MEMBER OF  T IM.BR.MARTS LTO. 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
DESIGN NO.  WP-265 
A Generous Foyer 
Sets The Theme. 
The down-sizing of products 
is common In today's market- 
place...even in the area of 
home designs. This beautiful 
Victorian--styled two-storey 
design contains all o f  the.a-  
me.ties des:Lred~ by today's 
dLscdmJ~atihg buyers, yet, 
they .are presented in a neat 
e f f i c ient  peckage. : In the 
past ,  homes of this traditional 
two-storey style have often 
exceeded 2200 sq .  f t ,  in  total 
finished urea...this ono is only 
1778 sq .  ft. Both entrances 
to this home offer many prac- 
tical~features. Take the main 
ent rance  for example. . .a  l rge 
covered porch welcomes your 
guests  and  leads them into 
a spacious foyer with a large 
coat closet. The side entrance 
off the garage serves as a 
mud room and ut~ty area, 
Notice how the powder" room 
serves two purposes; one, 
as  a guest  powder room...two, 
as a washroom for children 
returning home from play. 
- I ~lj Westhomel Wespl~n_ i.! " ;::; :2 :  . . . . .  . ,  ~,, 
e' 
Ucenaed Premises 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
WEDNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
Senior Citizens receive 
10% off menu prices 
(Specials exempt) 
. Monday to Fdday 
7 a,m.- 8:30 p.m. 
: Saturday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Sunday 8 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
i , 
i! '°ctt::  in 
:. 
! 
] S UM B E R 
.LODGE 
[ :TERRACE 
1 4702 Lakelse 
I: PHONE 
- 
NEW ON THE MARKET 
14 x 70 mobile home with addition 
and sundeck. 75 x 1 O0 fenced lot. Ira. 
maculately kept home with the 
bathroom completely renewed with 
new fixtures and ceramic tiles, Listed 
at $56,500. MLS. Call ERIKA today. 
IN TOWN ACREAGE 
1.9 acres cleared and ready to build on. 
Asking 529,000. MLS. Call ERIKA today 
for all the details. 
;£ :L :i 'c / :;)i~d~ttS;} 
::i;': $i09,000 : ,/(: : 
Family home, ve~ well cared for and 
maintained~,Good sized bi}drooms are only 
one ot the leatures ol this quality home. 
Call ERIKA today! 
PRICED IN THE 70'S 
3 bedroom home in the downtown 
POSSESSION NOW area has self.contained suite in base- 
Vendor open to oilers on this good siz. " menl. Live upslairs and cut your mar- 
ed lamily home in prime location. 4 tgage payments in half. Located in the 
bedrooms, 3 baths, double garage, downtown area• P.riced to sell at 
5139,900. Call JOYCE RNDLAY at 'S75,500. Call JOHN at 638•1400. 
635.2697. EXCL. 
CALL JOYCE A.S.A.P. 
A new listino in the Horseshoe. Full base- 
ment, 3+1 brms, lrh baths. Only 
$93,900. EXCLUSIVE, Call JOYCE at 
635-2697 
KALUM LAKE HOMESTEAD I 
Check the potential. Two separate lots ap. 
prox. 4.5 acres each with frontage on 
Kalum Lake. 6 bedroom country style 
home, barn, shop and garage on Lot B. 
25-minute drive on paved read, Price 
reduced Io ~5114 900..MLS.,Call DICK ~: o ~;UP&DOWNDUPLEX ! 
EVANS.~.'~, 
= . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  ~nlng'~ieo~i eatl=ig area In'kitchen & bui l t - [  
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY in dishwasher. Rent $700Imo~ Basement | 
s'uite has 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, large Lib 
7.unit motel and RV park with owner chen& livingroom. Plus 4 appliances. 
residence, Take advantage el summer Built.in vac. Rent 15001mo. N.G. heat. 
tourists and monthly rental. Contact DICK 5107,750. Exclusive. Call JOYCE 
EVANS Ior details. MLS. FINDLAY at 635-2697 or 638-1400. 
.d 22X;';  
dick evans 
FAMILY HOME, GOOD LOCATIONI 
3 bedroom full basement home in Thor. 
nheiohts. Features a double carport. 
spacious rooms and is in top condition. 
Priced to sell at $92,900. Call JOHN for 
more information. MLS 
TOP RESALE AREA,., r ) , : ,  
, ,~  RECEHT;RENOVATIONS:I,~ !:~.?) ~ 
5 bedroom home in a good area of the ' z 
Horseshoe gives your growing family plen. | 
ty of elbow room. This one owner home 
I has been maintained immaculately.• Many other excellent leatures. Call JOHN Ior fur.. ther inlormation, $119,900 MLS. . 
" i 
"=~ john ,evans 
OWNER TRANSFERRED 
and looking for offers on this 3 brm 
home on Agar. A must to see inside. 
Carpets & line upgraded two years 
ago. N.G. heat and hot water. Track 
lighting. 60 x 376 lot. Call GORDIE for 
a quick showing. ~ . 
LOOK WHAT'S IN THE $50'8 
Very well kept 4 brm mobile home with 
large addition at Copperside. N.G., cozy 
family room, large lot with cedar hedge, A 
must to see. Contact GORDIE SHERIDAN. 
557,500. MLS 
' on this lar~[e'fat~il~, home;o~Crescent.Stm 
This home is in above ayerage condition'.. 
3 + 1 brms, rec room, cozy gas fireplace,. 
games room. 1.47 acres. Owner:transfer; 
red. Phone GORDIE for an appointment o 
view. You'll be impressed. S119,900 
MLS: 
r ' ' i 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. Ducks Unlimited Canada 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. LAST CHANCE 
635 6361 ,,.,,~ FOR TICKETS - Dinner & Auction 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED / April 25192. 
[] _ ® Available at Century 21 office 
ATTRACTIVE PACKAGE ~ : ' ~,:,~!W!!!~,,,,i . . . . . . . . . .  ' ........ ~'~" ~'~'~'~'~" ..... HORSESHOE CONVENIENCE 
Can be yours with this lully finished 
1979 14x70 mobile home. i "Q;" ~ ~ lamily home. This home features 
Spacious rooms throughout. Bright 
"lront end. Kitchen with ample fireplaces in the livingroom and rec 
room, breaklasl area in kitchen din. 
storage and counter space. Situated HOME WITH REVENUE ingroom, five bedrooms and 21/~ 
on large fenced lot providing lots of - 1,200 sq. ft. - Double carport baths, Call Jim:today for your ap. 
parking. 4 appliances included, - 3 bedrooms - 73x100 lot pointmenl to view this home priced 
Freshly decorated. Call Laurie for QUALITY HOME IN QUALITY COMPLETELY REFINISHED LARGE HOME WI'I'H SHOP - 2 Bedroom suite at $104,900. EXCLUSIVE. 
viewing. Listed at $51,900. MLS LOCATION - DEJONG - 1,400 sq. ft. - 4 bedrooms EXCEPTIONALLY NICE! Asking $98,500 MLS 
- Family room - NIG heat plus WHY PAY PAD RENT? W CRES. 12x24 - Completely This home and property is a must to 
This modern home provides many - RSF wood relinished see to really appreciate all el the HANDYMAN SPECIAL Consider this 136 x 115' lot on a 
exceptional features and a sure pro- stove with modern features and immaculate condition. - 1.200 sq. ft. - NIG heat quiet road close to schools and only 
spt, ct il you are needing spacious decor Some leaturesinclude: 1,350 sq.lt. - 3 bedrooms .42 acres moments from town. Asking 
living, 2,400 sq. It. over 3 levels. Don't hesitate at this value package plus a fully finished basement, 3 Asking $44,500 MLS ' ~ ~ = ~ m m m m $ t  4,500. Call Sbaunce today. 
Plus - finished hall basement, 4+ at $54,900. Call Laurie today for bedrooms, 3 bathrooms including a RURAL ACREAGES 
bedrooms, family room, plus rec viewing. MLS lull ensuile. Familyroom oil kitchen Just north of Terrace we have for 
room. 4 bathrooms, full ensuite, ~ eg.~,a,,,-~- ~ ~ : " " " ~  . ,,~...~ plus 22 x 20 rec room. Beautifully sale 2 acreages. One of them is 
. . . . .  finished double garage, Paved ~ i  landscaped with shrubs, lawn, lruit 16+ acres in size and the second 
BACKYARD PRIVACY driveway, and much, much more, A ~ ~ , ' - . . ~  . .. ........ ] trees, 40' greenhouse. 20x40 shop, is 10 :!:: acres in size. For maps or ' RURAL LIVING 
With 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, a must to see! Located In one of our ~ ~  I wired, heated, gyproced, and ee- more information, please give ttans Located in Usk on the Highway side, 
wood and natural gas lireplace, this prestigious new developing subdivi, ir~ ~ . . . .  - -~1 .~ -~ I !ment  floor. All kitchen appliances a call. Asking $19,900 each. MLS this 1,430 sq. ft. home comes with 
Included, Asking $115,000. MLS. 
1.060 sq. ft. home is just right for signs in the Horseshoe area. Asking HIGHWAY COMMERCIAL I Call Laurie for viewing. BRAND NEWll many extras: On a 2.67 acre parcel 
the young lamily. Call Ted now. $156,900. Call Laurie today Ior Attractive, well.maintained 2,741 And waiting for you is this two with a 30 x 30shop. 15x25barn. 3 635.5619. Asking $99,900 MLS.  viewing. 
'~  : f storey house nearing completion in 
choice area of Horseshoe. This 
home offers a family room, kitchen 
"~ ';: ~:: ./,! } i{  :i ~ with breakfast area, separate dining 
room, four bedrooms upstairs and 
COUNTRY CLASSIC 2'/z baths. Natural gas heat. Double 
- 2.400 sq. ft. - 3 bedrooms garage. Call Jim loday for more in. 
- Fireplace - 3 baths .formation on this home priced at 
$161,900 MLS. 
sq. It. shop with 2 bays, hydraulic rental units to help with the mar. 
WRY PAY RENT? SUMMER RETREAT hoists, olfices and show room. The tgage payment and much more. Call 
property is 2 + acres and is partial- Shaunee for information today! MLS 
Very attractive 3 bedroom 14x70 Check out this 27 acres east el Ter- ly fenced and has paved parking. EXECUTIVE HOME 
Vance mobile home with 7x14 ex, race with approx. 1,600 ft. of Check out this great opportunity to A new executive home with 3,103 
panda. Features fireplace, 5 ap. highway frontage. There is approx, relocate or start up a new business, sq. tt. el super quality finishing, 5 
pliances and large spacious kitchen. 3 acres cleared and a small A Irame Call 6ordie Olson for more informa- bedrooms, 3 baths, double garage 
Call Gordie Olson Ior more iolorma, cabin, Call Gordie Olson for further tion and your appointment to view. and many more fine features. Call 
lion. Priced at $34,900 MLS Information. Asking $25,000. MLS Priced at $174,900 MLS. Asking $140,000 EXC. Sbaunce for more information. MLS 
Stun Parker Jim Duffy Gordon tson Laurie Forbes Hans Stach Shaunce Krulsselbrink Ted Garner .: 
635-4031 635.6688 638-1945 635-5382 635-5739 635-5382 635-5619 
NO QUESTION :ABOUT IT? 
i l  i i i ' i 
• ' . . . .  " " i i ' : '  ~"~ ' ' ' ' " . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  
"1'"1 • I 
i I 
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• , :,::+ PLAN NO. NB-534 
. ,:~.. :. 7:,.~ ::;. ~ . "  - :  All pla~ Colwright 
for wheelchair living 
Verne Ferguson 
635-3389 
By M. TYNAN 
Level entranceways and 
wider doors provide for 
easy wheelchair access in- 
to this deluxe rancher 
home. Four foot wide 
minimum., hallways, and 
space allowed in each 
room for a five foot 
diameter turning circle, 
ensure easier mobility. 
Enter into a foyer 
brightened by an overhead 
skylight. To the right, 
french doors lead into a 
stylish den which features 
a vaulted ceiling and an 
arched window. French 
pocket doors lead into a 
private dining room. To 
the left, a handy grocery 
shelf.just off the garage 
entrance provides a spot  I 
to set down packages I 
while you  hang up your 
coat. The kitchen, open to 
the family room, provides 
~in eff icient working 
' la :~wit +a" a tr • nd' 
, , I  ampte  cupooa~ #~aa+~,:l :~ Brenda Erick~66"; 
' ¢oun,~cl'-~paf~<::~=°:::.- . ,  , ',.'.,~- ~!.. '-. ' ', . . . .  638-1721 
A spaczous master 
bedroom features a three 
piece ensuite with a boxed 
out soaker tub. 
Plaiis for NB-534 may 
be obtained for $335 for a 
package of five complete 
setsof working prints and 0lEa Power 
635-3833 
Gordon Hamilton 
$29.00 for each additional 
set of '  the same plan. 
Allow $15.00 extra to 
cover the cost of postage 
and handl ing (B .C .  
,residents 'add applicable 
Salestax i0 plan total) (All 
• Canadian residents add 
7o70 GST to pian total plus 
postage and handling) 
This is one of our new 
designs. Many innovative 
plans are now available in 
our NEW Rancher plan 
catalogue for $9.58 in- 
c luding postage and 
handling and 7°7o GST. 
Please make all che- 
ques, money orders, and 
Visa or MasterCard 
authorization payable to: 
Terrace Standard Plan of 
the Week, 13659-108th 
Avenue, Surrey,B.C. V3T 
• 2K4. 
THEWoRLD 
IS YOURS_IF 
YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE... 
Wherever you move the 
Welcome Wagon hostess is the 
right person to help you find a ~, 
place in your new community. 
Karon  638-0707 
1833 SQ.FT. 
TYNAN DESIGN LTD. 
13659-108th Aveoua, Surrey, B.C. 
Phone: 581-5722 Fax: ~81-4822 
,.-.:.~,~,,.o =~.[ 
: ~ MkTTER BEDRO04 
, _ F/LMI LY ROOM 
" . . . . . .  1 18 ' -6"~ 13 ' -0"  
B 
""."> +.+o,,--K l L',; ,-~'-<,".,,'-o" 
~ -:: TTUDY/~dED I ARM, 
DOUBLE GARAGE 
Ig " -4" .19" -8"  v/~lJ~ TB  O[ IL Ik~ 
~OT¢, vms ~ r~T~S 
40 ' -6"  
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 1833 50. FT. 
Peter Daniels 
CARRIER 
OF THE 
WEEK 
- Quarter Cheese or Big Mac 
- Large Fdes 
-- Regular Soft Ddnk 
- Sundae 
Compliments of MacDonalds 
In a clear record of delivery 
and a job well done you'Ve 
earned a FREE McHappy 
M eal. 
T ERI CE STANDAR D 
i 
i 
FAMILY FAVOURITE 
Great home, great neighbourhood, great 
price. Five bedroom. 2V2 bath sundeck, 
double carport. Family room, kitchen with 
special features. Woodstove and 
fireplace. View with 6renda 638.1721 
MLS. $119,900 
OPEN HOUSE 
SUN. 1-4 
3825 WESTVIEW 
Best seats in the house for views day and 
night! Designed for adult living. Come to 
the open or call Ric or Deborah for a show. 
ing. 638-0268 oil. 635.6508 Hm. 
~ . . ~  $167,500 
Home/shop ea.o ~/z acr,'~',l';4OO,sq. It, " EXECUTIVE'HOME 
t 
~ome on bsmt, 3 b(Irm~ u). Master bedrrn Horseshoe home enchantment. Brand 
15xll with ensuite. Fireplace in the new, Fireplace warmth, bay windows, 3 
15x25 living room. Dining area 12x16 BRI4 pce. & 3 pce. ensuite baths. PLUS 
open to kitchen & liv. rm. Shop is present- *Energy.efficient *2-car garage *Etec- 
ly body shop with built in paint booth, tronic door opener *Quiet street *Gas 
truck bay has 14 ft, drs. which is also set heat. New home under construction. MLS. 
up with compressor & fans lor other ptbt. *$144,500" (910126) Veme Ferguson 
Only $135,000, .Call John Taylor 635-3389 
635-7603 
SPECIAL - SPECIAL 
Home and shop - Yes, you can have 
both. Large, private lot in Thornhill with 
large 4 bedroom home. For $89,900, The 
wired shop has overhead crane and high 
entry oDors. The home is very spacious 
with some remodelled areas. Take a look 
with Brenda. MLS. 638-1721 
HORSESHOE TREASURE 
Beautilully decorated lamily ~ome in ex. 
cetlent location. Four bedrooms, 2 baths 
plus ensuite, all new carpeting, family 
room and fireplace all combine to make 
this home special. Carport has storage sh- 
ed attached. Nicely landscaped, paved 
drive, greenhouse. Only $107,000. Call 
Evan Young at 638.1273 MLS (920050) 
LAKELSE LAKE HOME 
For those tired of commuting from Terrace 
to Kitimat or v~sa versa this home is 
located on Kreston Drive. Lakelse Lake. 
Able to handle the family it has school bus 
avail, for the children. Property is over 1V~ 
acres. The home has ~een oesigned to 
cater for visilors & basement provides Ior 
purchasers development. Price 
$115,000. Call Evan Young 638.1273 or 
Olga Power 635-3833 for appt. 
FISHING'S GREAT! 
A spacious 6 ~edroom home perfect 
for a large tamity or even a bed & 
BENCH 
NEED LAND AND PRIVACY? 
How about this 5 bedroom nome with 
almost an acre and mounta~ n views? Call 
us! Ric and Deborah 638.0268 off.. 
635.6508 hm. $94.951 
HORSESHOE 
TREAT YOURSELF & YOUR 
FAMILY 
This 4 bedroom home with a study is 
nestled in a good neighborhood to bring up 
your kids. Need more info? Call Ric or 
Oel~orah 638.0268 off. 635-6508 hm. 
$119,951. 
HUIIAL LIVlDIb II1 IW" b l l  I 
Large acreage (approx. 2 acres) in town. 
Orchard wilh lots ol fruit trees. 3 car 
garage, workshop, also storage shed for 
RV or boat. Large paved driveway, located 
in quiet cul-de.sac. Home is well maintain • 
ed "old.timer" w~th 2 bedrooms up and 2 
in basement, $162,000 EXCLUSIVE. Call 
Evan Young 638-1273 or Olga Power 
635-3833 to view. 
HORSESHOE 
B FOR BARGAIN - C FOR SURE 
Investors or first-time buyers - this 3 
bedroom home with e full basement is in a 
good resale ocation...call Ior details. Ric 
or Deborah 638-0268 oiL, 635.6508 hn~ 
$63,951 
COMMERCIAL RROPERTY . . . . .  
.;,I .,. r~r,W,, flEDUOEOf :~.!~r, , .~.' ." 
Choide" c~rfl~i'¢thl priJ~rty in' central 
location. Ideal. for apartment building, 
motet or condominium complex. Build 
against the hillside with a beautiful view 
el the Skeena. $69,500 MLS. (910157) 
Call Verne Ferguson 635-3389 
NEW LISTING 
MUST BE SEEN INSIDE! 
Thoroughly updated, clean and bright 3 
bedroom mobile in Thornhill Happy to 
sl~ow you; give us a call - Ric or Deborah 
638.0268 oil.. 635.6508 hm. $19,500 
REALLY WORLD-CANADA, 
PROUD SPONSOR 
OFTHE CTV 
OLYMPIC TELECAST 
John Taylor 
635.7603 
~L>'.~:L'.D"" ~i '-7 
Ea. , '  g 
638.1273 
/I 
Flic White 
635-6508 
Deborah Ashton 
635-6508 
HAVE YOUR OWN LITTLE 
PARK 
in an exlusive private area on the 
Bench, This 166 x 132 ft. lot is 
beautifully landscaped with shelter. 
ing cedar trees surrounding the im- 
maculately kept home, Large win- 
dows let you enjoy the natural sur- 
roundings and throw light on .the 
wood open beam ceilings, A hard- 
wood cathedral entrance leads to a 
spacious living area. Won't last long 
at $139,500, call Joy now to view, 
• SCENIC SETTING 
This 2.20 acres is level and partial- 
ly cleared. Located on Old Lakelse 
Lake Drive it's perfect for a mobile. 
• home se(-up or to build your dream 
home. An added bonus of low takes 
make•this affordable acreage a good 
buy. Reduced to $18,900 MLS. Call 
. Suzanne today for detallsl 
'John Currle 
635-9598 
'EXECUTIVE LIVING AT ITS 
FINEST 
$154,500 MLS. You will not find 
better value than this 5 bdrm, 3 
bthrm executive home situated on 
one of the most sought alter streets 
in Terrace on a large sunny lot. 
You'll discover a spacious kitchen 
featuring loads of honey oak 
cabinets and lots ol counterspace 
perlect lor preparing those tamily 
size meals. Vaulted ceiling adds a 
bright spacious appeal to entertain. 
ment size livingroom which oilers a 
spectacular view of the distant 
mountainsl Call Suzanne now lor 
your own private viewing. 
HELPI! WE NEED LISTINGSII 
There is a shortage o! homes on the 
market today. Pick up the phone 
and call me or drop in and I will do a 
free market evaluation. Sheila Love. 
N 
Joy Dover 
635-7070 
EXCELLENT REVENUE 
$109,900 ~ " 
Looking lor a gr,~k~'~/~l~Iment? 
This 3 bdrm.~i~s l l~ted  on a 
quiet and#~14~%'ateJl~p:lown. It 
h a~. ~ r ] ~ , ~ r ~  r e s e n t- 
ly ~ ~,~J,.~[Prf~fl~h. There is 
a I~rge d~J~a,~ garage to park 
your RV's.~II Sheila today to view 
this well maintained home. 
QUALITY HOME 
with quality features in a prime loca- 
tion, over 2,500 sq. ft. of living 
area,.4 bedrooms, 2 baths plus on. 
suite. Vaulted ceilings In living room 
and hardwood flooring in dining 
area, large family room, Mountain 
view from the sundeck. For more 
details call Dave• Asking $148,500 
MLS 
Dav Reynolds 
635-3126 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
NEW LISTING - ' IS THIS 
YOUR DREAM HOME?? 
Over 3,400 sq. ft. of comfort in this 
4 bedrooms, 3 bath home, two large 
family rooms, one is 640 sq, ft. 
perfect lor a master bedroom, 
teenage hideaway or in-law suite, 
oak kitchen cabinets. The house is 
on a double lot with good garden soil 
and lots of fruit trees. A great family 
home. Call Wanda Ior appolntmenL 
to view. $154,500 MLS- 
RENTAL RATES ARE UP - 
INTEREST RATES ARE 
DOWN 
so now is the time to invest in a ~ 
revenue property, What better pro- 
perty Ihan this side by side duplex 
with all the renovations completed. 
Situated on a large lot in the 
Uplands area, Consider living in one ! 
ol the 3 bedroom units yourself;, 
Listed at $92,500, Call Joy to vtew," 
// 
Suzanne Gleason 
638-8195 
OLDER HOME 
in good area close to schools and 
hospital. Situated on lovely ~h acre 
park like setting. In-law suite in 
basement,. 1,120 sq. ft., 3 
bedrooms with attached carport. 
$116,000 MLS. Call Derick Ior 
• details, 
A GREAT LITTLE BUSINESS 
With lots el room fofgrowth. Conve-, 
. ntence storellaun'dromat and 3 bay 
car wash, Recently build cement 
block buildingdesigned for a second 
floor. Comes complete with a home 
next door for owner or rent. Call 
Derick 635.6142/635.3042 for 
more details, EXCL. 
~ ' ON THE BENCH 
This 77.86 acre parcel 'of land has 
access from North Thomas and 
Oairy. Avenues, as well as 
Huckleberry and Elderberry', ~ May 
have future Sub-dl,~tsion 
possibilities. For~ more intorrnation 
call Dave mow. Asking $99,500 
'MLS' . ~ :: 
i : ! 
Derlck Kennedy 
635-3042 
SUMMIT SQUARE 
OPEN HOUSE 
i :00. 3:00 p.m. Sunday, April 26 
For more information call Sheila at 
635-6t 42 or evenings 635.3004. 
ASK ME FOR THE NRS 
ADVANTAGE 
Let me show you the best way to 
sell your home for top market price 
with the NRS markeling system. If 
you're planning to sell your home 
soon, call Oave and let me show 
you the National Rea ! Estate Service 
AdVahtage. 
"NEW LISTING;' 
at 4940 Agar. This spacious well 
kept family home has many extras. 
The finished basement has a huge 
bright rec room and 4th bedroom 
plus a roomy 2 bedrbom in.law suite 
with separate ntrance,The double 
paved driveway gives extra parking 
space in addition to. the attached 
garage. Listed at '$139,900~ Call 
Joy, . . . .  , . .  . . . . . .  
Fy: 
G~ 
• Wanda Walber Shella Love 
635-3734 635-3004 
i 
4650 LAKELSE AVE, 635-6:142 
• - -CALL 
" L6S8!SAVE J
Ac TIOI. A'D S 
BUY  'SELL v" RENT  'TRADE 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
!DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: Whon a atst holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all die play and claesifled ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE,, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid.b~, either cash, 
Visa or Mastercar~. When phoning In ads please have you Visa or Master. 
card number ready. 
20 words (first tncartlon) $5.28 plus 12¢ for additional words. *(Addi- 
tional In~:ertions) $3.50 plus 9¢ for additional words, $9.98 for 3 weeks 
(not excaedlng 20 words, non-commercial) Prices Include 7% G.S.T. 
5. For Sale Misc. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8..Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11, Recreational 
Vehicles 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes ].3. Snowmobiles 25. Business ; 
3. For Rent ].4. Boats & Marine Opportunities , 
4. Wanted to Rent ].5. Machinery 26, Personals 
].6. Farm Produce 27. Announ'cements 
].7. GaraGe Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
].8. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
19. Lost & Found 
20. Pets & Livestock 
21. Help Wanted 
22. Careers 
23. Work Wanted 
I 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads 
under appropriate hendlnge and to set rates therefore and to 
determine page IseaOon, 
The Terrace Standard eminds ~veres~rs thai It Is against 
the provincial Human Riohts Act to diser]m]nate on the basis 
of children, marital status and employment when placing "For 
Rent" ads. Landisrds sen state a no-amokFng profamnco, 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, 
classlly'\or reJncl any advertisement a d to retain any 
answam-directed o the News eox Reply Service, and to 
repay the costamer the sum paid for the advertisement a d 
box rental, 
8ox replies on "Hold" Instructions ot picked up within 10 
days of expiry of an advertisement will be'destroyed unldss 
ma]linO InstrucUons are recetuad, Those answndnO BOX 
Numbers are requostad not to send originals of documents ro
avoid loss. 
All claims or errors In advertlooments must be received by 
the publisher within S0'dayo after the first publica0on. 
It is agread by the advertiser requesting space that he 
liability ef the Terrace Standard in the event of failure ro 
publish an adver~sament as publlshad shall be tim]ted tothe 
amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect insertion 
for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incor- 
rect or stained itanl only, and that here shag be no Ifadillfy in 
any event greater then the amount paid for such advertising. 
1, Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx- 
imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
4•24 acres of leased recreational property 
located on Scum Lake. 55 miles west and 32 
miles south of Williams Lake. Comes with pro- 
pane stove, cook stove and propane lighting, 
Finished cupboards and interior water system. 
No field or well• Lake has private air strip. 
30. Obituaries 
31. Auction Sales 
32. Legal Notices 
33. Travel 
] 
1. Real Estate 
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE. Full basement, 
completely renovated. Close to downtown. 
$40,000 firm. 635.4495 3p52 
FOR SALE: SPLIT ENTRY HOME on Labelle. 
Quality finishing up and down. 1,100 sq. ft, 
per floor. 3 bathrooms, 5 bedrooms, large 
family kitchen with oak cabinets. Large rec 
room.Asking $129,000. 635-6911 2p52 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE CLOSE TO HOSPITAL and 
schools. N.G. heat, shed, paved driveway. 
Serious inquiries only. 638.7297 3pl 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE AT 4608 DAVIS. New 
roof, carpeting, gas lurnace, 1Va baths, 1,400 
sq. ft, Fridge and stove nclude(~ Asking 
$73,000. Call 638.1283 1 pl 
OLDER HOME, WELL KEPT. Recently 
renovated home on corner lot, large 
workshop/garage. Lots of parking space. 
Bright finished basement ideal for extra 
revenue or an In.law suite.:2 bdrms main 
floor, large kitchen, 3rd bdr & open space with 
lots of storage of 2nd floor: Landscaped & 
fenced yard, natural gas heat and water, 
patio, custom blinds and 4 appliances. Asking 
$97,500..To view call 635-2474 2pl 
RANCHER WANTED BY RETIREDCOUPLE. No 
Asking $16,500 for quick sale, Call Indra Gra- basement, no stairs, with large Iqt or acreage. 
inger at Really World Northern for, further jnf.b~ ~.~: Cons~cier- exchange for e~<cellent family .home, 
398.8266days or 398.7470evenings. LpastJU~]:pn Bench, no throdgh street~,"5 be'dro~s~ '
" is ass'~Ji~able ~r"available for purchase Iron] ""tireplace, 2 bathrooms, tully finished i~ase-:: 
the B.C. Govunment. 44ttn ment, rec room, workroom, ~atio, treed back 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKS~ You're 
reading this aren't you? 638-SAVE. tfn 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT Adams 
Lake, B.C. V= hour. from Salmon Arm - 45 
rain. from Kamloops, 10 rain, .from Shuswap 
Lakes• Fully renovated with very attractive 
living 'quarters. Showing excellent return in an 
area of growth and terrific climate. Start the 
New Year on a positive note, Phone 
1.679.8904 ttn37 
PRIVATE SALE. 1 ;525 sq/ft, custom design- 
ed rancher i~ Thornheights: Three bedroom, 
large kitchen, 2V= baths, double Jacuzzi, 5 
skylights and manY more features: Asking 
$129,900. Phone 635-2833 tor appointment 
to view. 1 lp44 
80 x 200 SERVICED TRAILER LOT, close to 
school• Cabin revenue $2501month. Clear ti- 
tle. Cash sale or owner/financed. Low down 
payment. 635.3767 8p45 
37.23 ACRES with a concrete foundation 
suitable for a mobile home. shallow well, good. 
yard, carport. Estimated market value 
$125,000. 635.4237 2p1" 
2 BEDROOM STARTER HOME. Features 
vaulted ceiling, 750 sq. ft., N.G. heat/water. 
V~ acre lot. $57,500, Call 638.0407 lpl i  
2. Mobile Homes 
12 x68 3 BR. MOBILE. Extensively renovatedi 
European kitchen, oak bathroom, all new floor- 
ing. Six appliances, blinds included,' 12x8' 
porch, fenced yard, storage shed and 
playhouse, $19,500. 635-9461 4p51 
1983 14 X 70 MOBILE HOME with 8x14 ex- 
pand0, Five appliances:,, curtains, excellent 
condition. Located on pad. Leave message for 
Tom 635-7684 3p51 
1981 3 BEDROOM 14x70 MOBILE on its own 
lot in town. Includes fridge, stove, washer," 
dryer, airtight stove and blinds for $37,500. 
Call now 996-8045 4p5! 
12 x 68 MOBILE O~ PAD. Three large 
bedrooms, newly .renovated with addition.~ 
start for a hobby farm. some timber, Houston 
area.'Cal1845-2560, 4p50 Partly furnished. $29,000 0B0. 638.8348 
. . . . .  - . . . .  3p51; 
BEAUTIFUL. HOME ON 5.17 acres with wrap 
around sundeck. 100 RSF stove with oil 
bacl~up, privacy plus, 3 bedrooms, 2 lull 
baths, 2 living rooms, must be seen. 
$62,500• Call 845.7729 4p50 
BY OWNER: LAKELSE LAKE 3 bedroom cot. 
tage With creek. 635.4949 3p51 
8.5 ACRES IN CITY LIMITS, Four bedrooms 
plus study. Two full baths, modern kitchen. 
Large barnlstmp.$145,000.635-3375 3p51 
FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE ON 3/~ acre. Carport 
and large shop. South Hazolton. $79,500 
842.5310 3p51 
UNIQUE STYLE HOME. 1,040 sq, ft. bottom, 
780 top floor. Log spiral stair, sauna, covered 
decks, lots of windows. 75 x 150 landscaped, 
fenced lot. Garden, fruit trees and-shed. 
$79,500. Phone 635.5010 3p52 
HANDY MAN'S SPECIAL• FOUR BEDROOMS, 
lZh bathrooms, living room, family room, 
laundry and shop. Located on 113 acre fenced 
lot. Close to school. Natural gas heat and aux. 
illary wood heat. $58,000. Phone after 5 p,m. 
635.9207 2p52 
WANTED 
TO BUY 
4, 5 or 6 Rex, or 
Have 4 Bedroom House On 
The Bench In Trade 
Call 635-9312 After 6 p.m. 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, - carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31 tin 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT right down town. 
Fddgelstove, security entrancp. Paved park- 
ing. On site managemenl. 635-7957 15tin 
LAKELSE LAKE, 2 Bedroom suite, Utilities in- 
cluded, fridge, stove, use el W & D. Available 
May 1. $6501mo. Damage deposit, 
References. 798.2524 after 6 p.m. 3p51 
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT for 
single person in Thornhill. No pets. Reference 
required. Rent $340. Deposit $170. Phone 
535,6950 evenings 3p51 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT close to town. 
Fridge, stove, drapes, laundry and parking 
facilities, Available May 1. No pets• 
635.2556 3p51 
FOR LEASE- 
OFFICE SPACE 
670 sqi ft. of centrally located 
2nd floor office space overlooking 
Lakelse Ave. Reasonable rent 
and will re.decorate to suit te- 
nant. 
Contact John Currle 
635-6142 Days 
635-9598 Eves. 
FOR LEASE OR RENT 
1100 Sq. Ft. Office Bunlding 
With 2 washrooms, N/G heat and air 
conditioning. 
Phone 635-2411 
Ask for John or Marilyn. 
3. For Ren't 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE with basement 
available for short-term rent. May 1 to October 
1, Close to town. $725/mo, Rels req'd, 
635-6187 3p51 
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE IN central location, 
W/w carpet, Iridge, stove, washer & dryer, 
lenced yard, Available May 1. $585/month. 
Phone 638-1505 3p52 
ROOM AND BOARD FOR'WORKING person. 
638.8293 3p52 
ONE BEDROOM FOR RENT for gentleman with 
kitchen facilities. Phone 635-5893 3p52 
~ACHLOR ROOM WITH KITCHENETTE 
1400/month. $50 damage deposit. Includes 
Hydro and cable. 638.1511 2pl 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR HOSPITAL and 
school. 635-3244 2pl 
TWO SLEEPING ROOMS FOR RENT. For more 
information call 635.3600 3pl 
WANTED: ROOMMATE to share apartment on 
Davis St. $2301month plus security deposit. 
638-1224 1 pl 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE. Ideal lor single person or 
couple. Fridge, stove, no pets. 635.5464 4pl 
FOR RENT 
RETAIL OR OFFICE 
5,700 SO. FT. 
CENTRAL LOCATION , 
PHONE 635-7459 
FOR RENT 
SERVICFJCOMMERClAL 
880 & 1,320 80. FT. 
12'xl 2' overhead door, washroom and 
natural gas heat. Central location, 
Phone 635-7459 
4. Wanted to Rent 
2 OR 3 BEDROOM HOUSE by quiet profes. 
signal couple. No children, no petsl Non. 
smokers. References' available. Call 
635.4752 evenings.. 3p51 
WANTED TO RENT: Cabin'on Lakelso Lake fo~ 
2nd last week in May. 638.2070 1 I~1 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADEE New engine,--new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 321t. house boat 
• liletime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
.$19500. 82 lade 2.door auto - good r.ond, 
$1500. 14 It, Td.hull speedlboat • 50 horse 
menk. trailer $2800. Clean okanagan Camper 
• hyd. Jacks, $2000. New Kuboda lite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697.2474. '19tfn 
BUY HARDWOOD FLOORING from Francois 
5. For Sale Misc. 
SILK LINGERIE & BRIDAL GOWNS with Euro- 
pean lace and some antique lace• Silk bridal 
gowns made to order. Last showing before 
lall, Only in Kitimat. April 11 at Riverlodge. 
Apdl 23.'25 lower level of City Centre Mall. For 
private sSowing call Heather Lundstrom 
632.4542. Christine & Company. 3p51 
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR. Good condition 
$200. Phone after 6 p.m. 635.5493 1 p52 
USED APOLLO CLUBTOURIST 18.speed. Good 
condition. $400. Call after 6 p.m. 
638.0974 3p52 
RENOVATING? BUILDING A HOUSE? Get our 
brand new catalogue. Covers kitchen, 
bathroom; living room. bedroom cabinets. It's 
free. 847-9040 or write C,C.C. Comp 18, Site 
57, RR2, Smithers 4p52 
APPRECIATION SALE. Sportswear/sup. 
plements upt .to 50% all, string tanks (sin) 
$8,50; Powerhouse boatneck s/shirt $15: 
baggy sweats $39.99: Cybergenlcs - 60 day 
kits/Phase I kits - enquire. Contact Hard Core 
Health & Fitness 638.0881. lpl  
MATCHING COUCH, SWIVEL ROCKER and 
footstool $500; kitchen table & six chairs 
$200; wooden coffee table $501 635.9336 
3p52 
MEN'S BIKE $75;-new X.C ski boots $30; 
B&W TV 10". like new $50; exercise glider 
$60; mens.clothing in good condition, size 
medium 635-6756 . 2p52 
HONDA ROTOTILLER 197 cc. Excellent condi- 
tion. Asking $600. 635.4039 " 3p52 
SOFA & 2 CHAIRS. Asking $110 OBO; two 
double beds $1~10 each; two colfee tables. 
one $40, one $10:20 inB&W TV $50; one 
tidy tank $120; three chain saws; 10-15 tree 
planting shovels; 13 bags; 13 dibble & 7 
spades; 2 kerosene heaters, one Walax water 
tank. Phone 635.6768 2p52 
COUNTRY WHEY BEVERAGE. Cholesterol free 
and 65.70% lactose free.Natural, chocolate 
and orange llavours. 635•5191 or after Apdl 
20th 378-0874 3p52 
FOR YOUR HOME CARE PERSONAL CARE, 
Housewares and multi-vitamin and mineral 
WANTED 
Spring 
Mushrooms 
Now Buying 
Verda & Borelle 
Mushrooms 
DEPOT 
OPEN 
ON KIRKALDY 
For More Information 
635-6479 
MO-NA FOODS 
8. Cars for Sale 
1985 WHITE HONDA PRELUDE 5 SPD,, 
AM/FM radio. Pioneer stereo, excellent eondi. 
tion.. Must sell, $8 800. 635.7867 43tfn 
1989 CORSICA 5.SPEED. Stereo, low mileage, 
in excellent condltion,,$9,000 OBO, 
635.2474 3p51 
1969 CHEVY CHEVELLE MALIBU with original 
307, In excellent condition $4~500 OBOI 
1981 Chevy Malibu with V6. Excellent condi. 
lion. $2,000. 635.6115 3p51 
1984 TRANS AM. Loaded with options, very 
good condition, 80,000 km. ~ever wintr 
driven, $9,000632-5026 3p51 
1982 PNTIAC SUNBIRD J-2000. Auto, tilt, 
PS/PW, AM/FM oassette, GC. Asking $3,000 
OBO. PHone 635.4039 3p52 
supplement needs. Satisfaction guaranteed or 
your money back. Call your local Amway 1966 T.BIRD LANDAU. Excellent condition, 
Distdbutor635-.4296 2pl Nicest in the north. $7,500. Call. collect 
.627.7626for details. " 4p52 
WANT TO IMPROVE THE OUAUTY OF your tap 
water? if you do, we have a pure and simple 
answer..~theAmway water treatment system. 
Etlectively removes more than 400 EP,~ 
priority pollutants. For information call, 
635-4296 . . 2pl 
ROYAL ALBERT "OLD COUNTRY ROSE" fine 
china. 4-5 piece place settings $290, 1 cup & 
Saucer $20, teapot $93, cream/sugar $31~ 
Pedect condition. 3 sets new blinds, beige 
34" x 64" $18.50 per set. Phone 6388172 
2pl 
MOFFAT FULL SIZE RANGE stove and oven, 
Smooth top cooking sudace. $175 OBO. 
1977 DODGE ASPEN. 6 cyl, auto, AMIFM 
cass, good running cond. $600• Phone after 6 
p.m. or weekends• 638-8096 3p52 
CADILLAC FLEETWOOD 1980; 4 door, 
• silver/grey, power everything, sunroof, new 
engine, powertrain, exc. condition, no rust. 
You must see this one. omy $6,995. Call 
632.3229. Ask Ior Lloyd. 3p52 
1984 FIERO. 4 speed. 4 cyl, air conditioning, 
lully loaded, $5,000. 635.5661 or 635-4246 
3p52 . 
CROWN VICTORIA STATIONWAGON. Top con. 
dition, 5 new top line tires, 4 new gas shocks. 
Lake Woodworking Lid: Our products are all 635.9396 or 635-4843. 3pl 4.wheel complete brake job, new mufller 
kiln dried• Birch clear 2318!'~$~.15 per s q; It~,~ ;.'lM,Kp, l~lg'~Rtry tiP, A :'COUPON'nnnKL pPth~t '~ £,ystem and lront,~heel~:atign~Q~!jA ~ ie
P~efloormg Pneclear2318 $210persq , ' ' '  ' '  ; ' " ; " :'~ "b~nuses. For 'more lnloi~aiio'~' Wdte'"it ' 1986 PONTIAC FIREFLY,'Goed~niech, co'~di. 
It. Pine knotty 23/8" $1.50 per sq. ft. 
1.695.6616 12tin 
PRECISION BAND CUT: Lumber, timbers, 
siding and firewood. We can supply any and 
all demands lot size and volume. Will 
negotiate custom'sawing, logging and/or pur. 
chase of private wood. Burns Lake. 695.6365 
or 695.6391 tin44 
RENOVATING? BUILDING A HOUSE? Get our 
brand new catalogue. Covers kitchen, 
bathroom, livingroom, bedroom and cabinets. 
It's free. 847.9040 or write: C,C.C Cutup 18, 
Site 57, RR No..2, Smithers. 4p50 
- KENMORE 1.4 cu. It. full size microwave 
oven. Manual & cookbook included. Excellent 
condition. Asking $200. Call 635.6205 3p51 
500 SQ. MILE TRAP LINE, Morice, ~lanlka 
Lakes, 2 boats and motors. Fully equipped log 
cabin. 100 pl(JS conllers and boxes. $25,000. 
call George H497828 on JK 4p51 
1977 HONDA TRAIL BIKE. 125cc. in running 
cond. $500 OBO; Gibson Les Paul copy etec- 
tric guitar with hard shell case in good cond. 
$150, Sedops enquirios only. 635.6115 3p51 
ONE MOOSEHEAD MOUNT' $900; One 
blackbear ug $650; One mountain goat head 
mount $250. 635-9462 3p51 
t 
8 HP SUZUKI SNOWBLOWER. Good condition. 
Asking $200. Call 635.6205 3p51 
PRE.FAB GREENHOUSES, garden and utility 
sheds. Affordable price and assembled. Phone 
Dirk Bakker at 638.1768 eves. 3p51 
DRYTOP 
Speclallzlngln 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters. 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE, 
PRINCE RUPERT, 8MITHERS 
AND KmMAT 
Window & Door Screen 
Repairs Too 
Call Steve 638-0838 
WINDOWS 
36"xle". .......... 129 
36"x36" .  ........... 1 49  
4s"x36" ............ 169 
6o"x36". ........... 189 
60"x48" .  ... . . . . . . . .  1 99  
TWIN SEAL ALUMINUM 
SLIDERS IN STOCK 
IRLY  B IRD 
638-8700 
Hwy 16 E Terrace 
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY 
Pakman Enterprises, RR1, Burns Lake, B.C. 
VOJ leO 4pl 
GIRLS 16". PINK BANANA SEAT BIKE $50; lit- 
tle red wagon $10, red macrame swag lamp 
with glass !able $40; size 5 soccer shoes 
with shin pads $25, girls size 2 figure skates 
$25; 3 folding lawn chairs with cushions $12 
for all. Phone 635:6992 2pl 
MAGNETIC HEALTH THERAPY 
This art of Healing has entered the "Self 
Care" field and offers astounding benefits. 
Vadous products available. 
insoles, Bracelets:, Necklaces, Wraps, 
Stdps. Big.Magnetic Mattress Overlays. 
Call 632-7647 
tion. Radio, tape, all season radial tires.New 
battery & brakes last fall. $2,200. OBO. 
635.4809 3pl 
1988 SUBARU STATION WAGON. FrOnt wheel 
drive, 5 speed, tape deck, 42.000 kin, Ex- 
cellent condition• $8,500 OBO. Call 635.2116 
., ' 3pl 
1928 MODEL A FORD. Partial restoration 
begun. $2,500-OBO.Phone 635.9396 or 
635;4843 3pl 
1983 PLYMOUTH CARAVELLE, 22 Littre. 4 
door sedan AM/FM casette clean, Dlush in. 
terior, V.G. condition. $4 000, OBO 
632.7905, " 3pl 
SPORTS CARDS 
SHOW 
Sunday, April 26 
11 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Skeena Jr. Sec. School Gym 
Admission - $1.00 
Under 10 free 
TABLE INFORMATION: 
638-8569 
CEDAR FENCING 
Buy Direct From 
Mill 
2903 Braun St., 
TERRACE, B.C. 
635-5981 
6. Wanted Misc. 
I 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling children's fur- 
niture, check with the Product Safety 8ranch 
of Consumer & Corporate Atlalrs Canada 
(604) 666.5003 to ensure ,it meets current 
Safety Standards. The sale of non compliant 
products not only could result in a tragic acci. 
dent but also is a violation of the Hazardous 
Products Act. tfn 
WANTED: UTILITY TRAILER, Must be in good 
condition, Prefer th ton box. Phone 635.4033 
evenings. 3p51 
WANTED APPROX. 30 loads of fill in Thornhill 
area, Reasonable priced. Phone 635.26823pS2 
7. For Rent Misc. 
STORAGE GARAGE SUITABLE FOR - Car, 
truck, boat,' RVor household good. Phone 
638.8492, 3pi 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1984 BRONCO II Auto. 4x4, pdvacy glass. 
Tilt. cruise, running boards, 27.35 mpg 
highway. Good condition. $5,000 OBO. 
1.698.7627 3pl 
1991 SONOMA EXT. CAB. 5 spee(~ 6 cyl.; 
632-5973 3pl 
1981 DATSUN 4x4 KING CAB withl berglass 
canopy. Good Yukohama tires; Rebuilt starter, 
alternator, rebuilt front end. rebuilt brakes. 
$17,0000B0.635.4809 . ~ 3pl 
1990 FORD SUPERCABF150. 70,000 km, 
Limited slip rear end. Yokohama tires. Two 
tone paint, AMIFM cassetle. $11,500 OBO. 
635-4332 • 3pl 
1989 FORD F150 4x4. 300.6' cylinder, 5 
speed OD, 36,000 kms. running boards, I~ox. 
liner. Good shape, very clean. $10,800, 
Phone Kelvin 638.8701 3pl 
1984 FORD RANGER 4X4. V6, canopy, new 
paint and tires. Asking $5,500. Phone 
635-2933 ' 3pt 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
GMC MOTORROME. 1975, 21' Security, 350 
automatic, fu y equipped, good condition, low 
miles, $11,000. 638.1468 3p51 
STARCRAFT TENT TRAILER. Sleeps six, 
surge brakes, awning, icebox, propane stove 
& sink in good condition. $2,300 OBO, 
638-8265 alter 5. 3p51 
21 FT. TRAVELAIRE 5TH WHEEL. Excelient 
condition. Complete-with awning and towing 
package, 635-2087 3p51 
1970 INTERNATIONAL BUS.-Seats out, 
started to.camperize, you .finish your way. 
Ask ng $2,5000B0 Ca11635.6205 ' 3p51 
23' VANGUARD MOTORHOME, Excellent con. 
dillon for the year. $12,000. 635.3484 after 
5 p.nl 3p52 
1979 SECURITY 11' CAMPER. Complalety 
self-contained withshower, 842:5993 4p52 
91/= ' VANGUARD CAMPER. Includes Jacks; 3 
way fddge, stove, furnace, needs some minor 
repairs. 635-6770 days. 635.4170 evenlnos. 
3p52 
1985 17' BIG FOOT'TRAVEL TRAILER, 
$8,500; (2) 4 wheelers, Suzuki 185, Suzuki 
25Q, accessodos. $4,300 OBO. Achilles, in. 
flatable 13' c/w 25 hp Marc; U.built trailer, 
$6,500, Home business baskets/flowers. 
More information call 1-602-7264 Bums 
Lake, 4p52 
MUST SELL 1981 TRAVELAIRE 
MOTORHOME, Awning, full b'ath with t~b, eye 
level oven, plus much more, Would consider 
trade for travel trailer or full size Supercab 
truck. EC. $18,900 Phone 638-1236 4p52 
OLDER 9th  RUSTLER CAMPER. $3,000. 
Phone 635-7474 3p52 
1973 22  FT.CLASS A.MOTORHOME. 454 
;Chev wth 4500Qmios Asking $12q00. 
~Open to go~d. oilers, Phone 63~: '~3 Iori~b 
';';199021 FT. 5TH W~'RUSY~I=~"tRAn~R. 
Spotlessly clean and In excellent condlBon. 
$161000 firm. Phone 638-8172 after 6 p.m 
3p51 
11 FT. DELUXE VANGUARDCAMPER. Sleeps 
6, fridge, stove & toilet, Excellent condition 
$6,000; Phone 635:9396or'635.48.43 3pl 
10W COACHMAN CAMPER, Full bath, fddge, 
stove. Good condition. $3,500 0B0.. 
636.1097 3pl 
12. Motorcycles 
1 YAMAHA YZ-1 O0 DIRT BIKE. Asking $400. 
Phone 635.4768 3p52 
HARLEY DAVIDSON.1984 FXRT. Very good. 
9. Trucks for Sale condition. Approximately 30,000 kin, $8,900 
Serious inquiries only..1-692.7676 or 
1987 7-PASSENGEB VOYAGER SE VAN with 1.692-7968 4pl 
3.0L V6 automatic transmission and other ex; 1989 YZ 250 Like lnew, Comes with shop. 
tras. Asking $11,000. Phone 635-7152 3p51 manual and helmet' $2500.00, 635.4427 
TOYOTA 4x4 SR5. V6. 1990, low mileage, leavemessago, - • .3pl, 
lots of options, Asking $20,000 OBO. Call 
635-2335 3p52 13. Snowmobiles 
1980 JEEP CHEROKEE 2door,.4x4; 6oy!,, 4' " 1989 TUNDRA SKIDO0; Har(lly used, like heW, 
spd., new tires, $2,850; 1978 Ford van, new $1,8000B0. Phone 638.8701 " '3pl 
motor/transJbrakes. Camperized. 300 - 6 - 
auto $2,700:1975 Ford 100 Pickup; 300 6. 
3 spd, $400• 1.602.7072 4p52 
1987 GMC 3/4 TON 3+ 3 propane. New tires, 
brakes, 350 automatic, $14,000 or best ol. 
ler. Phone 635.9152 3p52 
14. Boats & Marine 
21' CAMPION SKEENA with C. Bridge;305 
Chev, new leg, VHF radio,, depth sounder, 
sleeps 5.6:$15,000 OBO. Phone C. Campbell 
635.7036 3p51, 
BAILIFF SALE 
1990 Rockwood 40 5th Wheel 
Trailer, double oxpando, completely 
fumlehed Including VCR & Stereo. 
1989 Pontiac Tempest LE Auto, 
A/C, AM/FM/Csasatte, 75 ,000  
kms. 
1983 Pontiac Grand Prix LJ Auto, 
power windows, power locks, tilt 
wheel, AMIFMICaosotte, T-Bar 
Roof, 110,000 kms. 
1983 Chev Cavalier Stn. wagon, 4: 
door, auto, 4 cyl, AM/FM/Csasatte, 
roof rack, 86,O00 kms. 
1984 Ford F150 pickup, e cyl; 
auto, runs 0oDd but needs some 
mechanical and body w0rk. 
Far eppalntment o view • call 835-7649. 
AN 8lies are on an "as Is - where Ii 
basis", no wanranSae or guarantees Im- 
plied ot given, 
8.n. Batty 
ALL UNITS REDUCED! 
10% OFF STICKER PRICE 
1991 Blazer, 4 w.d., dome 
1991 S15 p/u, 4x4, canopy 
1988 Olds Calais, 2 dr., loaded, 1 owner 
1986 Pontiac Parislenne, 4 dr., low mileage 
1986 Ford Tempo, 4 dr., air, clean 
1985 Mercury Marquis, 4 dr., immaculate 
1983 Chev Blazer, 4x4 
1978 & 79 pick-ups, 4x4 
1976 Mote Carlo, low kin's, 1 owner 
• 3 USED CAMPERS IN STOCK • 
REUM MOTORS LTD. 
4521 Lakelse 635-2655 
I ) 
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 'BUY  'SELL I/RENT  'TRADE 
VISA 
14. Boats & Marine 
FOR SALE: 18 FT. MARATHON aluminum jet 
boat. 350 Olds engine and Berkley Jet. Ex. 
cellent condition with all accessories and full 
canvas top. Custom trailer with hydraulic 
rollers. The ultimate fishing boat. $17,500. 
Phone (604) 964-01BO even ngs 3p52 
20 HP MERCURY OUTBOARD• Excellent condi. 
tion. Also 7.5 HP Mercury outboard. Call 
635.3592 after 5 p.m. 
50 HP EViNRUDE WITH JET & CtiNTROLS. 
$1,200. 638-1074 3p52 
16 FT. CHINOOK AOUATERRA KAYAK. $500. 
635.3484 after 5 p.m. 3p52 
18' VALCO RIVERBOAT, Older 100 HP Marc. 
with outboard jet. Ride guide steering, bilge 
pump, homemade trailer:" $5,500 firm. 
1-698.7608 4p52 
SKI BOAT CONOUEROR, C/W19B6 140 HP 
Johnson. Oil inject, power trim with trailer 
$6,800. 15V= Crestliner, 75 HP J~hnson with 
trailer $4,500. Burns Lake 1.692-7380 4pl 
15. Machinery 
2 CAMP BARGES suitable Ior logging, fishing 
lodge, floating pub. 1 90' Madill tower with 
Tyee winch • regenerative brakes, One K.43 
Tyee slackline winchj. Vl 2 Power mounted on 
steel sled, 638.0375 2p52 
1980 FORD 700 SINGLE AXLE 371 4V 5+2 
w/6500 Hiab, 14' steel deck with toolboxes, 
older steel lathe, Miller big 40 welder, 
19~h CALGLAS DEEP V, completely rebuilt 
from lore to aft. Exterior refin., new interior, 
new 1992 140 Marc and leg - "0" hours, 
9.9 Johnson kicker E.C., Roadrunner trailer - 
new tires & spare, excellent lake or salt chuck 
boat, many extras, $15,000. Ph, 635.3562 
after 6 p.m. 4pl 
Affordable Rzhing Charters 
• Salmon • Halibut •Cod =Crabs 
• Sports Diving 
• Commercial Fishing Charters 
Bob Warren 
604.624.5641 
P,O. Box 725, Pdnce Ruped VBJ 3S1 
52tin 842-5993 " 4p52 
1 SET HEAVY DUTY OTC Pullers Pusher. At 
half of original price. Phone 635.6641 2pl 
JOHN DEERE BACKHOE 500C. Good condition. 
Low hours. Sf 1,800.1•695.6537 4pl 
MOBILE HIGH PRESSURE WASHER and mobile 
welder. $2,500 each or best offer. 
1-695.6537 4p51 
200 AMP LINCOLN PORTABLE WELDER with 
4 cyl. continental gas engine. $1,800 OBO. 
1980 Ford Ranger, 100 short hox PU, 300 6 
cyl engine, 4 spd. trans. $1,800. George 
1-696-3295 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. except Mondays, 
16. Farm Produce 
EAT MORE LAMBS from Cummins Ranch Meat 
Market. Lamb available year-round. Also goat 
meat. Cummins Ranch. Highway 16 West, 
South Hazelton. 842-5316 6p51 
GOOD CHEAP HAY, ROUND BALES $20 to $30 
per ton. Haul now pay later, call for more infor. 
mation Mike Bond at 567.9856 Vanderhoof: 
15. Machinery 
3 PT. HITCH MOWER. 4 bottom JD plow, 8 ft. 
MF seed, drill, 200 sq. hay bales, Burns Lake, 
1-698-7457 4p51 
1981 JD MODEL 310A Backhoe equipped 
with clean.up, digging and multi purpose 
buckets, with extend-a.hoe and spare tire, 
rims, $14,500 638-4611 or 638-4610 4c51 
1971 CAT 120 MOTOR GRADER with ROPS 
cab, with blades, spare tire & din. $15,000, 
638-4611 or 638-4610 4c51 
1982 DATSUN DIESEL ENGINE & transmis- 
sion, Low mileage, Excellent condition, Ask. 
~ng $600. Call 635.6205 3p51 
17. Garage Sales 
CORNER WOODLAND PARK DRIVE - Johnson 
Road, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m., Saturday April 25, 
Tablesaw, dding mower, screened enclosure, 
good camping stuff. Lots more, No early birds; 
lp l  
GARAGE SALE: Couch, poe] table, shelves, 
hairdressing chairs', wire closets, record 
player, and much more, 3865 Skinner St,.Sat. 
and Sun. 10 a.m. tp 4 p.m, Moving and must 
sellff lp l  
19. Lost & Found 
BABY QUILT AND BUMI~ER PAD. Still in 
package. Bought at KMart, Nodh of the Old 
Skeena Bddge. April 6. Phone 638-0410 
LOST 1Ok GOLD RING with boat shaped blue 
sapphire. Lost at Thornhill Jr, Secondary. Sen- 
timental value. Please call 638-0116, Reward 
offered. 2pl 
The Joint Nisga'a/B.C. Parks 
Committee 
Invites Everyone To 
The Official Dedication of 
19. Lost & Found 
FOUND AT ELKS PARK on Agar, G01d Spiedel 
ID bracelet, Phone 635-4600 2p52 
FOUND ON YEO STREET -- One turtle dove, 
very fdendlv. Please call 635.4809 2pl 
20. Pets & Livestock 
HORSE CAMP, Girls 8-18. English/Western. 
Certified coaching. Great eady discount, 
Write/call Saddletramp Ranch,' Southbank, 
B,C, VOJ 2PO, 1-694.3521 4p51 
A CLASSIC TWO HORSE TRAILER. Lots of ex. 
tras, Excellent shape, Asking $4,000. 
845.7599 or 845-2286 4p50 
AT STUD: QUARTER HORSE STALLIONS, 
Adios Peppy, by Cue Bar Peppy, by Peppy 
San. Also Justs Contender, by American Man, 
by Three Bars. Phone 567-4914 4p50 
FOR SALE CHAROLAIS BULLS. Phone Penn. 
char Farms 567.9323 4p50 
• IF A DOG IS TOO SMALL, if a horse is too big, 
try a llama as your companion, We have a 
great selection of young studs and geldings, 
Ready for sale. Come se -- take yours now. 
1-694-3456 4p50 
SCOTTISH IflGHLAND CATrLE One purebred 
pregnant cow. Nice horns and coat, $1,250. 
f 0 mo. bull calf $650.1.694.3456 4p50 
STANDING AT STUD: Tardy Tabasco AQHA 
Sire of Canadian National champions and 
multiple futudty winners. Nominated to AQHA 
incentive fund and B.C. Breeders Group, For 
Sale: 3 registered quarter horse geldings, 
Yearling buckskin; B.C. Breeders groups; 2 
year old chestnut ADHA incentive fund and 
B.C, Breeders group; 7 year 01d bay. Call 
845.3108 4p51 ~ 7~~:-~ ~ R-~. 
American Cream, gentle, english, western. 4 
yr. Thoroughbred filly, gentle, Each $2,500, 
Both 16 plus H,H. 846-5911 4p51 
BABY KITrENS, ~IEW ARRIVALS. Chocolate 
points & chocolate cream points. Purebred 
persians. Registered, vaccinated, Ready to go 
in six weeks. Can send photos. Two boys & 
three glds. A deposit will hold. $250 and up. 
632.4547 .4p51 
• TO GIVE AWAY 7 year old n,ale handsome 
German Shepher. Doghouse included. 
835.9186 3p52 
TERRACE BEE ASSOCIATION will have bees 
for sale. Phone 635-6641 2p52 
PUREBRED PEKINGESE PUPPIES for sale. 24 
Gander, Kitimat 632.6318 1 pl 
RIDING LESSONS ENGLISH OR WESTERN. Carl- 
tilled level I Instructor. Call Alison Muench 
638.0646. School horses available. 3pl 
APP. 1 ACRE FENCED & CLEARED for 1 or 2 
horses on Kalum Lake Dr. Barn and water. 
635.5537 or 638.0888 3pl 
21• Help Wanted 
ANI~.~U~'U~:S JM l~|~'~. i . .~ .  ~..- '~'. ,] .::.G-L~W- -V~'I~.:[I:~.~''~'sTEST GROWING fu#. 
~'~:-."n3tur.~:9"h~..3~l-'lT:~H~- h America~ United Buy'andS: 
ANGWINGA'ASANSKWHL:N ISGA'A1  ~ "Seli=F'ornit'ure;'From High School graduatiorito ~ 
NISGA'A  MEMORIAL LAVA BED PARK 
At 11:00 a,m, on April 30, 1992 
The ceremony will take place at the memorial site near Git- 
winksihlkw (map below). Officiating at the ceremony will be 
hereditary chiefs, including Chief Alvin McKay, President of 
NJsga'a Tribal Council and Honourable John Cashore, 
Minister of Environment, Lands, and Parks. 
_j f 
: ClTY oFTERRACE 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO PROCEED 
WITH A LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME 
Notice is hereby given pursuant to Section 656 Of the 
Municipal Act that Council of the City of Terrace Intends to 
proceed with the construction of certain works hereinafter 
described as a Local Improvement under the Initiatives Plan. 
General Description of the Work 
Upgrading (as required) and application of a nine (9) metre 
(approximately 29.53 feet) wide strip of asphalt pavement on 
GRAHAM AVENUE(wast of Kenney St,) and CRAIG DRIVE, j 
• TOTAL TAXABLE COMMUTED COST PER FOOT PER :~ 
COST FRONTAGE COST YEAR OVER 
20 YEARS/10 YEARS 
$66,344.56 $4,068.18 $16.31 $2.18 / $2.89 i', 
Further notice is hereby given that a copy of this notice has 
been mailed to the owner(s) of the parcels of land liable to be 
spclally charged for the.cost of said works, and unless within 
one (1):month of the date of publication of this notice, a ma- 
jority of the owners representing at least one half of the value 
of the parcels which are liable to be specially charged, peti- 
tion the Council of the City of Terrace not to proceed with it,. 
the work may be undertaken as a Local Improvement. 
Petitions shall be lodged with the Clerk-Administrator, and 
shall be deemed to be presented to the Council when so 
lodged, or which every owner of a parcel of land liable to be 
specially charged under theseProgrammes IS liable to take 
notice and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor, Clerk-Administrator 
• i ' CITY OF TERRACE " 
Manager in 3 yrs,, to Supervisor in 4 yrs., to 
Area Manager in 6 yrs., etc. We are opening 
30 locations during the next 12 months :and 
have openings for 2 individuals who are deter. 
mined to become leaders in this exciting in- 
dustry. No experience necessary, hut you  
must be willing to start aLthe bottom and 
work hard. No smokers. Phone 635.4111 9tfn 
COMMUNITY LIBRARIAN WITH community- 
librarian certificate at equivalent, 35 hours per 
week. Salary commensurate with expedonce, 
Apply with' resume stating salary~expected. ; 
Closing date for applications Apdl 24, 1992.. 
Apply to Houston Public Library AsSociation, 
P,O. Box 159, Houston, B,C. VOJ 1 ZO. 4p50 
WANTED RELIABLE BABYSITrER with ow~ 
transportation in the Copper Mtn. or Golf 
course area. Call after 4:30 635.5443 = 3p51 
SKEENA VALLEY GOLF CLUB is now accep. 
!ing employment applications for part time 
spdng and summer work. Grade 11 or 12 
students preferred. Apply in person to: Bruce 
Carruthers, Club Mgr. 2c52 
FULL TIME POSITION for a loans officer with 
opportunity for advancement to management. 
We're looking for someone who enjoys 
meeting and dealing with peoplo, has gr, 12 
education and looking for a challenging 
career. We will provide a thorough en the job 
training program, and a good salary and 
benefits package. All applioantsconsldered. 
Apply to Darren M..Smith, Trans Canada 
Credit Corporation Limited, 4548 Lakalse 
Ave:, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P8 4c52 
EXPERIENCED HAIRDRESSER REQUIRED Im• 
mediately with clientele preferred, Contact 
Linda 635-3637 l c l  
FEMALE VOCALIST, KEYBOARDIST for small 
studio. Recording/engineering.experience re.: 
quired. Flexiblehours. Soundstage 2, POD 
252, KiUmat, V8C 2G8 3ol 
23. Work Wanted 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE. Forms, 
framlng,siding, finishing Inside or out, No job 
too small. Mike Gray. 638-0822 32tin 
WILL DO INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR painting. 
Reasonable rates.. References. 838-8015 
after 5 p.m. Ask for Ed. 44tin 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER. Will do finishing, 
renovations, install c'abinets, patio, painting,' 
hardwood floors, Also build furniture, etc. Call 
635.6277 (leave message) 9pl 
ON THE SPOT MOBILE WASH. • Logging equip• 
ment, parking lots, etc. Breakup bargain 
pdces. Call 845.7035 4p50 
HOUSE CLEANING WITH A SPECIAL TOUCH. 
Call Lisa today. Phone 638.0258. References 
available. 3p51 
ATrENTION SONGWRITERSI We will arrange 
your songs with complete instrumentation and 
vocals. $75 per song. 632-7114 or 639-9217 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTERS' HELPER for hire. 
Excellent references, Phone 638.0258 .3p51 
SWlNGSHIFT COUNTRY ROCK BAND. All types 
of music. Available for parties, weddings and 
anniversaries. For bookings phone 
1.695.6469after 6 p.m, Burns Lake 4p52 
EXPERIENCED APPRENTICE CARP- 
TENTER/landscaper will do renovatioos, plum- 
bing, drywalling, Reasonable rates. Phone 
6S5-9758 3p52 
CARPENTER WITH TRADE QUALIFICATIONS, I 
15 years experience will do carpenter work. 
I 
Also condo and apartment maintenance. Call 
638-0136 • .  . , " 3p52 
tic field or general landscaping done? 
Reasonable rates. Phone 638.1261. Freb 
estimates. " 3p59 
BABYSITrlNG JOBSIN THORNHILL area. 15 
year old boy, reliable and hardworking. Askng 
for Steven. Phone 638-8172 after 4 p.m. 3pl 
PAINTING & DECORATING 
• Iderler & F, xtedor • Wallpaper 
Q~AUIT IEIVlCE If IHINBIIAN 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Trevor Whitaker 638-8024 
ARTISAN MASONRY 
ALL. TYPES OF BRICKWORK 
• BRICK • BLOCK • S IDEWALKS 
• RREPLACE & CONCRETE REPAIRS 
• SCREEN.AND GLASS BLOCK 
.' "" FREE ESTIMATES 
638-1068 
PAINTING & STAHNG 
• New buildings and re.painting 
• Exterior & Interior 
Fast, dependable service, 12 
years exppdeP~e, Free estimates 
KEVINTURN~ ~849-6888 
, /  • . .  , 
24• Notices 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia, Student enquldes 
welcome. Call 635.3646. 5tfn 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite- 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
• Travel at 635.6181 and catch the spirit! 2tfn 
, i i 
ZION BAP11ST CHURCH 
Sunday School: 
(all ages) 9 :45  a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
1 1 :OO a.m. 
i 
Pastor: Rev. non Orr 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638.1336 
25• Business 
Opportunities 
PRICED RIGHT 
Newly decorated beauty 
salon for sale. Owner retir- 
Ing.. Excellent returns. 
Sedous enquldsa only. 
Phone 635-2753 
evenings 
r . '  " • 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY 
ANNUAL•GENERAL MEETING 
AND ELECTIONS 
Wednesday, April 22, 
7:30 p,m. 
HAPPY GANG CENTRE 
I 
i i 
NORTHERN NETWORKING 
(Professional Support Services) 
We are now accepting applications for a part time professional support 
worker based In the Terrace area. 
Applicants must have: 
- -  A mlnlmu~ of 5 years experience Working In the human sen/Ices field, 
- -  Extensive knowledge of Issues related to the delivery of services to 
mentally handicapped Individuals. . 
- -  Strong organizational and problem solving skills. " " - 
- -Exper ience in the ames of Cdsle intervention and behevlouml 
assessments, ~ • 
This position will Involve working as a member'of a ~arn to provide support 
for Vadoua programs serving 'mentally handicapped Individuals In the Nor- 
thwest. There  Is •some travel Involved. Salary commensurate: with ex- 
pedence/qua]ltioation8, : :.;,. .: ,,~: , :~'. 
Please forward resumes In confidence to'. ~ " 
Chris Arnold 
No, 44631 Welsh Ave. ~.~ 
Terrece, B.C, VSO 4H3 * 
II I I I ] ~""  " '1: '" T "'11111 ~ I I  I I 
BUSY PHYSICIAN'S OFFICE REQUIRES 
A MEDICAL OFFICE 
ASSISTANT OR NURSEii 
Four hours per day, Monday to Thursday. Please•send: 
resume to: :-:~ 
. '. - , j  
Emerson  Med ica l  C l in ic  
3210 Emerson  St reet  
Ter race ,  B .C .  V8G 2R8 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY :': 
Entry Level Bookkeeper Required • 
Previous experience needed in computerized office equip- 
ment. Opportunity to advance into office manager ole. Salary 
commensurate with experience. 
Reply With Resume To: . .; • 
Box 17, 4647 Lazelle Ave. ,~ 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 188 ,. 
- ~:'~ 
INSTRUCTOR i : 
EARLY CHILDH?ODpart time EDUCATION ~=-  
Northwest Community College, Terrace, has an opening for t i j 
a part.time Instructor to teach one  section of the Early / Childhood Education curriculum. This course will be 
taught Intensively from June 1 to 19 In a team.teaching 
environment, The appointment will extend until June 26, i 
1092 for marking, et¢, The salary will be In accordance with 
the Collective Agreement between the College and : 
C.U.P.E. 
Course ECE 131, Program Development Ill emphasizes total 
program planning, focusing on anti-bias programs, ethics 
and the outdoor environment. 
The successful candidate will have a related B.A. and 
experience working with preschool children. Preference 
will be given to the applicant with good communication and 
organizational skills and experience Instructing adults In a 
cross cultural setting. 
For further Information, contact J. Turecki; 635-6511 (local 
337). Resumes should be sent by May 0, 1992 to: 
Competition 92.004C 
Manager, Human Resources :.,, 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
i l  
FORESTRY 
INSTRUCTOR 
Hazelton 
Northwest Community College, Hazelton, has an opening 
for e continuing full-time Instructor In the Forestry 
Technology Program, commencing June 22, 1991. The 
salary will be In accordance with the College Agreement 
with the B.C.G.E.U. Instructor Scale. 
• DUTIES: To develop, Implement and Instruct Forestry 
Technology Programs. 
• QUALIFICATIONS: The successful applicant will have a 
degree In a related discipline and win have substantial 
field experience In forestry. 
• SKILLS: Good written .and communication skills, 
demonstrated aptitude In teaching adults, experience In 
curriculum development (computer and field forestry 
experience). 
For further Information, contact S. Csmpbeil, 8424710. 
Resumes should be sent by May 8, 1892 to: 
Competit ion 92.DOBB 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
• FAX 635-3511 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
I I  
I 
I 
• i 
YOUR PARTNER IN 
1": 
Please call 624-4536 to set : 
up a confidential interview 
and mall your resume to Box 935, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VSJ 4B7 
PRINTING., . . . . .  : :  
Western Canada's fastest growing: ~:" 
quick print franchise is opening a 
new center in Prince Rupert. 
We need a full-time Pressman , 
to start May 1/92. 
26. Personals 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES. Is there something 
about he Watchtower that makes you uneasy 
but don't know what it is? If so, you are not 
alone. Phone 1.847.4354 Ior recorded 
message, tin40 
31 YEAR OLD SINGLE M0M who is also a 
sexy, vibrant, Intelligent woman Is Ioo~ing for 
a man who is Into hugs and laughter, still likes 
to go for long walks, likes tO slow dance after 
midnigh t and still believes In love. Reply to 
File No. 16 c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B,C. VSG 1S8. 2pl 
LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE...Fly alr.combatil 
Be a fighter pilot for a dayfi Call Elan Travel 
635.6181 tin51 
NIGEL - Perhaps we should just be fdends. 
Fondly, Monique 1 pl 
STOP SMOKING 
LASER THERAPY 
. Safe W Effective. Painless 
REG .................................. 59.00 
*SPECIAL• 'S39.eA. +os, 
IN PAIRS WITH AD, SINGLES $44.00 
WILL BE IN TERRACE: 
SUN.-  MAY 3 
AT SLUMBERLODGE 
* (One Treatment) 
(Follow.ups are $25.00) 
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 
Prince George 
561-7170 
SPECIALTY HEALTH PRODUCTS 
& PURE LIF# VITAMINS 
AVAILABLE 
27: Announcements 
There's 
Telegraph 
Telephone and 
Tele-Jane 
We want everyone to know 
and make it very plain 
48 Is Jane today 
Her youth Is gone away. 
Love, 
Del, Lisa & Chdstine 
~ii28, Cards of Thanks 
:t .... ..~ . . . . . . . . .  
i  THANK YOU 
'Tfi~ ~ ~farnll~ of the late Leon 
PrbsRo wish to thank the 
following: 
• All Doctors, staff, and 
homecare people that helped 
him over  the past few years. 
= Al l  fr iends and family that 
visited him during his illness 
to suppor t  and encourage 
him. 
= A l l  those who supported 
them with vo ice ,  food ,  
f l owers  and cards after  
Leon's death. 
Thank you again, 
Jennie Prusko 
and family 
29. In Memoriam 
In Loving Memory  
of 
LEON PRUSKO 
Born 
November 11, 1915 
Augustov, Poland 
Passed Away 
Friday, April 3, 1902 
Terrace, B.C. 
Survived by: 
Wife Jennie; daughters TIIIJe 
Trlgg, Martha & Stave Besaraba, 
end Regina; son Leon; brothers 
Alan, Tony, George, Frank and 
Joe; sister Susie; grandchildren; 
nleoea and nephews. 
In 1933, Leon came to Canada nd set- 
tled .with his family in Smoky Lake, He 
.met Jennie and they married on June 25, 
1939. They had three daughters, all born 
in Smoky Lake. In 1950, they moved to 
Vancouver and on to Terrace in 1952. 
Their son was born In 1955, 
Leon worked as a carpenter and some 
of his work included the 01d Skeena 
Bddge, the Kltwanga Cudlng Rink, the Old 
Government Building' and numerous 
houses around Terrace. His hobbles In- 
cluded fishing, hunting and visiting with 
"fdends, Leon's family was always very 
Important to him, 
Leon was loved early a,,d will be great- 
ly miss'ed by everyone. 
! 33. Travel 
J 
[:SIGHTSEEING I 
~i i, ' • 
I I Special izing in customized I 
I town & country scenic tours. I 
| Bever ley Greening,  Owner  I 
I ! 
For A l l  Your Travel Needs 
~24 HRS. 635-6181J 
VISIT CHINA leB251199 
One week May ,8 or June 19 in- 
cludes air, hotel, meals, transfers, 
tours. 
FREE CARI~ 
GERMANY ..... Fly Canadian 
Airlines to Frankfurt or Munich and 
first week Is free. 
AUSTRAUA ....... $1,198 
Book before May 30...and receive a 
free ticket to anywhere in the USA. 
HOLLAND AMERICA 
CR=SE .............. $1,199 
Vancouver to Aoa0ulco Sept. 22. In- 
cludes cruise and air return• 
32. Legal Notices 
( ~  Ministry el 
Province of Heallh 
British Columbia DIVISION OF 
VITAL STATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an application 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant 
to the provisions of the "Name Act" by 
me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN FULL: 
Shirley Pauline Gray 
OF 1533 Kulspal Crescent 
IN Terrace, B.C. V86 4V6 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY MINOR CHILD'S NAME 
FROM 
SURNAME, Ross 
GIVEN NAMES, Evan Garrets 
TO 
SURNAME, Mason 
GIVEN NAMES, Freddck Garrett 
DATED THI8 8th DAY OF April A,D, 
1992. 
( ~  Prod~:e or Mlnltwo/ 
'di l ,h Columbl. fore,It 2 ~  
FOREST FIRE PREVENTION 
REGULATION 
ATTENTION: ALL INDUSTRIAL 
OPERATORS ~ 
The Ministry of For.ests wishes to 
advise that significant changes 
have beeh made to the Forest Fire 
Prevention Regulation. These 
changes ere effective immediately 
and will affect your operations. 
CBl~ies OU the~ regul~tidd :~[ll,'~be 
mailed to all [ndustrinl operators. If 
you do no receive a copy or require 
more information, please contact 
your local B.C. Forest Service 
District Office, let6 
~ ~ )  ProVince of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Transportation 
and Highways 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS 
DISTRICT 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
The Ministry of Transporta- 
tion and Highways would like 
to announce to all Contrac- 
tors that there will be an in- 
fo rmal  H i red  Equ ipment  
Meet ing to discuss the Hired 
Equ ipment  Po l i cy .  Th is  
meeting will be held at the 
Inn of the West, at 7 :30  
p.m., Monday  May 11, 
1992.  
J.R. Newhouse  
District Highways Manager 
Skeena District 
Dated: April 16, 1 992  
At: Terrace, B.C. 
I'ExKn8 INVrrEO. % 
Pm~lct 394040 
Quotation to provide labour and materials to ~int the in. 
terlor of the Main Highways, Shop In Kltimat, B.C. 
Paint to be semi,gloss latex white sinIs coal, Brawl of 
paint ld be General Patfit or"~l~I~;atent ' " 
All work must be complete and in a workman like man. 
net. "' ~ " ~4 
Sealed Tenders will be revealed at 4825 Keilh Avenue. 
Terrace, 8,C. VaG IK7 until 3:00 P,M.. May 15, 1992 
and wi!l be opened in public a thai time. 
For further Information please contact Fig'# Mann in 
Terrace at 638.322t. 
:.K~I :PllP h ~ [,. [.'z~i,] / ,I,] ~.l t[,: 
IN THE MA'FrER OF 
THE BANKRUPTCY OF  
TERRANCE DALE WELSH 
NOTICE is hereby given that fER- 
RANCE DALE WELSH, fded an 
assignment on the 7th day of April, 199"2, 
and that he fast meeting of creditors will 
be held on Fdday, the 15th day of May, 
1992, at the hour of 8:45 o'clock in'the 
forenoon, at The Court House, 100 
Market Place, in the City of Prince 
Rupert, in the Province of British Col- 
umbia. 
Dated at Prince George, B.C. this 13th 
day of April 1992. 
DFJLOITTE & TOUCHE INC. 
Trustee 
#800- 299 Victoria Street Oeloittes, 
Prince Goorge, B.C, Touche 
V2L 5B8 
(co4) 5~1111 :/--~ 
BACKHOE RENTAL/ 
SERVICES 
For work in the Terrace. 
District. Local Work Contract 
E704-02-047  
Descr ip t ion :  To prov ide  
backhoe services on an as 
req ~ired basis in the Terrace 
District, The District Includes 
Ter race  and surrounding 
area inc luding Thornhi l l ,  
Lakelse Lake, Old and New 
Remo, Kalum Lake Dr. and 
East  on  Hwy 16  to 
Chindemash Creek. 
Interested Contractors are to 
complete an Equipment Ren- 
tal/Services Agreement (No. 
60714-91)  available upon 
request  at the ,Terrace 
District Office. • 
Tel, 638-81 O1 
I 
( ~  Province of  Ministry of 
British Columbia Forests 
~=-I:OI~SCALING EXAMINATION -~- 
An examination for a license to scale Ios 
in the Interior will be held in Smithers on 
Saturday, May 2, 1992. 
WRITTEN EXAMINATION; 
PLACE= Bow Building, 3790 Alfred 
Avenue, Room 208. 
TIME: 8:00 a.m. -12:00 Noon 
PRACTICAL EXAMINATION: 
PLACE' West Fraser Mills (P.I.R.) 
Sample Yard, Tallow Read, 
TIME: 12:30 p.m. • 5:00 p,m, 
Application forms (F.S.87) may be obtain. 
ed al the local District Manager's Office 
and must be completed and presented 
along with proof of identity (birth cer- 
tiflcate, naturalization certificate or 
driver's license) before wdting the ex- 
amination. 
An examination fee of $50,00 will be 
charged for all candidates attempting any 
portion of the exam, except candidates 
who currently h01d an Appointment as an 
Acting Scaler or those who hold a valid 
Coast Scaling License. 
For further details, please contact he 
Regional Scaring Manager In Smlthers at 
847-7492. 
R. Conrad 
Regional Scaling Manager 
Prince Rupert Forest Region 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
Act, Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No: AO825 
Location: Terrace, Nasa Valley, Prince Rupert, Queen Charlotte 
Islands 
Description: To provide personnel and equipment o safely and el; 
fectively control traffic, with or without first aid certificates, from the 
time of award to March 31;1993. Separate tenders for separate 
areas. The tender sum for this contract is to include applicable federal 
and prOvincial sales tax. 
Sealed tendrs, completed in accordance With the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways at the Skeena District Office, No. 300, 
4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4. 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will not be required (in accor- 
dance with the conditions of the tender) . . . .  
A pre-tender meeting will not be scheduled. ~: 
Tender d0cuments:complete with envelope, plans, specifications 
and conditions of tender are available free of charge only from the 
Ministry of Transportation and  Highways, No. 300, 4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. ySG 1V4 betweenthe hours Of 8:30 a.m. to 
12:OO p.m., and 1 :OO p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Frlday, except 
holidays. ~ ' 
Where requlredl Payment for contract documentation shall be made 
by certified cheque or money order made payable to the Minister of 
Finance and Corporate Relations;All purchases are non-refundable. 
For further information contact Greg Ross, operations Assistant at 
(604) 638-3315 or, fax (604) 638-3316. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
. ~  Province of ,~• 
~a' ~ British Columbia 
• • • , • • • • • t • • • t • • • • o • • 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
BUSINESS FOR SALE. Sports card store In 
Houston. Some cabinets and stock left; single 
cards; sets, BIcketts and boxes of backups. 
Call 845.2752 4p50 
HOME BASED BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. A 
low financial, start. Earn as much as 
$300,000 a year. 635.5191 after Apdl 20th 
378.0874 Keith. 31)52 
START NOW - LOCAL AMWAY distributor f. 
fers opportunity for good earnings. You pick 
the hours. We assist. For appointment call 
635.4296 2pl 
FOOD CONCESSION: Skeena Valley Fairs 
Assn. is advertising for tenders to operate the 
food concession (Thornhill Community Hall) 
Ior the 1992 Fall Fair. It will operate two days, 
labour day weekend. Sept. 5 & 6, 1992. 
Please apply to Skeena Valley Fairs Assn., 
Box 495. Terrace, B.C. VSG 4B5.For further 
inlormation phone 635-7582 or 635.7402. 
Deadline is June 5.1992. 401 
What's Up 
*****  
A PLACE TO GO when preg- 
nant and needing support. Bir- 
thright offers confidential and 
non-judgemental help to any 
woman distressed by an unplann. 
ed pregnancy. Come in for a free 
pregnancy test, baby or materni- 
ty clothes, or just a friendly and 
sympathetic listener. Office at 
No. 201, 4721 Lazelle Ave, (in 
the Tillicum Building) Open 11 
a.m. to l p.m., Tuesday through 
Fr iday.  24 -hour  he lp l ine  
635-3907. 
MOTHERS TIME OFF. Do you 
need time for yourself away from 
your kids? Have I got the answer 
for you. Mom's Time Off - -  
Men. , Wed, Thurs., Fri. Knox 
United Church, 4907 Lazelle 
Avenue. Time 10 a.m. - !1:30 
a.m.  For more info. call 
635-4147. 
BIG BROTHERS & BIG 
SISTERS are recruiting new 
members. Regular meetings are 
the third Monday of  every month 
at the new office, 4650 C Lakelse 
Ave., from 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. For 
more tale. phone 635-4232. 
NORTHERN SINGLES meet 
every Tues. at 7 p.m. at Mr. 
Mikes for cof fee,  Phone 
635-3238 for info. 
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BEHIND THE BINGO PALACE 
MONDAY - FRIDAY ................................... NOON - 4 PM 
SATURDAY ................................................ 10 AM- 4 PM 
24 HOUR DROP OFF AVAILABLE IN THE BINS OUTSIDE 
NOW TAKING PEPSI PRODUCT 
CONTAINERS, BEER CANS & BOTTLES 
Sponsored By The Terrace Standard 
Make a 
ABBEY 
VERTICAL 
BLINDS 
Up To 
50%o. 
ABBEY 
HORIZONTAL 
BLINDS 
Up To 
40%0. 
Fashion Statement With 
Your Windows! 
Includes installation 
For a FREE consultation call 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 
635-4444 
9:00 am 
ROLLER BLADE 
SKATE 
Sponsored by - All Season's 
Your Source For Sports 
Spot Prizes! 
/ ' l l J I I I  [ . , i J  a t  I I Gi l l  ~:: ;..~.; .,. 
11:00 am 
RIBBON " .:oo.. 
CUTTING .sin RACES 
By the City of Terrace Sponsored by: 
Skeena Broadcasters, 
Terrace Standard, Terrace 
Review & Canada Sefeway 
In celebrating the completion of the 'New' Ottawa Street and 
start Of our store expansion. Safeway & Staffthank all our 
customers & merchants affected by this project. 
We look forward to serving you 'A Better Way s 
/ 
O O 
GOU RIN 
S P  E .1  ' |P=E , Ladies" for the  s'~ Men's.Nyl°nShe~ls to 44 Jack ets * 
election |ncludes Ladle ckets * Ladies PSS 38 re!It 
SMen's casu al & sp°rtaYcJka;ts, Nylon SetS, Pupovers & Me 
,,..,.s' ,o K.d. J 1 Ik'A 
4717 Lakelse Ave. 
635-5151 
BIWl i imm="- - -~  Discount given at point of sale, 
FBC cards are honoured for stamping 
only on the above stated dale, but not for redemption, 
Mon. Thurs, & Sat. 9 :30  a.m. - 6 :00  p,m. 
Friday 9"30 a,m. - 9 :00  p.m. 
Sunday 12 :00  - 5 :00  p.m. 
i ) 
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KRAFT , 
D INNER 
Family pack of 16- 225 g boxes. 
~ ~-~!!iiii~i~i, ••i !';~I, 
~ i!,i !:~ii!ii~i~ii~ i i~/~ • 88¸¸¸¸.¸• ' i : • 
ROUND 
BEEF 
Regular Quality. 10 Ib bag 
Limit 1. 
¢ 
i b  I , •  
TOMATO SAUCE BATHROOM TISSUE 
Hunts. 
213 mLtin 
Facelle Royale. 8 
8 roll pkg. . 
ULTRA ABC 
Detergent 
4 Litre Box. 
"FLORIDA 
TOMATOES 
Extra Large Size. U.S. 'No. 1 Grade. ~ 
CHICKEN 
DRUMSTIC*KS 
Sunrise. Individually Quick frozen. 
2 kg. bag 
,~ =n / kg 
SAFEWAY GARDEN SUPPLY CENTRE 
1,9 Cedar~Tree~ 98 Azalea : : Steer Or Mushroom Globaior .i;; ! 30 k • Pyramid 
6 99 Moss " . . . . .  Peat " 2 cu, ft, 
• Manure *'J) 99  1 Gal. 
Pot : .~ 10 kg O 
Perennials 19g, Mediumor '599  
4"  . Nugget Bark  
Garden Corner 
Garden Seeds 
Vegetable 
Or Flower ,' 
311 oo 
Organic 
Top Soil 399 
Garden Tools HandRakes 1 59 
& Assorted 
Shovels ea.  
Advertised prices in effect until closing Saturday April 25, 1992 at your Terrace Safeway Store only. Quantity rights reserved. 
( i 
